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PREFACE
Release of this AuditiPackage is an important development for the RTA. It gives us a
framework in which to carry out detailed, effective and consistent performance monitoring on
all our construction projects — whether they have been let to external contractors or are being
done by the RTA's own people. It can also be used to audit RTA's own workplace.
The procedure outlined in the Package is flexible and broad based. It can be used for
examining quality, OHS and environmental performance. These streams can be examined
together or they can be looked at separately, depending on project needs and resources.
Effective performance monitoring is essential if the RTA is to get the service it wants and, in
turn, meet its own legal and community obligations. We must provide a quality product,
healthy and safe workplaces and do our best to minimise the environmental impact of our
projects. The Audit Package will help us achieve these crucial aims.
I commend it for your use.

Paul Forward
Chief Executive Officer
201h December 2000
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READ THIS FIRST
This is Version No 1 of The RTA Quality, OHS and Environmental Audit Package.
It is recommended that the contents of this Manual be reviewed first twelve months after its
introduction and then two years thereafter to ensure that it is current and appropriate.
Printed copies of this Manual are uncontrolled. Only electronic versions of the documents will
form Controlled Documents.
The following documents are available on the RTA Intranet:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Procedure - Auditing of OHS, Environment and Quality Management of RTA Contracts
and Infrastructure (Aud Proc.doc)
OHS Audit Protocol (OHS prot.doc)
Proforma OHS Audit Report (OHS_rpt.doc)
OHS Inspection Checklists (OHS chk.doc)
Sample OHS Audit Report (OHS_rpt2.doc)
Environmental Audit Protocol (env prot.doc)
Proforma Environmental Audit Report (env rpt.doc)
Environmental Inspection Checklists (env chk.doc)
Sample Environmental Audit Report (env rpt2.doc)

Further information in relation to this Manual can be obtained from:
Manager, Contracts Strategy, Road Network Infrastructure Contracts Branch,
Level 6
Centennial Plaza
PO Box K198
Haymarket NSW 1238
Facsimile:

(02) 9218 6980
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INTRODUCTION
This Manual was developed following a
review of the OHS and environmental
performance monitoring programs within
sections of the RTA.

This section provides the user with a
background to the development of the
manual as well as general information in
regard to auditing.

The manual addresses several of the
outcomes of that review by providing a
standard procedure, protocol and
inspection tools for undertaking
performance monitoring of RTA works and
infrastructure.

Section 2 - Procedure
The second section contains the
procedures to be adopted in undertaking
performance monitoring of RTA works and
infrastructure.

This manual establishes procedures and
formats for planning, undertaking and
reporting on the quality, OHS and
environmental performance of projects
and RTA infrastructure.

PURPOSE OF THIS MANUAL
This manual contains tools and
procedures applicable to the performance
monitoring of:
• Infrastructure contracts for both
development and maintenance works,
and
• RTA assets such as Works Depots,
Workshops, etc.
It may be used for integrated or single
facet performance monitoring programs.
Though the protocols include and refer to
the requirements of RTA QA
Specifications, it is equally applicable to
RTA Direct Control projects and RTA
facilities.

WHO SHOULD USE THE MANUAL?
All RTA and Contracted auditors for
infrastructure contracts, as well as RTA
assets such as Works Depots Workshops,
etc. should use this Manual.

WHAT DOES THIS MANUAL
CONTAIN?
This Manual is divided into five parts:
Section 1 — Introduction

Edition 1/Revision 0
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Section 3— OHS
Section Three — OHS is divided into three
sub sections:
Section 3.1 contains the OHS Audit
•
Worksheets.
Section 3.2 contains the OHS
•
Inspection Checklist, and
Section
3.3 contains a sample Audit
•

Report.

Section 4 — Environment
Section Four — Environment, is divided
into four sub sections:
Section 4.1 contains the Environment
•
Audit Worksheets.
Section 4.2 contains the Environment
•
Inspection Checklist,
Section 4.3 contains Environment
•
Proforma Report, and
Section 4.4 contains a sample Audit
•
Report.
Section 5— Quality
This section is yet to be developed.

WHEN SHOULD THIS MANUAL BE
USED?
This Manual should be used when
planning, conducting, reporting and
reviewing the environmental performance
of Infrastructure Contract works, as well as
RTA assets such as Works Depots,
Workshops, etc.

How TO USE THIS MANUAL
The Procedures contained in Section 2
require the Superintendent/Section
Manager to put in action processes to
implement a documented performance
December 2000
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monitoring program for the project or
facility,
Under the requirements of the Procedure,
the Superintendent/Section Manager must
use risk management techniques when
establishing the frequency and level of
performance monitoring to be conducted.
A guide to conducting a risk assessment is
included in Appendix 4 of the Procedure.
If the user requires more detailed
guidance then it is recommended that they
refer to the Australian Standard or the
Austroads publication "Environmental Risk
Management Guidelines and Tools for
Road Projects". To ensure that the RTA
can demonstrate due diligence in its
monitoring program it is essential that the
Superintendent/Section Manager ensure
that the process used in determining the
monitoring program is documented and
held on file.

in this detail allows for future comparison
of audit results, as well as demonstrating
due diligence.
Subsection 4 contains a sample audit
report. This is provided as a guide to the
format and content of audit reports to
encourage consistent reporting of audit
findings.

Sections 3 - 5 provide the user with
standard Audit Worksheets, Checklists,
Report formats and sample reports for
OHS and Environment. Those for Quality
are yet to be developed. Within each
section are specific Protocols for OHS,
Environment and Quality.
Subsection 1 contains the audit
worksheets.
These forms can be used in the field and
have space for the user to record their
findings and recommendations in
response to each audit question. The
worksheets also have guidance and cross
referencing for each questions.
Subsection 2 contains Inspection
Checklists. These are linked to the
worksheets and reproduce the worksheet
questions The checklists are meant to
.
meet the auditor's need for mobility in the
field by providing the audit questions and
space for recording findings in an easy to
handle form.
It is recommended that auditors copy
these forms for use in the field as they
provide a simple method of recording
findings and provide a platform for the
auditors working papers.
Subsection 3 contains a proforma audit
report. This must form the basis of the
audit report submitted for all audits
conducted. Completion of an audit report
Edition 1/Revision 1
© Roads and Traffic Authority of New South Wales 2000
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A GUIDE TO AUDITING
An audit is a systematic examination to
determine whether OHS, Environment and
Quality activities and related results
comply with planned arrangements,
including legal and other requirements. It
helps evaluate whether these
arrangements are implemented effectively
and are suitable to achieve their
objectives. Internal or external auditors
can conduct audits.

Audits are not routine
inspections
An audit program should be seen as
separate from a routine inspection
program.
Routine inspections are usually conducted
to check that the work complies with the
specification or other requirements. Audits
look at the systems and processes in
place to manage OHS, environment or
quality rather than individual deficiencies
and failures.

Audits should not be considered
a snap shot in time
Properly conducted audits will examine
past, present and future practices.
Auditors will look for records to confirm
previous activities and processes; and
action plans to manage current and future
activities, along with objectives and targets
for the future.

Audits verify the existence of
management systems
Audits seek to verify that management
systems and processes are in place and
that the systems are working throughout
the area being audited.

Audits seek to establish the
effectiveness o f management
systems

degree of conformity between the intended
outcomes and actual performance.
To determine this, auditors examine
objective evidence by way of system
documentation, records, verifying the use
of systems, visual observations and
discussion with those that work with the
systems — the employees.

Audits are not designed to
assess the performance of
individuals
Audits of management systems should be
designed to assess the performance of the
systems in place, not of individuals
working with the systems.

Audits generate information for
management action
The ultimate purpose of audits is to
provide management with factual
information that can be used to review
strategies and plan change. The
information generated from an audit will
provide evidence of conformance or
nonconformance with audit criteria. It is
not designed to provide detailed solutions
to problems identified.

Audits seek to sustain
management action
It is management's responsibility to decide
what changes are required as a result of
an audit and to initiate actions to improve
performance. In the case of RTA contract
works this responsibility is that of the
Contractor.

Audits must be repeated
Once management has acted to remedy
the faults uncovered through audits, it is
desirable to repeat the audit process to
ensure that the remedies effected (by the
Contractor or Facility) have delivered the
desired improvements.

A management system may exist, but may
not be fully effective. Audits establish the
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Repeat audits may also bring to the
attention of management any unintended
consequences of remedial actions.

A GUIDE TO INSPECTIONS
An inspection is activity such as
measuring, examining, testing or gauging
one or more characteristics of an entity
and comparing results with specified
requirements in order to establish whether
conformity is achieved for each
characteristic'.
Inspections can be undertaken at three
levels:
1.
2.

3.

As part of a formal audit in examining
objective evidence relating to systems
implementation,
As a function independent of an audit
but conducted by auditors to examine
the general performance of the site,
and
As part of the routine functions of
surveillance officers.

Surveillance is the continual monitoring
and verification of the status of an entity
and analysis of records to ensure that
specified requirements are being fu1fi11ed2.

Inspections are not audits
Inspections are usually conducted to
check that work complies with
specification or other requirements, or to
verify the implementation of systems in the
workplace.
Audits look for the existence of systems to
manage OHS, environment or quality.

Inspections are a snap shot in
time
Inspections primarily examine activities
being conducted at the time of the
inspection. They can look back if records
are examined, but rarely would they look
at future activities. It is not the role of
inspections to attempt to look into the
future.

Inspections as part of Audits
assist the Auditor to verify the
implementation and
effectiveness of management
systems
A management system may exist, but may
not be fully implemented or effective.
Inspections establish the degree of
compliance to specification or other
requirement and to some extent the
effectiveness of the system.
To determine this, auditors examine
objective evidence by way of visual
observations and discussion with those
that work with the systems — the
employees.

Inspections by Auditors (not
being part of an Audit) reinforce
and follow up Auditing activities.
Inspections by auditors outside formal
audits are intended to reinforce and follow
up on auditing activities without imposing a
formal audit on the site. Inspections
conducted by auditors would normally
examine the implementation of particular
elements of the management systems on
site and follow up on any nonconformance back to the management
system.

Surveillance is not the same as

auditing.

The RTA needs to have confidence that
work is progressing satisfactorily. This is
achieved through surveillance (an ongoing
process of monitoring or observation) to
verify that an item or activity is being
carried out according to procedures and
conforms to specified requirements.
The purpose of surveillance inspections is
to provide management with routine
evidence of conformance or
nonconformance with the specified
requirements.

1 Clause
2.15 AS/NZS ISO 8402.1994
2
ISO 8402
Edition 1/Revision 1
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REVISIONS
A vertical bar in the margin of a paragraph as shown here indicates major
revisions made to the last issue of this Procedure.

R

1.0

T

PURPOSE
To describe the process for the initiation, preparation, conduct, reporting and
follow up of systems and/or compliance performance monitoring of OHS,
environmental and quality management systems on RTA facilities and
projects.

2.0

SCOPE
This procedure is applicable to performance monitoring of all RTA facilities
and projects.
It may be used for single facet or integrated performance monitoring
programs.

3.0

DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY
3.1.

Auditor
A person who has the qualification to perform audits as required by Appendix
1 of this Procedure.

3.2.

Audit (Environmental Management System)
A systematic and documented verification process of objectively obtaining
and evaluating evidence to determine whether an organisation's
environmental management system conforms to the environmental
management system audit criteria set by the organisation, and for
communication of the results of this process to management. Clause 3.6
AS/NZS IS014001

3.3.

Audit (OHS)
A systematic examination against defined criteria to determine whether
activities and related results conform to planned arrangements and whether
these arrangements are implemented effectively and are suitable to achieve
the organisation's policy and objectives. Clause 3.1 AS 4801:2000.

3.4.

Audit (Quality)
Systematic and independent examination to determine whether quality
activities and related results comply with planned arrangement and whether
these arrangements are implemented effectively and are suitable to achieve
objectives. Clause 4.9 AS/NZS ISO 8402.1994
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3.5.

Corrective Action
Action taken to eliminate the causes of nonconformity, defect or other
undesirable situation in order to prevent recurrence. Clause 4.14 AS/NZS
IS08402: 1994.

3.6.

Corrective Action Request (CAR)
A request by the Superintendent/Superintendent's Representative to the
Contractor to eliminate the causes of nonconformity, defect or other
undesirable situation in order to prevent recurrence.

3.7.

Facility
The Facility shall be taken as an administrative site established for the
purpose of providing accommodation for RTA staff or sub-contractors and
includes but is not limited to Office accommodation, Motor Registries; Heavy
Vehicle Inspection Stations; RTA Works and Sub Depots; Fleet workshops,
Compounds and may also include RTA construction and maintenance sites.

3.8.

Facility Manager
The Facility Manager shall be taken to be that person with the responsibility
for the day to day management of the Facility that is being audited.

3.9.

Inspection
Activity such as measuring, examining, testing or gauging one or more
characteristics of an entity and comparing results with specified requirements
in order to establish whether conformity is achieved for each characteristic.
Clause 2.15 AS/NZS ISO 8402.1994
Inspections can be undertaken at three levels:
1. As part of a formal audit,
2. As a function independent of an audit but conducted by auditors, and
3. As part of the routine functions of surveillance officers, project managers,
OHS Facilitators and environmental advisers.

3.10. Integrated Auditing
An audit where OHS, environmental and quality aspects of the management
program are considered at the same time.

3.11. Lead Auditor
A person qualified to manage and perform audits as required by Appendix 1
of this Procedure.
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3.12. Non Conformance Report (NCR)
Disposition Report prepared by the Contractor to the Superintendent, or
delegated representative, setting out the actions to be undertaken in
response to a CAR, Non Conforming Product Notification or observation
report of a nonconformity. Clause S6 RTA Special Conditions of Contract

3.13. Nonconformity/Nonconformance
The nonfulfilment of a specified requirement. (AS/NZS ISO 8402, AS/NZS
3905.2)).
In RTA contracts, product deficiencies are defined as a nonconformance.

3.14. Noncompliance
Failure of the contractor's system to comply with the provisions of the
contract or the existence of a condition, product or service adverse to project.
This includes a deficiency in the documentation or implementation of the
Contractor's systems in relation to the specified system Standard and the
specifications for the work.
It also includes failure by the Contractor to follow its own system.

3.15. Observation o f Concern (00 C)
A request to the Contractor to assess whether corrective action should be
undertaken on the system if an auditor observes a deficiency in
documentation or application which has had, or potentially will have, a minor
impact on product quality.

3.16. Single Facet Auditing
An audit where one of the disciplines of the management system, either
OHS, environmental or quality, is examined alone

3.17. Superintendent
For the purposes of this procedure, the term Superintendent shall be taken to
be:
1. For Contract work, the person appointed by the Principal in accordance
with the provisions of the General Conditions of Contract. In this case it
is expected that the "Superintendent" would usually be the Senior Project
Manager. In some Contracts, the "Principal's Representative" or "RTA
Representative" has a similar role with respect to audit and surveillance.
2. For RTA Facilities, the Section Manager with responsibility for the Facility
being audited.
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3.18. Superintendent's Representative

1.

2.

For the purposes of this procedure, the term Superintendent's Representative
shall be taken to be:
For Contract work, the person appointed in writing from time to time by the
Superintendent pursuant to the General Conditions of Contract. In this case it
is expected that the "Superintendent's Representative" would usually be the
Resident Engineer. In some Contracts, the "Principal's Representative" or
"RTA Representative" has a similar role with respect to audit and
surveillance.
For RTA Facilities, the Facility Manager with responsibility for the day to day
management of the Facility being audited.

3.19. Surveillance
Continual monitoring and verification of the status of an entity and analysis of
records to ensure that specified requirements are being fulfilled. Clause 4.7
AS/NZS ISO 8402.1994.
Note: This definition refers to Quality Surveillance, but for the purposes of this
document, shall be considered applicable to surveillance of quality, OHS and
environmental management systems.

3.20. Surveillance Officer
The person with the responsibility to carry out surveillance on a contract or
project on a routine basis.
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4.0

RESPONSIBILITIES
4.1.

Project Management Office
The Project Management Office shall be responsible for ensuring consistency
of auditing functions for all development and major maintenance projects, and
where appropriate coordinate auditing functions for all Directorates and
Regional Offices

4.2.

Superintendent
The "Superintendent" shall be responsible for the overall management of the
auditing program for the project or Facility, including, but not limited to:
Initiating the audit,
•
Engaging
the audit team,
•
Ensuring
that
the audit team has copies of site documentation,
•
Receiving
the
audit report and acknowledging the contents,
•
Distribution
of
audit reports to the Facility and to appropriate RTA
•
Directorates, Branches and personnel as set out in Section 8 of this
Procedure;
• Ensure that the copy of the audit report is filed for future reference; and
• Where required, ensure that the results of the audit report are considered
in reporting on contractor performance as required by CPSC Guideline
"Contractor Performance Reporting and Exchange of Reports between
Government Agencies" and Road Network Infrastructure Directorate
document RNIC-CP-08 "Contractor Performance - Reporting on
Contractors to the Construction Industry".
Nothing in this procedure shall be deemed to prevent the "Superintendent"
delegating authority to others to undertake all or part of the requirements of
this procedure.

4.3.

Superintendent's Representative
The "Superintendent's Representative" shall be responsible for the
coordination of site activities including:
•
•
•

4.4.

Requesting Lead Auditor to conduct audit,
Provision of office accommodation for the audit team, and
Liaison between the audit team and Site Management.

Lead Auditor
The Lead Auditor shall be responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•

Assembling the audit team for purposes of conducting the pre-audit
meeting,
Distribution of documentation to the audit team,
Determination in liaison with the Superintendent the scope of the audit,
Liaise with the site to establish the dates of the audit and communicate
the scope of the audit and the audit team members and requirements,
Management of the audit team on site,
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•
•
•
•
•
•

4.5.

Lead the opening meeting, team meetings and close out meetings,
Brief the Superintendent on the audit findings and proposed CARs
Prepare and certify the Audit Report,
Draft the Audit Report,
Distribution of the Audit Report to the Superintendent, and
Return of Contract/Facility documentation to the Superintendent.

Auditor
The Auditor shall be responsible for:
•
•
•

4.6.

Examining those facets and/or elements of the audit that they are
assigned by the Lead Auditor or Superintendent,
Preparing in draft a audit report on those facets and/or elements of the
audit that they are assigned by the Lead Auditor or Superintendent,
Assisting the Lead Auditor as may be required to effectively complete the
audit.

Contractor/Facility Manager
The Contractor shall be responsible for ensuring that:
•
•

4.7.

Every assistance is provided to the Superintendent, or delegated
representative, in the conduct of the performance monitoring, including
the provision of reasonable office accommodation,
All requests for corrective action are investigated and actioned.

Surveillance Officer
The surveillance officer shall be responsible for the routine observation and
surveillance activities as defined in Section 4 of the RTA Engineering
Contracts Manual or other requirement of Contracts.

4.8.

RNIC Manager, Contracts Strategy
The RNIC Manager, Contracts Strategy, shall:
•
•
•

Review and circulate to appropriate RNIC personnel and other relevant
RTA Directorates and Branches, all audit reports received within RNIC,
Ensure that the copy of the audit report is filed within the RNIC office for
future reference, and
Ensure that the results of the audit report are considered in future
reporting on contractor performance as required by CPSC Guideline
"Contractor Performance Reporting and Exchange of Reports between
Government Agencies" and Road Network Infrastructure Directorate
document RNIC-CP-08 "Contractor Performance - Reporting on
Contractors to the Construction Industry".
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5.0

AUDITING PERSONNEL
5.1.

Minimum Qualifications
Appendix 1 details the minimum qualifications for audit team on RTA works.
Before attending site, all members of the audit team should have completed
an OHS Construction Industry General Induction as required by the
Construction Safety Amendment (Amenities and Training) Regulation 1998.

5.2.

Selection of Audit Personnel
RTA personnel should normally form the nucleus of the Audit Team. Where
suitably qualified RTA personnel are not available, the "Superintendent" may
draw upon the resources of external providers.
Personnel sourced externally must also achieve the minimum qualification
requirement established in Appendix 1.
Selection of external auditing personnel shall be accomplished by selection of
individuals — not organisations. Organisations may submit names of suitable
personnel, however the final selection of the personnel that are to participate
on the audit team shall be at the discretion of the "Superintendent".
Where practical, the Lead Auditor shall remain the same for the duration of
the project where multiple audits are planned.
A member of the audit team must not carry out a audit if he or she:
• Is in debt to the contractor,
• Is a partner or other business associate of the contractor,
• Is an employee, agent or consultant of the contractor,
• Is a relative of the contractor, or
• Has any other conflict of interest.

5.3.

Authority
Unless otherwise authorised in writing by the "Superintendent", the audit
team shall at no time direct the Contractor/Facility to perform activities; the
"Superintendent" must give all directives to the Contractor/Facility.
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6.0

AUDIT PLANNING
6.1.

Determination of Level and Frequency of Audits and
Inspections
The "Superintendent" shall be responsible for determining the level and
frequency of audits and inspections on those projects/facilities for which they
are responsible.
The Superintendent shall determine the level of audits and inspections to
apply to the project using the methodology established by PMS Document
"Development of a Risk Management Plan" (RTA-CSD-PMS-PR-P-02) and
should refer to Austroads Document "Environmental Risk Management
Guidelines and Tools for Road Projects" for additional guidance.
Appendix 4 sets forth requirements for the application of risk management
processes to the determination of the level and frequency of audits and
inspections.

6.2.

Scheduling of Audits and Inspections
The "Superintendent" shall ensure that all audits and/or inspections are
scheduled in accordance with the outcomes of the risk assessment prepared
as required by Clause 6.1 of this Procedure.
The "Superintendent" may also schedule additional audits or inspections such
as waste audits or contaminated land audits.

6.2.1. Minimum Level of Audits and Inspections
6.2.1.1 Contract Works
Unless determined otherwise through the conduct of a risk assessment
processes established by Clause 6.1 of this Procedure, the Superintendent
shall ensure that within three (3) months of the Contractor commencing on
site, that an audit of the project shall be conducted. The Superintendent shall
ensure that an additional audit is conducted at "Practical Completion" of the
Project before the issuing of the Certificate of Practical Completion, to ensure
that the requirements of the Contract have been fulfilled.
6.2.1.2 Facilities
The interval between audits of Facilities should be no greater than two years.
6.2.1.3 Adjustment to Audit/Inspection Schedule
The audit/inspection schedule shall be adjusted when one or more of the
following conditions exist:
(a)

When the results of previous audits/inspections indicate the need for
a higher (or lower) frequency;
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(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

6.3.

When significant changes are made to functional areas of the
management systems, including reorganisations and revisions to
procedure(s);
When safety, performance or reliability of the work is in jeopardy, or
suspected to be in jeopardy, due to nonconformity in the
management system(s);
When necessary to verify that the required corrective/preventive
action has been taken; and
When required due to changes in the Contractor's construction
program.

Planning Auditing and Inspection Activities
Note:
Nothing in this section shall prevent the "Superintendent" from conducting unscheduled audits of Contract operations as permitted by Clause 5.2 of RTA
Specification Q, unless otherwise required by the Contract.

6.3.1. Audit Request
The Superintendent's Representative shall at least four (4) weeks prior to
nominated audit date, send the Audit Request form to the Lead Auditor,
providing the following information on the Audit Request form:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who is to prepare the Notification Letter to Contractor/Facility,
Activities currently being carried out on site,
Depth of audit required - system and/or compliance,
Scope of audit required - list of system and/or technical procedures that
should be audited,
Status of previous audit follow-up (if applicable), and
Additional matters that should be considered by audit team.

6.3.2. Site Notification
Environment and Quality Systems Audits
At least five (5) working days prior to the planned date of audit or inspection
activity, the "Superintendent" shall ensure that the Contractor/Facility is
notified in writing of the proposed activity.
OHS Systems Audits
The Contractor shall allow the Superintendent to conduct an audit at any time
on all aspects of the Safety Management Plan. Clause 7 RTA Specification
G22.
Content of Notification
The written notification shall inform the Contractor/Facility of:
•
•
•
•

The
The
The
The

date of the Auditing or Inspection activity;
scope of the activity;
time and place of the Opening Meeting;
expected duration of the activity;
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•
•
•
•

The name and contact details of the Lead Auditor;
Contractor personnel required to be present;
Office accommodation requirements, and
Records required to be provided for examination.

6.3.3. Assembly of Audit Team
The "Superintendent" shall ensure that at least four (4) weeks prior to the
commencement of the audit, that an audit team is assembled and that the
audit team is qualified in accordance with the requirements of Appendix 1.
The "Superintendent" is responsible for providing or securing personnel
appropriate to satisfy the scope of the audit.
When assembling the Team, consideration should be given to the continued
availability of the team members for the duration of the project.
The Lead Auditor should remain consistent for the duration of the project. It
is permissible for training purposes to substitute another auditor as Lead
Auditor, provided the 'normal' Lead Auditor is present.

6.3.4. Determination of Scope of the Auditing Activity
The "Superintendent" shall determine the scope of the auditing activity in
consultation with the Lead Auditor, the Project Manager or Facility Manager
and the Surveillance Officer.
In determining the scope of the auditing activity to be conducted, the
"Superintendent" shall consider:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

6.4.

The Contractor's/Facility's demonstrated performance in meeting agreed
requirements;
Results of previous audits on Contractor/Facility. When considering
previous audits on Contractor operations, the "Superintendent" should
consider the Contractor's performance on other sites and/or projects;
The Contractor's/Facility's resources to implement and manage site
management systems;
Effectiveness of Contractor's/Facility's Internal Audits;
The OHS aspects of the project;
The environmental sensitivity of the project;
The requirements of the Contract; and
The duration of the audit required to ensure that the scope is met.

Team Meeting
Note: This clause is not applicable where the audit is to be conducted by a
single person.
Where practical, the Lead Auditor should convene a meeting of the Audit
Team at least forty-eight (48) hours prior to conducting the Audit. Where not
practical for the team to meet at least 48 hours prior to the audit, the Lead
Auditor should liaise with all members by telephone to confirm arrangement
and the team should meet separately on site prior to commencing the audit
opening meeting.
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The purpose of the meeting is to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.5.

Confirm safety equipment requirements of the site, and ensure that
members have appropriate personnel safety equipment,
Confirm the scope of the Audit,
Ensure that team members have copies of site documentation and audit
tools,
Establish the roles of the Audit Team members on site, including
allocation of pre-visit tasks,
Establish timeframe for completion of the draft audit report, and
Confirm travel arrangements and accommodation if required.

Review of Contract and Contractor Documentation
The "Superintendent" is responsible for ensuring that all appropriate
documentation is made available in a timely manner to the Lead Auditor, and
that the documentation is the current version in use on site.
The Lead Auditor shall ensure that the documentation is available to team
members at the Team Meeting.
The Lead Auditor shall ensure that all documentation supplied by the
"Superintendent" is returned to the "Superintendent" with the Audit Report.
Appropriate documentation includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Proposal Decision Report;
Project EMP;
Contractor's EMP;
OHS&R Project Plan; and
Previous audit reports.
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7.0

AUDITING PROCESS
7.1.

Site induction/Familiarisation
The Lead Auditor shall ensure that:
•
•

7.2.

Site management familiarise the Audit Team with the potential hazards of
the site; and
The Team complies with the Contractor's/Facility's Visitor Induction and
Registration procedures.

Opening Meeting
During the Opening Meeting, the Lead Auditor is responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introducing the audit team to the Site Management Representative(s)
present,
Maintaining a record attendance with name and signature using the
Attendance Sheet included in Appendix 2 of this Procedure,
Confirming the purpose and scope of the audit,
Briefly explaining of the methods and procedures to be used during the
audit,
Establishing the communication links between the audit team and the
Contractor and whether any interim meetings are required,
Confirming the time and date of the Closing Meeting,
Confirm requirements for site escorts and office space,
Advise the method by which any system deficiencies and noncompliances will be addressed, ie. Observations of Concern and
Corrective Action Request(s),
Clarify any ambiguities in the audit process, and
Answer any queries from the site management representative(s).

It is essential that the site management representative(s) is aware of the audit
process.

7.3.

Protocol/Checklists
The Auditing protocol to be used for OHS and Environmental audits should
be:
•
•
•
•

RTA
RTA
RTA
RTA

"OHS Audit Worksheets",
"OHS Inspection Checklist",
"Environmental Audit Worksheet", and
"Environmental Inspection Checklist".

The reason for not using, or changing, these standard worksheets/checklists
must be documented on records relating to the Project/Facility.
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7.4.

Audit Team Site Familiarisation Tour
Note: Desktop audits will not require a site inspection.
The Audit Team will visit specific areas of the Contractor's/Facility operation
covered by the scope of the audit, and review and evaluate conformance with
the requirements o f the Contractor's/Facility's Management Plans and
witness transfer o f system requirements to the workplace.
During the site familiarisation tour, the Audit Team shall observe all
occupational health and safety requirements of the site and obey any
directives of the Site Management Team.

7.5.

Review o f previous non-conformance
The audit team should review non conformances detailed in previous audit
reports and CARs as part of the audit process. The team should examine the
outcomes of the previous audit reports and close out of CARs to ensure that
the corrective actions have been implemented and remain appropriate.
Concurrence, or otherwise, with the close out of previous CARs must be
included in the Audit Report.

7.6.

Gathering o f Audit Evidence
The lead auditor is to ensure that the audit team has sufficient time to collate
all the data and to evaluate the audit findings, in particular for any nonconformances or "observations of concern", prior to the closing meeting. The
audit team should agree on whether departures from the audit criteria are of
such importance that they warrant the status of non-conformances, or
recorded as "observations of concern".

7.6.1. Interviews
Where appropriate, the audit team should interview site personnel to
determine if the management system requirements have been communicated
to the workforce and have been implemented.

7.6.2. Records examination
The audit team must review the Contractor's/Facility's documentation to
ensure that where records are required to be maintained, they are protected
and kept in appropriates files. The audit team members should also examine
the documentation to ensure that any inspections and/or test results indicate
compliance with the requirements of the management system and legislation.

7.7.

Team Meeting
Upon completion o f the collection of evidence and observations, the audit
team shall meet to analyse apparent non-compliances or adverse
observations to ensure validity as audit findings
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Wherever practicable, the audit findings should be tested by discussion with
the Superintendent's Representative or other staff who could help decide
whether the findings should be recorded as CARs. Evidence of a departure
from approved procedures, specified requirements and/or other applicable
documents is valid justification.
Comments and recommendations in relation to the Contractor's/Facility's
system must be accurate and defensible. CARs/OoCs should address a
specific non-compliance. They should not originate from personal opinion or
preference as to how such compliance should be achieved. Comments and
recommendations should concentrate on the results to be achieved and
should not intrude on the Contractor's/Facility's right to choose how those
results will be achieved.
If an Audit Team discovers evidence which requires urgent consideration for
ongoing management of a Contract or Facility, the Lead Auditor should
consult promptly with the Project Manager and/or Superintendent's
Representative before the Closing Meeting. All such issues should be
referred direct to the Superintendent for determination.

7.8.

Closing meeting
At the Closing Meeting the Lead Auditor and other team members shall
discuss the outcomes of the audit with the auditees and ensure that any
findings are understood
The Lead Auditor is responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Recording attendance at the meeting with name and signature;
Presenting, with other team members, findings of the audit;
Detailing evidence of any nonconforming product or service;
Issuing any CARs;
Obtaining the Contractor's/Facility Manager's signature on CARs
presented at Audit to acknowledge that the finding is understood (this
does not necessarily indicate agreement) and give Contractor a copy;
Advise details of any recommendations for corrective action to be
forwarded through the Superintendent (within 7 working days of receipt of
the CAR);
Advising the Contractor that a response to the Audit Report will be
required within ten working days of its issue. Corrective Action Requests
should be addressed by the Contractor stating what action is to be taken
to correct any deficiencies, the date by which this will be done, and what
measures will be implemented to prevent a recurrence. The Contractor
is required to implement corrective action within 7 days of receipt of the
CAR (Specification RTA Q Clause 4.14.1);
Record notes of salient points raised during the meeting.

The audit team members are responsible for assisting the Lead Auditor, as
required, in presenting the findings of the audit.

7.9.

Non conformances
In general, non-compliance with statutory requirements, or a failure in
management systems that could lead to non-compliance, should be recorded
as non conformance and a CAR issued. Minor technical infringements of
procedures or low risk lapses of environmental controls which do not
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constitute clear breaches of environmental standards, may be more
appropriately raised as "observations of concern" unless a recurring pattern,
indicating systemic failure, is evident.
The audit team may also record "audit observations" of items where
improvement is needed.
If an audit or surveillance indicates that the Management System(s) does not
comply with the provisions of the Contract or that a condition adverse to
quality exists, the "Superintendent" shall issue a Corrective Action Request.
(See Appendix 5 for examples of the application of CARs)
When audit identifies a nonconforming product the administration of
corrective actions on Contracts and Facilities shall be in accordance with the
PMS Procedure for Administration of Corrective Action on Contracts (RTACSD-PMS-PR-P-74).
The "Superintendent" shall monitor the Contractor's/Facility's actions in
regard to closure of the CAR. On satisfactory closure of the CAR, the
"Superintendent" shall authorise its closure.
The Audit Team shall verify at the next audit the closure of the CAR and
countersign the "Superintendent's" closure.
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8.0

AUDIT REPORT PREPARATION AND DISTRIBUTION
8.1.

Preparation of Audit Reports
Unless required otherwise by the Superintendent, the Lead Auditor, with
assistance from team members, shall, within ten (10) working days of the
Closing Meeting, deliver to the "Superintendent" a report on the auditing
activities conducted including the outcomes and recommendations of the
audit.
The Audit Report should accurately reflect the content and findings of the
audit. The Lead Auditor is responsible for the accuracy and completeness of
the audit report.
Audit Reports shall be prepared using the standard format as shown later in
this Audit Package, which are also available on the RTA Intranet and through
the "RiskChase" application.
The audit report must address all activities and elements specifically required
by the scope of the audit, and responses to each element include audit
findings and recommendations associated with each question within the
Element audited.

8.2.

Attachments to Audit Report
The Lead Auditor shall ensure that the Audit Report includes the following
attachments:
•
•
•
•
•

8.3.

Audit attendance records,
Audit notification letter,
Minutes of Opening and Closing Meetings,
Original copy of any CARs, and
Copy of CARs closed since last audit.

Certification of Audit Report
On completion of the final audit report, the Lead Auditor shall certify and sign
off the Audit Report.
The Superintendent shall sign off on the Audit Report only within the capacity
of acknowledging the content of the audit report.

8.4.

Document Control
All Audit Reports shall be considered controlled documents and to contain
privileged information. Therefore document control is of high priority.
As all audit reports will form part of the project historical documentation, they
must therefore be controlled in a similar manner.
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8.5.

Indexing
All audit reports must have a unique indexing number. The Index number
should be determined by the Superintendent to achieve the requirements of
the document control system for office responsible for the project/facility.

8.6.

Filing
Audit records shall be kept in the appropriate file in the relevant Projects
Office (contract works) or RTA Regional Office (facilities). These files shall
contain all the necessary audit records pertaining to each contract/facility,
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

8.7.

Notification letter to Contractor/Facility,
Audit report issue memorandum,
The Audit Report with CARs attached,
Response to Audit Report by Contractor/Facility,
Copies of closed out CARs, and
Any advice received from the Superintendent's Representative/Facility
Manager on the status of CARs.

Distribution of Audit Report
The Lead Auditor should supply the "Superintendent" with at least three (3)
copies plus the original of the final Audit Report as well as an electronic
version.
The "Superintendent" shall ensure that copies are distributed as follows:
Recipient
Contractor/Facility Manager
Superintendent's Representative
RNIC
Corporate OHS Branch
Environment and Community Policy
Branch
Regional OHS Section
Regional Environmental Section.
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9.0

AUDIT FEEDBACK
9.1.

Analysis of Audit Results
The Superintendent shall analyse the results of the audit report and compare
the results with previous audit reports on the Contractor or Facility.
As part of the analysis, the Superintendent should examine evidence of
positive initiatives and improvement as well as issues where performance is
lacking or has deteriorated.
The analysis of these audit reports should be used to review the level and
frequency of performance monitoring on the Contract or Facility. Any
changes recommended as a result of this analysis should be documented
and held on file with the other Contract or Facility details.

9.2.

Close out of Corrective Action Requests
Close out of corrective action on contracts and facilities shall be carried out in
accordance with PMS Document "Procedure for Administration of Corrective
Action on Contracts". In the case of facilities, the term "Contractor" shall be
deemed to mean "Facility Manager".

9.3.

Contractor Performance Reporting
For all Contract works the Superintendent shall ensure that Contractor
performance is reported in accordance with the requirements of NSW
Government Guideline "Contractor Performance Reporting and Exchange of
Reports between Government Agencies Guidelines" and Road Network
Infrastructure Directorate document RNIC-CP-08 "Contractor Performance Reporting on Contractors to the Construction Industry".

9.4.

Facility Performance Reporting
For all audits on RTA Facilities, the Superintendent shall provide summaries
of audit reports to Senior Management as part of their normal periodic
reporting.
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APPENDIX 1 - AUDITOR QUALIFICATIONS
General Qualifications
Personal Attributes and Skills
Auditors should possess personal attributes and skills that include, but are not limited
to, the following:
• Good oral and writing skills;
Interpersonal skills such as diplomacy, tact and the ability to listen;
•
The
ability to maintain independence and objectivity;
•
Good
organising skills;
•
The
ability
to reach sound judgements based on objective evidence;
•
The
ability
to
react with sensitivity to the conventions and culture of the region in
•
which the audit is performed.

OHS Auditors1
Audit team qualifications
The audit team shall collectively have the following qualifications:
Pass in the 5-day Australian Standards External QA Assessors course or
•
equivalent.
• Pass in the Industry level OHS&R Management Systems Guidelines training
course.
• Demonstrated knowledge of the OH&S Act 2000 and Regulations (as amended).
Knowledge of the contract, site, and site OHS&R Plan.
•
A member of the audit team must not carry out a Project OHS&R Plan audit if he or
she:
Is not registered with the relevant agency as an OHS&R auditor,
•
Is
in debt to the contractor
•
Is
a partner or other business associate of the contractor
•
Is
an employee, agent or consultant of the contractor
•
Is
a relative of the contractor, or
•
Has
any other conflict of interest.
•
Education
Hold an appropriate nationally recognised qualification eg:
(1) A degree or an equivalent qualification in a relevant discipline awarded by a
recognised institution
(2) Professional member of an institution which has academic/technical qualification
requirements equivalent to (1),
OR
•

Objective evidence demonstrating that a satisfactory level of knowledge relevant
to occupational health and safety auditing has been achieved.

'Based on NSW Guideline
— Auditing Project OHS&R Management Plans Nov 1998 and QSA
Registration Criteria 1996
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Training
Education and training shall have included:
Auditing skills
•
OHS laws, codes or practice and standards
•
OHS
management system standards
•
of risk management
Principles
•
OHS
prevention
techniques
•
Work and OHS Experience
Have completed at least 5 years full-time, or equivalent part-time, work experience in
a technical, professional or management position involving accountability and the
exercise of judgement. This experience shall include a minimum of 3 years
appropriate OHS work experience.

Senior OHS Auditor
Auditing Experience
Have participated in 20 days of auditing on site and a minimum of 4 complete audits
covering experience of different processes, facilities and/or management systems.
Have led audit teams for 5 OHS audits.

OHS Auditor
Auditing Experience
Have participated in 20 days of auditing on site and a minimum of 4 complete audits
covering experience of different processes, facilities and/or management systems.

Environmental Auditors2
Lead Environmental Auditor
Education
Hold an appropriate nationally recognised qualification eg:
(1) A degree or an equivalent qualification in a relevant discipline awarded by a
recognised institution
(2) Professional member of an institution which has academic/technical qualification
requirements equivalent to (1),

Training
Have completed a recognised environment auditor's training course covering the
following areas:
Auditing skills
•
Environmental management standards
•
Relevant
environmental laws, regulations, and government policies
•
Principles
for identifying and assessing environmental aspects and impacts
•
Social
and
cultural environmental values
•

2

Adapted from Australian Standard AS/NZS ISO 14012:1996
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Work Experience

Have completed at least 5 years full-time, or equivalent part-time work experience,
which includes 3 years work with an environmental context
Auditing Experience
Have participated in a minimum of 5 complete environmental audits.
(Note: The AS/NZS ISO 14012 requirement for lead auditors to lead previous audits
under supervision has been waived for this procedure.)

Environmental Auditors

Education
Hold an appropriate nationally recognised qualification eg:
(1) A degree or an equivalent qualification in a relevant discipline awarded by a
recognised institution
(2) Professional member of an institution which has academic/technical qualification
requirements equivalent to (1),
OR
•

Demonstrated work experience and other personal development activities which
provide an equivalent educational standard and the communication and technical
analytical skills necessary to conduct and/or manage environmental audits.

Training
Have completed a recognised environment auditor's training course covering the
following areas:
Auditing skills
•
Environmental management standards
•
Relevant environmental laws, regulations, and government policies
•
Principles for identifying and assessing environmental aspects and impacts
•
Social and cultural environmental values
•
Work Experience
Have completed at least 2 years full-time, or equivalent part-time work experience,
which includes 1 years work with an environmental context

Auditing Experience
Not essential

Knowledge
The auditors must have a sound understanding of:
Environmental management principles and practises
•
Environmental science and technology
•
Relevant requirements of environmental laws, regulations and related documents
•
Environmental
Management System and standards against which audits may be
•
conducted
Relevant technical and environmental aspects of RTA operations and facilities
•
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•

RTA's environmental policies and relevant procedures

Quality Auditors3
Lead Auditor:
The appointed Lead Auditor (or Team Leader) shall:
Be independent of the RTA's Project Management and Contract Administration
•
team for the project being audited; and
Have completed and passed a recognised course in Quality Management
•
Systems Assessor/Auditor Training: and
Have participated as a Team Member in at least five other audits on similar major
•
engineering contracts after completing the course.
Auditor:
The appointed Audit Team Members shall:
Have completed and passed a recognised course in Quality Management
•
Systems Assessor/Auditor Training; and
Be selected for particular expertise in activities covered by the Contract Technical
•
Specification.
Not more than one person from the RTA's Project Management and Contract
•
Administration team for the project is to be a member.

Extracted from Infrastructure Contract Procedure No CP-01
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APPENDIX 2 - SAMPLE DOCUMENTS
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Audit Request Form — to be completed by Superintendent's
Representative
Site Notification Letter — to be completed by the Superintendent's
Representative
Audit Attendance Sheet — Lead Auditor to ensure that this is completed at
both opening and closing meeting by those present
Pre-Audit Questionnaire for Lead Auditor
Sample Agenda for Opening Meeting — for use by Lead Auditor
Sample Agenda for Closing Meeting — for use by Lead Auditor
Corrective Action Request Form
Audit Report Document Transmittal form — for use by Lead Auditor to
Superintendent
Audit Report Document Transmittal form — for use by Superintendent to
Resident Engineer/Project Manager
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AUDIT/INSPECTION REQUEST
Project:
Contract:
Contractor:
Preferred Dates for Audit/Inspection:
Notification Letter to Contractor to be
prepared by (at least 5 days notice):
Activities currently being carried out:

Circle type(s) of Audit/Inspection to be carried out (refer to audit schedule):
INTEGRATED/SINGLE FACET AUDIT:
Compliance
System
INSPECTION:
Quality
Environment OHS&R
Scope of Audit/Inspection required:
List system elements and/or technical procedures that should be audited/inspected

Status of previous Audit/Inspection follow up:

Additional matters that should be considered by the audit team/inspector:

RE's contact details: Telephone
Fax

Email Address

Completed forms are to be sent to the Lead Auditor/Inspector three weeks prior to Audit/Inspection
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File: 14:1#4/4##PI:t
Ref: #######

The Quality Manager
ABC Contractors
PO Box 24
SOMEWHERE NSW 2999

XYZ Bypass - Concrete Paving in Section 1
Contract No: 0003 786 RC 9867
<OHS/ENVIRONMENTAL/QUALI7'Y> SYSTEM AUDIT
Dear Sir
In accordance with Clause <5.2 o f RTA Specification Q7>, an audit of the
<OHS/Environmental/Quality> System for this contract will be carried out on <dates>, with the
opening meeting commencing at <time> on <date>.
The Team Leader for the audit will be Ima Auditor, the other team member will be Also
Auditor. The Lead Auditor, /ma Auditor is authorised in accordance with the provisions of
Clause 4.14.1 of RTA Specification Q7 to issue Corrective Action Requests.
The proposed scope of the audit includes but is not limited to:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

OHS Management System Elements <list>
Environmental Management Systems Elements <list>
Quality Management Systems Elements <list>
Technical Specifications <list>

Your cooperation would be appreciated in ensuring that all relevant records and
representatives of your company are available on site to facilitate the audit and that suitable
office space can be provided for the audit team.
A representative from your company may also be asked to accompany the audit team during
the inspection of the site. Please contact Ima Auditor on <telephone number> if you have any
queries concerning this audit.
Yours faithfully

Superintendent
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A U D I T ATTENDANCE
Opening Meeting

Date:

Closing Meeting

Date'

Name (Please Print)

Organisation

SHEET

Audit No:.
Project/Facility:

Title/
Role in Audit
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AUDITING PROGRAM

—

P R E - A U D I T QUESTIONNAIRE

Project/Facility:
Contractor/Responsible RTA Branch:
Superintendent (name):
Contact details:
Address:
Facsimile:

Telephone:
e-mail:
Location Manager (name):
Contact details:
Address:
Telephone:

Facsimile:

e-mail:
RTA Specification References:
JG21

G22

G34

G35

G36

Project/Facility Description:

Previous Audits:

1:11Yes

No

Audit Report Reference:

Date:

File Reference:
Edition 1/Revision 0
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Scope:
I:i As per brief
I:11 Other

Special Issues:
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NOTES FOR OPENING MEETING
Introductions
Team Leader
Team Members
Project Team Members
Circulate attendance sheet for signing
Discuss the Purpose of Audit
Continuous improvement
Environmental Compliance
Education
Due diligence
Scope and Process
Comprehensive: includes most environmental regulations
Includes policies and management systems
Review records
Interview employees
Field investigations
Continual review of findings with location personnel
Audit materials confidential outside of location and audit
team
Site Schedule
E
U
E
U

Day
Day
Day
Day

1 AM Site Inspection
1 PM Documents review and interviews
2 AM Document review and interviews
2/3 PM Team Meeting and Audit closure meeting

Establish tentative time for Closure Meeting
▪ Day 2/3
PM
Agenda of Closure Meeting
[:11
Review findings in meeting
Location will be able to comment on findings during
closing meeting
Report will be finalized within 10 days of audit
Input from Location
IJIReview of Location Environmental Management System
DComments & Suggestions
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NOTES FOR CLOSING MEETING
Opening
IJ Thank site management team for assistance
IJ Reintroduce team members and their fields of interest
UI Repeat the purpose and scope of the Audit
UI Circulate attendance sheet for signing
Audit Coverage
Define
1:1 Areas completely covered
Ul Areas partially covered
L:1 Areas not covered
Audit Findings
: I Overall Judgement
Good
1J Needs Improvement
IJ Observations of Concern
[:1 CARs
I:1 Site Manager to sign acknowledgement of CAR
L71 Retain original copy for report
Reporting process
{:1 Report will be given to Superintendent within 10 days of audit
IJ Copies of Audit Report will go to Superintendent who will forward
to Auditee and other as required.
Close
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CORRECTIVE ACTION REQUEST
Date:

Audit No:

Car No:

Contract/Project/Facility:

Contractor:
Contractor's/Facility Representative:
Area of Quality System Audited:
Details of Nonconformance:

Contractors Representative
(Note: Contractor/Facility Representative's Signature only indicates understanding of findings

Lead Auditor

Nominated Date for Response to Audit Report:
Hold Point Number:

Signed:
Superintendent

Remedial Action:
Date Of Completion:

Signed:
Contractors Representative

Action To Prevent Recurrence:

Date Of Completion:

Signed:
Contractors Representative

Follow-Up Details:

Car Close-Out Signature:

Date:
Lead Auditor / Superintendent's Rep
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File: l#Plig#
Ref: #/#141

Project Manager
ABC Contractors
PO Box 24
Somewhere NSW 2999

XYZ Bypass - Concrete Paving in Section 1
Contract No: 0003 786 RC 9867
Audit Report No - CR0/96/10
Dear Sir
Attached is the audit report for the audit carried out on the above contract on <date>
Please note the nominated date for response to the Corrective Actions Requests - <date>.
Yours faithfully

Superintendent

cc Quality Manager
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ROADS AND TRAFFIC AUTHORITY
A B C Office

- xyz

MEMORANDUM

File
Ref
Enquiries
Tel
TO:

Resident Engineer

FROM:

Superintendent

4711414t
I.Auditor

XYZ Bypass - Concrete Paving in Section 1
Contract No: 0003 786 RC 9867
Audit Report No - CR0/96/10
A System audit was conducted on ABC Contractors on <date>.
A copy of the report is attached for your information and follow-up action.
Please note the nominated date for response to the Corrective Action Requests - <date>.

Superintendent
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APPENDIX 3 - PROCESS FLOWCHART(S)
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P e r f o r m a n c e M o n i t o r i n g Planning

Project /Facility
Commenced/Operational

Superintendent

The Superintendent should determine the level and
frequency o f performance monitoring for the Project or
Facility using the Risk Management process set out in
Clause 6.1 o f the Procedure.
Level and frequency o f follow up monitoring must also
consider results of monitoring completed.

V

Determine and
document level
o f performance
monitoring
' F e e d b a c k from
previous
performance
monitoring

IA
Surveillance

Audit

Note: The Superintendent shall select the Audit
Team based on the Criteria for auditors set out
in Appendix 1

V
Superintendent

Schedule Audit

Superintendent

•
_
Issue Audit Request to Site
Management
Document No
RTA-CSD-PMS-PR-P-73-F3

Resident
Manager/Engineer

Projects inlcude construction projects managed
by P M 0 and Regional Offices
Facilities include RTA Infrastructure such a
Works Depots, Workshops etc

V

—
Assemble Audit
Team

Collate Facility
Documentation and
distribute to
Superintendent

Complete Audit Request Pro forma
Document No...

•
Superintendent with
Lead Auditor

Lead Auditor

Distribute
documentation to
Lead Auditor

Determine
Audit Scope

V
Conduct
4
Pre-audit
Team Meeting

Notify Site o f Date
and Scope o f Audit
scope and date
Document No...

Go to Auditing
Process Flowchart

---

Distribute
documentation to 1
Audit team

File Name: Aud_pin
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Auditing Process

F r o m Perfromance Monitoring
Planning Flowchart

Audit Team members to undertake desktop
audit of Contract documentation
for their areas of responsibility

-Undertake
desktop audit

Audit Team member to complete site specific
induction program and to complete all required
documentation as a vistor to the site

•

Audit Team

U n d e r t a k e site
safety
induction

Lead Auditor to introduce team to site
management and discuss audit proces.
During Opening Meeting Audit Team to review
with site management current site activities,
open and closed CARs and schedule of works
to be undertaken before next audit.

V
Lead Auditor

Opening
Meeting

Site Inspection should be conducted to
familiarise the Audit Team with the activities on
site.

V

Audit Team

C o n d u c t Site
Inspection
(optional)

Site inspections would not be required for
Desktop Audits of management systems.

Audit Team to work through the Protocol
Elements covered by the scope of the Audit.
The Team must provide a response to all
sections and questions within the scope of the
audit.

V
Audit Team

Complete
1 P r o t o c o l Elements

_

Complete the protocol elements the audit team
must review site documentation and records and
conduct interviews as required to comfirm that
systems are in place and are effective.

Audit Team

P r e p a r e d r a f t C A R s a n d 0oCs

Lead Auditor

C o n d u c t Audit
T e a m Meeting

Audit Team member to prepare draft CARs and
0 o C s for their areas of responsibility

- -

V

Audit Team

Discuss Audit
findings with
Superintendent

Discuss Audit findings with Superintendent
inlcuding potential CARs and 0oCs prior to
closing meeting

•
Lead Auditor

During Team Meeting each member is to
discuss their findings with other team members
and confirm their findings in relation to issue of
CARs and 0oCs.

C o n d u c t Close
O u t Meeting

Issue CARs and 0oCs
Ensure Attendance Sheets completed

•
G o t o A u d i t Report
P r e p a r a t i o n and
D i s t r i b u t i o n Flowchart

File Name: Aud_site
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Audit Report Preparation and Distribution

F r o m A u d i t Process
Flowchart

•
Audit Team

Lead Auditor

Within 5 working days of completion of Audit.
Audit Team members are to prepare their
individual sections of report for the Facets
and/or Elements covered.

P r e p a r e D r a f t A u d i t Report
Sections

Lead auditor to compile audit report using drafts
supplied by audit team

C o m p i l e Draft
Report

V
Audit Team

R e v i e w Draft

Audit team to review draft report

Report

V
I s s u e Audit
Lead Auditor

Within 7 working days of the completion of the
Audit the Lead Auditor to sign off and certify
Report then send to Superintendent.

R e p o r t to
Superintendent

V
Superintendent to review Report and sign
acknowledgment of receipt of report and
understanding of its contents

R e v i e w Report
Superintendent

a n d sign
acknowledgment

V

Superintendent

Within 10 working days from teh completion of
the Audit, the Superintendent is to distribute
Report to Site Management and appropriate
RTA Management including Corporate OHS and
Environment Offices, RNIC (Contract woks only)

Distribute
Report

G o to
Feedback

I

Flowchart

File Name: Aud_rpt
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Performance Monitoring Feedback
From Audit Report Preparation
and Distribution Flowchart

Review Audit Report

Site M a n a g e m e n t Team

-_

Superintendent

•

Site Management and RTA Management to
review Audit Report. From this point forward
each group has separate tasks to be
undertaken in considering the recommendations
of the Audit Report.

Audit Team

RNIC/OHS/Env
V

•
Determine Corrective

Distribute Audit Report
to appropriate staff

and preventive Actions

•

Review corrective and
preventive Actions

•

Release Hold Points if
required

•
Implement corrective
and preventive Actions

•

Update Site
Management
Systems as
required

Close Out Corrective
Action Request

•
Complete Contractor
Performance Report
sCPSC Document?

•

Distribute Contractor
Performance Reports
to RN1C

•
Review Perfromance I
Monitoring Level and
Frequency

•

Go to Performance
Monitoring Planning
Flowchart

Verify Close Out of
Corrective Action
Request a t next Audit

File Name: Aud_feed
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APPENDIX 4 — APPLICATION OF RISK MANAGEMENT TO
PERFORMANCE MONITORING LEVELS AND FREQUENCY
Overview
The following is based on the methodology established by:
• Austroads Document "Environmental Risk Management Guidelines and Tools for
Road Projects",
RTA Health and Safety Risk Assessment procedures as set forth in the "RTA
•
Contractor Health and Safety information Pack" and
• Australian Standard AS 4360:1999 "Risk Management".
(1) The "Superintendent" shall be responsible for ensuring that the following guidance is
adopted when determining levels and frequency of performance monitoring and that
the decision process is documented and the results held on the Project or Facility
files.
(2) In determining the level and frequency of audits and inspections to be conducted on a
project, the "Superintendent" shall consider as a minimum the following parameters:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The complexity of the Project or Facility,
Demonstrated performance in meeting agreed requirements,
Results of previous audits on the Contractor/Facility,
The Contractor's/Facility's resources to implement and manage site management
systems,
Effectiveness of the Contractor's/Facility's Internal Audits,
The OHS issues associated with the project/facility,
The environmental aspects and impacts relating to the Contract/Facility, and
The requirements of the Contract.

(3) When determining the frequency of audits and inspections, the "Superintendent" must
further consider the program of works on the project or at the facility and schedule
audits and inspections to coincide with high-risk activities.
(4) Audits and inspections to monitor performance during high-risk activities must be
scheduled to occur at times when this work is in progress not immediately before or
after.
(5) Audit frequencies may be:
Increased if previous audits have identified that systems and procedures are
•
lacking or not in place, or
Reduced if previous audits have identified that systems and procedures are in
•
place and are used diligently on the project.
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Method for Determining Risk Ranking
Note:
This procedure is different in some respects from that set out in the RTA Health and
Safety Risk Assessment procedure. When using this procedure the user must be aware
that there is a reversal o f the Risk Ranking. In the RTA Health and Safety Risk
Assessment procedures an assessment of 1 relates to a high risk, while in the Australian
Standard AS 4360 and Austroads guidelines, an assessment of 1 is very low risk.
When adopting this procedure, the Superintendent must ensure that the scale o f risk is
correctly identified.
The following procedure is based upon the Qualitative Risk Analysis matrix as set out in
Australian Standard AS/NZS 4360 Table 0 3 and Appendix 0 2 of the Austroads
Guideline.
In order to determine the level of "Risk", the Superintendent should assemble a review
team to assist in the process.
The "Superintendent" should follow the process established in "Part B4 — Construction
Phase" of the Austroads document "Environmental Risk Management Guidelines for
Roads Projects", which has been used to prepare Table 4.1 of this document.
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Determination of Risk
Table 4.1 —Process for Determination of Risk
Risk Management Step
1 Establish Context

2. Risk Assessment
Identify, analyse and
evaluate risks

Inputs and Process
policy and procedures
Community opinion
Regulation
EIS/REF approvals/conditions
Contract types

Outputs
Risk Assessment
Criteria

Risk Assessment Criteria
• The complexity of the Project or Facility,
Demonstrated performance in meeting
•
agreed requirements,
Results of surveillance reports,
•
Results
of previous audits,
•
Contractor's/Facility's
available
• The
resources to implement and manage
site management systems,
Effectiveness of the
•
Contractor's/Facility's internal reviews,
• The OHS issues associated with the
project/facility,
The
environmental aspects and impacts
•
relating to the Contract/Facility, and
• The requirements of the Contract.

Qualitative Risk
Assessment Table 4.4

Performance Criteria

Identify — aspects and impacts Table 4.6
Analyse — aspects and impacts Table 4.6
Evaluate risks — Tables 4.2 — 4.6
3.

Treat Risks

Establish Performance monitoring level and
frequency using Table 4.5

Performance monitoring
schedule

4.

Monitor and Review

Reports

5.

Communications and
consultation

Audits
Inspections
Surveillance
Reports

Continuous
improvement
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Risk Definition and Classification
Table 4.2 — Qualitative Measures of Likelihood
Descriptor
Almost
certain

Description
The event is expected to occur in
most circumstances

Example.'
"it's a common occurrence..."
happens weekly or more often

B

Likely

The event will probably happen

Happens monthly

C

Moderate

The event should occur at some
time

"it has happened before..."
happens annually

D

Unlikely

The event could occur at some time

E

Rare

The event may occur only in
extreme circumstances

"I've heard of it happening..."
happens every_5 years
Practically impossible

Level
A

Table 4.3 — Qualitative Measures of Consequence or Impact
Level
1

Descriptor
Insignificant

Description
No injuries, no adverse social or environmental impact. No real impact on
the community, low financial loss

2

Minor

First aid treatment, on-site release immediately contained, medium financial
loss

3

Moderate

Medical treatment required, on-site release contained with outside
assistance, measurable adverse environmental or social impact, will result
in annoyance or nuisance to community, high financial loss

4

Major

Extensive injuries, loss of production capacity, off site release with no
detrimental effects, major financial loss

5

Catastrophic

Death, toxic release off-site with detrimental effect, significant damage or
impact on environmental systems and local community, Widespread impact
on community resulting in injury or illness, high financial loss

Table 4.4 — Qualitative Measures of Consequence and Impact
Likelihood
A almost certain
B likely
C moderate
D unlikely
E rare

Consequence
Insignificant
1
H
M
L
L
L

Minor
2
H
H
M
L
L

Moderate
3
E
H
H
M
M

Major
4
E
E
E
H
H

Catastrophic
5
E
E
E
E
H

Legend:
E — Extreme risk
H — High risks
M — Moderate risks
L — Low Risks
4

Adapted from "Workplace Risk Assessment & Control Manual" CCH 1994
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Table 4.5 — Performance Monitoring Frequency based on Risk
Risk
Assessment
Rating
E

Audit Frequency

Inspection Frequency

Surveillance Frequency

Quarterly

Monthly plus during
extreme risk event

Daily

H

Six monthly

Monthly

Weekly

M

Once at beginning, once
on practical completion

Bi-monthly

Fortnightly

L

At least once

Bi-monthly

Monthly
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Table 4.6 — Risk Worksheet
ITEM

ACTIVITY

ASPECT

N°
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(MONTH)

IMPACT
(ASSUMING NO CONTROLS
IN PLACE)
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LIKELIHOOD

CONSEQUENCE

RISK
RANKING

Example 1 of Completed Risk Worksheet
ITEM
N°
1

ACTIVITY

ASPECT

Clearing and Grubbing

Felling trees

2

3

Topsoil stripping

TIMING
(MONTH)

LIKELIHOOD

CONSEQUENCE

2

Potential harm to
personnel from falling
trees or branches

4

2

Potential harm to fauna
from loss o f breeding
nests and young

3

3

Runoff o f sediment laden
water into local drainage
system causing pollution

4

NOTES:
The above table sets out an example of the process used to
determine the level of risk, which will help decide the frequency of
performance monitoring. The examples used relate to OHS and
environmental impacts but quality issues can be similarly treated.

RISK
RANKING

II

A look at Table 4.5 shows that this Risk Ranking would suggest to the
Superintendent a schedule of quarterly audits, along with monthly
Inspections during the period of extreme risk and a program of daily
surveillance in month two followed by weekly surveillance activity.
If the Auditing, Inspections and surveillance indicate that the risk
controls implemented are proving effective then the risk ratings should
be reassessed in the light of that experience.

In determining the Impact from the activity it is assumed that no
controls are in place.
When considering Item 1, and referring to Table 4.2, the likelihood is
rated as "Moderate" - "the event should occur at some time and it has
happened before". When considering the possible Consequences of
the impact we refer to Table 4.3 and decide that we would expect at
least medical treatment to be required or extensive injuries to be
sustained. That would result in a rating of "Major". Then by referring to
Table 4.4 we find that the Likelihood of "C — Moderate" along with
Consequence of "4 — Major" the Risk has to be ranked as "E —
extreme".
Edition 1/Revision 0
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G22 AND G35)

The determination of the Likelihood and Consequence can be
subjective. Those carrying out the assessment have to use their skills
and experience to determine the rating to be applied. Initially it is
probably best to adopt a cautious approach when determining risk
ranking, recommended that this can be reviewed later on.
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Example 2 of Completed Risk Worksheet
ITEM ACTIVITY
N°

ASPECT

TIMING IMPACT
(MONTH) (ASSUMING CONTROLS IN
PLACE N
I ACCORDANCE WITH
G22 AND G35)

1

Site establishment

Setting up site sheds

1

2

Clearing and Grubbing

Felling trees

2

3

Bulk Earthworks

Excavate for subgrade

3

Disruption to access to
private properties

3

Removal o f temporary
sediment basins

6

4

5

Site demobilisation

Potential damage to
unidentified watermains
causing loss o f supply to
community for 24 hours
Annoyance to local
community when access
to property is restricted
Sediment laden runoff
into local drainage
system causing pollution

D

5

E

C

4

E

D

2

L

C

1

L

D

4

H

with a Consequence of 5 — "Catastrophic" we calculate the Risk as
being "E — extreme".

NOTES:
The above table sets out an example of the process to determine the
level and frequency of performance monitoring for a short duration
project (ie 6 months). The same process as described in Example 1
is used.

By referring to Table 4.5 this Risk Ranking would suggest to the
Superintendent a monthly schedule of Audits, Inspections monthly
plus during the period of extreme risk and a daily surveillance
program.

With Item 1, by referring to Table 4.2, the Likelihood is rated as
"Unlikely" because "the event could occur at some time" and "I've
heard of it happening". However the impact of the occurrence could
be death, so from Table 4.3 we can rate the Consequence as
"Catastrophic". By referring to Table 4.4 a Likelihood of D — "Unlikely"
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Potential harm to
personnel due to contact
o f mobile cranes with
overhead power lines
r Potential harm to
personnel from falling
trees or branches

LIKELIHOOD CONSEQUENCE RISK
RANKING

This assessment would suggest audits in months 1, 2 & 6, inspections
in months 1, 2, 3 & 6, daily surveillance in months 1 & 2, weekly in
month 6 and monthly for the remainder.
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APPENDIX 5 — A GUIDE TO ISSUING CARs AND 00CS
Under the requirements of this Procedure personnel undertaking performance
monitoring of projects and facilities will (with the approval of the
Superintendent) be expected to issue Corrective Action Requests (CARs) and
Observation o f Concern (0oC).
The RTA Q Specifications are used as the basis for the administration of
CARs. As further guidance, it is recommended that the PMS Integrated
Management System document "Procedure for Administration of Corrective
Action on Contracts" be adopted.
This Appendix provides examples to illustrate the difference between a CAR
and an 0oC.
Note: In this section, the terms Contract and Contractor should also be taken
to include R T A works and Facilities and Facility Managers.

RTA Q Specifications
Clause 3.5 states that it is the responsibility of the Contractor to maintain its
Project Quality Plan and to implement changes if the Project Quality Plan and
associated Quality System documents.
Do not adequately address the Specification requirements, or
(a)
(b)
Are causing nonconformity, or
Have to be changed as a result of an audit, or
(c)
(d)
No longer represents the Contractor's current and/or appropriate
practice.
Clause 3.5 further requires the Contractor to advise the Superintendent of any
change to their Quality System.
Clause 4.13 requires the Contractor to establish, in accordance with the
requirements o f ISO 9002 Clause 4.10.5, an appropriate method for the
identification and control of all occasions where the product or service fails to
pass any inspection or test in accordance with the defined acceptance
criteria. The methods for identification would include their internal audits,
inspections and surveillance, while the method for control would include the
Contractor's procedure for management of Non Conformance.
Where the Contractor cannot manage conformity by simply reworking with the
original process, the Contractor shall notify the Superintendent of the
nonconformity and record it on an appropriate register. Notification shall be
submitted as a Nonconformance Report
Clause 4.13 further states that:
"If surveillance o r an audit by the Superintendent indicates a nonconforming
product which has not been addressed by a Nonconformance Report, the
Superintendent shall issue a 'Nonconforming Product Notification'. This
nonconforming product shall be dealt with in the same manner as i f it had
been identified b y the Contractor."
Clause 4.14 requires the Contractor to review, analyse and record the cause
of all detected non conformities and develop corrective action to eliminate the
cause of non conformities.
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Clause 4.14 further states that:
"If surveillance or an audit b y the Superintendent indicates that the Quality
System does not comply with the provisions o f the Contract o r that a condition
adverse to quality exists, the Superintendent shall issue a 'Corrective Action
Request".
It is the responsibility of the Contractor to rectify any nonconformity or
condition adverse to quality notified by the Superintendent, and to initiate and
implement corrective/preventive action to prevent recurrence of the
nonconformity or remove the condition adverse to quality. The Corrective
Action Request shall be dealt with in accordance with the Contractor's
procedure for handling customer complaints as required by ISO 9002 Clause
4.14.2(a).

What does this mean?
The practical outcome of the RTA Q Specification for personnel
undertaking performance monitoring, whether Audits or inspections, is
that their scope of work requires them to examine the presence and
effectiveness of the Contractor's Quality and/or Management Systems.
This leads to Clause 4.14 where the key requirement of the Q Specifications
means that where the Quality System does not comply with the provisions of
the Contract or a condition adverse to quality exists, the Superintendent shall
issue a 'Corrective Action Request' (CAR).
Where there is a situation on site adverse to either OHS, environmental or
quality and the Contractor has not detected it, reported it or fixed it, then the
performance monitoring personnel are presented with two issues.
Issue One is that the product or service is not conforming to stated standards.
Issue Two is the evidence that the Contractor's system is not working
effectively.
Since the auditor/inspector's role is to examine systems and to verify
conformance with the system, the auditor/inspector must recommend the
issue of a CAR to correct the system, not issue an NCR to fix the nonconforming product or service.
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Hierarchy of Management Control
The RTA aims to foster a partnering relationship with its contractors. Where
possible the resolution of issues with contractors should be on a mutually
agreed basis and be achieved through the efficient operation of the
contractor's management system. In the light of this auditors/inspectors
should be aware that there is a hierachy of responses available to a
Superintendent when a nonconformity is detected and reported.
Do nothing

Wait to see if the Contractor detects and fixes the
issue themselves.

2. Mention it

Mention the issue to the Contractor and allow the
Contractor the fix it.

3. Ask for an NCR

If the Contractor has not raised their own NCR,
request that they do so. An 0oC should lead to a
Contractor NCR

4. Raise an NCPN

If the Contractor does not raise their own NCR, then
consider issuing an NCPN5 or go straight to step 5.

5. Raise a CAR

If the Contractor does not raise their own NCR, then
issue a CAR on the Contractor to correct their
system

6. Raise a CAR with
a Hold point

If the Contractor does not respond to the CAR then
issue a hold point on the works affected.

7. Invoke
emergency action

Under Clause 39 of the Q Specification the
Superintendent can correct the non-conformity and
deduct the cost from any payment due to the
Contractor. This would only be action of last
resort.

Based on this hierarchy of response:
• An inspector could initially adopt a "wait and see" approach, then, if no
action was, could "mention" the issue to the contractor. If still no action
was taken the inspector could request the contractor raise an NCR.
While these strategies are being used the Superintendent must be
kept informed of the situation.
• An Auditor could employ all of these responses up to and including
"Raising a CAR", while also ensuring the Superintendent is fully aware of
site activities,
• The Superintendent could use all the above techniques.

Working definition of a CAR
A CAR is a request by the Superintendent to the Contractor to eliminate the
causes of nonconformity, defect or other undesirable situation to make sure it
doesn't happen again.

Example of a CAR

NCPN — Non Conforming Product Notification
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A design change in a project requires additional roadside structures, such as
lighting, but the additional lights are not installed. The auditor has two issues
to deal with here:
1.
2.

The lights are missing,
The system did not communicate that the design change had generated
the need for the additional lights.

The Contractor's systems should have detected the change in project
requirements, included these in their documentation and implemented the
installation. The system has failed, not the product or service.
In this case the auditor/inspector must recommend a CAR requiring the
Contractor to review their system.

Working definition of a 0oC
A request to the Contractor to assess whether corrective action should be
taken on the quality system if an audit finds a deficiency in documentation or
application which has, or potentially will have, a minor impact on product
quality. If left unattended this deficiency could develop into a major impact.

Example of an 0oC
The site procedure for installating sediment fencing has been revised.
Personnel have been trained in the new procedure and it is being followed at
the site. However, management system manuals have not been updated to
reflect the new procedure. The auditor has to consider that:
1.
2.

The new procedure is working at the site,
However, the Contractor's system did not update the management
system manuals.

The issue here is a system failure, but in the short term the consequence is
minor. Rather than issue a CAR the auditor should consider issuing an
observation of concern and allow the Contractor to correct the issue. If the
issue is not resolved then a CAR may follow as the lack of appropriate system
documentation could cause more significant problems in the future.
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ORGANISATION:
ABC Construction Pty Limited

FACILITY / PROJECT:
SANDY CREEK SIDETRACK

ADDRESS:

CONTACT DETAILS:

P O B o x 24
S o m e w h e r e N S W 2999

Facsimile:

DEPTH OF AUDIT:

Telephone: (02) 4458 6549
( 0 2 ) 4 4 5 8 6578

SCOPE OF AUDIT:

Worksite Compliance with the OHS system for
the project

Assessment o f Project OHS&R Management Plan,
Compliance with Project OHS&R Management Plan,
Compliance with N S W Government OHS&R
Management System Guidelines

DATE OF AUDIT:

AUDIT CRITERIA:

14/06/00 to 15/06/2000

Legislation, RTA Specifications, OH&S
Management System, OHS&R Management Plan

PERSONS CONTACTED:

AUDIT TEAM:

Jack Daniels : District Works Manager
John Dale : Project Engineer
Michael Jones : PQO
Greg Williams: Ganger

PREVIOUS AUDIT DATE:

Not Applicable

Ima Auditor Lead Auditor
Also Auditor Auditor

PREVIOUS AUDIT REFERENCE:

N o t Applicable

AUDIT SUMMARY

This was the first audit o f Sandy Creek Sidetrack Project being conducted by ABC Construction Pty
Limited. It also involved an assessment o f the Project OHS&R Management Plan.

Although it was apparent that not all aspects o f the OHS Management System and OHS&R
Management Plan are being followed, relevant project administrative procedures and onsite work
practices demonstrated a sound level o f OHS commitment. The general site layout and the operations
observed at the site indicated a reasonable safety culture is in place.
Areas o f concern where identified with respect to Process Control, Inspection & Testing, and Handling,
Storage, Packaging & Delivery.
The audit generated three (3) Corrective Action Requests and four (4) Observations o f Concern where
improvements to the OHS system and work practices were considered necessary. In addition, certain
suggested improvements to the Project OHS&R Management Plan have been noted in the report under
'Additional Comments'.

AUDIT CERTIFICATION

This Report has been prepared in accordance with
the requirements o f RTA Procedures using normal
standards o f care and diligence.
Lead Auditor
Date:

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF AUDIT FINDINGS
RTA Superintendent/Representative
Date:
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REPORT SUMMARY
Introduction
This was the first audit o f the Sandy Creek Sidetrack Project being conducted by ABC
Constructions Pty Limited. It also involved an assessment o f the Project OHS&R
Management Plan which has been developed under the contract. The Audit was
conducted in accordance with the procedure set out in sections 3.3.1 to 3.3.4.of the
'Professional Services Contract: Sandy Creek Sidetrack OH&S Audit' The auditors
.
employed the Project OHS&R Management System Plan Review Checklist, provided
in the audit brief, and the draft RTA audit checklist.
The objective o f the audit was to establish whether the contractor is conducting
activities in accordance with their current Project OHS&R Management Plan &
whether this Plan is providing an effective tool to control OHS performance on the
site.
The system deficiencies & non-compliances that were found were noted in Corrective
Action Requests (CAR) and Observations o f Concern which were issued to the
contractor. Although Observations o f Concern may represent minor deficiencies they
should still be addressed in the Contractor's response to the audit report because
without appropriate action follow up audits may find that such non-compliances
warrant being elevated to CAR status.

Scope of Audit
The scope o f the Audit covered all eleven key elements o f the NSW Government
OHS&R Management System Guidelines. The assessment o f system documentation
and records was supported by a site inspection and interviews with a selection o f site
personnel.
Title/Process

Management responsibility
Subcontracting & Purchasing
Process Control
Inspection & Testing
Control o f OHS&R Issues
Corrective Action
Handling, Storage Packaging & Delivery
Training
OHS&R Records
Design
Internal OHS&R Reviews

Project: Sandy Creek Sidetrack: ABC Constructions Pty
Limited

Contractor OHS&R
Management Plan Reference

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11
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Summary of Corrective Action Requests
CAR Number
Bullerk01

Element / Ref
Process Control
(KE 3)

Summary o f Corrective Action Request
The Project OHS&R Management Plan does not
address the issue o f Vehicle and Plant Movement on
site, nor is there evidence o f a plan for vehicle and
plant movements being implemented:
Develop & implement a Vehicle Movement Plan.

Bullerk02

Inspection & Testing
(KE 4)

Inadequate inspection and testing o f site health and
safety. This was evidenced by only one weekly OHS
site inspection carried out since commencement on
27/04/00 and failure to carry out all daily start-up
checks for plant:
Carry out weekly OHS inspections and daily plant
start-up checks.

Bullerk03

Process Control
(Desk Audit finding
and a deficiency
across all system
elements)

The Project OHS&R Management Plan does not
contain any reference to the bridge works to be
carried out on the project.:
There is a need to conduct appropriate planning and
hazard management activities for this addition stage
o f the works.

Summary of Observations of Concern
0 o C Number
0oCBullerk01

0oCBullcrk02

Element
Process Control
.
(KE3)

.

Process Control
(KE3)

Summary o f Observation o f Concern
Safe Work Method Statements for hazardous tasks
on the project have not been included within the Plan
or held on the site.
Issue o f Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) has
not been referenced within the plan even though an
office database for PPE exists

0oCBullerk03

Inspection & Testing
(KE4)

The Audit schedule/safety inspections table only
refers to system elements and not to work processes.
The schedule does not coincide with the actual
construction period.

0oCBullcrk04

Handling Storage
Packaging &
Delivering (KE7)

The need for appropriate Licences / Certificates is
not referenced in the Plan although a relevant office
database is kept o f this information.
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General Observations
The audit team found that the Sandy Creek Sidetrack Project OHS&R Management
Plan had been substantially implemented. However, the audit highlighted some areas
where improvements could be made. Some o f these have been recorded in the
Corrective Action Requests and Observations o f Concern listed earlier in this report.
Other suggestions can be found in the following section under 'Additional
Comments'.
Although a thorough audit was conducted, the audit team does not presume
to have found all non-conformances.

Additional Comments
The following comment in relation to ABC Constructions Pty Limited OHS&R
Management Plan is offered to help enhance the content and structure o f future
Project OHS&R Management Plans.
The Risk Assessment matrix form in the Project OHS&R Management Plan
differs from that found in Head Office Occupational Health & Safety system. As a
result two different risk ranking's are offered. The current OHS risk matrix, based
upon the WorkCover Hazpack model, is considered the appropriate matrix to use
in future OHS&R management plans.
Where system procedures reference other OHS&R policies relevant to the project,
these policies should be attached to the Project OHS&R Management Plan. For
example the Project OHS&R Management Plan references the Corporate OHS
policy 2.1 and 2.2 relating to incidents and accidents but does not contain this
policy. This will ensure that all referenced material is accessible to employees
who used the Plan, and will also help ensure that the current version o f each
policy is included.
Similarly, where the Project OHS&R Management Plan refers to particular Forms
these should be attached to the Plan for ease o f reference. All Forms included in
the Plan should carry Form reference numbers. Additionally, each page o f the
Plan should be numbered.
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AUDIT PROCESS
OPENING MEETING
The opening meeting was held at ABC Constructions Pty Limited Head Office at 8.45
am on 14 June 2000. Those present at the meeting are shown on the attendance sheet
at Attachment 1.
The audit team was introduced and the purpose and scope o f the audit was explained
to the auditee. The system elements each team member would examine was outlined
as follows:

Element
Management responsibility
Subcontracting & Purchasing
Process Control
Inspection & Testing
Control o f OHS&R Issues
Corrective Action
Handling, Storage Packaging & Delivery
Training
OHS&R Records
Design
Internal OHS&R Reviews

Auditor
Ima Auditor
Also Auditor
Also Auditor
Ima Auditor
Also Auditor
Ima Auditor
Also Auditor
Also Auditor
Ima Auditor
Also Auditor
Ima Auditor

The methods to be used by the team in conducting the audit were explained. It was
stated this would involve interviewing personnel, examining records and observing
work procedures.
A tentative time for the closing meeting was set at 8.45am on 15 June 2000.
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SITE INSPECTION
The site inspection occurred on 1st June 2000. The Audit Team were inducted
to the site and with appropriate escort were able to observe work in progress.
Observations were discussed with the staff acting as escorts and then raised
during the site meeting held after the inspection walk.
This meeting took place in the site caravan where site OHS documentation
was viewed and observations made during the inspection walk were detailed.

CLOSING MEETING
The closing meeting was held at ABC Constructions Pty Limited Head Office at 8:45
am on 15 June 2000. Those present are listed on the attendance sheet at Attachment 2.
An overview o f the audit findings was given, followed b y more detailed comment
from each auditor.
The Lead Auditor confirmed that, as intended, the audit had examined all elements of
the Project OH&S Management System. It was indicated to the meeting that the
findings being reported were tentative until such time as they are confirmed by the
RTA Project Manager. The audit report will represent the final statement o f findings
from the audit and will be available within ten working days from the closing
meeting.
The auditee's response to the audit report findings should be given to
Superintendent's Representative within 10 working days after receipt o f the report.
All personnel at ABC Constructions Pty Limited were thanked for their hospitality,
cooperation and assistance.
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AUDIT FINDINGS
The OHS practices observed on site and examined at the office o f ABC Constructions
Pty Limited indicates there is a significant OHS culture in operation. However, site
practices and office processes are not fully reflected in the system policies and system
procedures documented in the Project OHS&R Management Plan and ABC
Constructions Pty Limited OHS System.
The effectiveness o f OHS practice on the project appears to reflect established
procedures, along with the considerable knowledge and experience o f all staff
involved in the project. Practice does not appear to be guided by either o f the system
documents examined as part o f this audit.
There is a need for the existing ABC Constructions Pty Limited OHS System to be
amended to more accurately describe the actual practices in on site. Future project
planning should also be more firmly based upon the existing procedures and practices.

DETAILS OF OHS&R AUDIT FINDINGS
Follow-up on Previous Audit Report:
Not Applicable

Management Responsibility
Management responsibility has been well defined. The Project OHS&R Management
Plan has integrated the Corporate OHS Policy. The policy is displayed at the office of
ABC Constructions Pty Limited and is included in site induction training The Works
Manager has overall responsibility for the establishment and maintenance o f the
project OHS&R system. Individual OHS responsibilities have been assigned within
the project management team.
Subcontracting and Purchasing
Subcontracting and purchasing practice does not follow the procedure outlined in the
ABC Constructions Pty Limited OHS System or the Project OHS&R Management
Plan.
ABC Constructions Pty Limited conducts most o f its purchasing and subcontracting
through the Corporate Office. At the local level there is little opportunity to exercise
control over this process. Without having access to relevant documentation at the
Corporate Office it can only be assumed that purchasing and subcontracting is carried
out according to established Corporate standards and procedures for this activity.
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Some local hire o f subcontractors is carried out. In these circumstances selection
largely takes place on the basis o f past experience, subcontractor availability and
quoted price. Past experience with contractors includes their OHS performance. A list
o f preferred subcontractors is kept.
Subcontractors are asked to provide OHS documentation before starting work.
Examples were sighted o f OHS inspection checklists and Safe Work Method
Statements provided by the guard rail subcontractor on this project.
Subcontractor performance is monitored on a continuous daily basis by the
construction ganger at the site.
It should also be noted that this project has limited subcontractor involvement. The
only subcontractors engaged are for guard rail installation and for haulage o f materials
to the site.

Process Control
The Project OHS&R Management Plan at section 2.3 contains a commitment to
various hazard control activities. The Plan also contains a Risk Assessment Form
which lists various hazards to be found at the site, along with risk potential and
possible control measures. The Plan has copies o f safety procedures for Safe Handling
and Disposal o f Syringes and Safe Handling o f Bitumen. Other safe work method
statements relevant to the site were sighted in the Corporate office, however these
have not been included in the Project OHS&R Management Plan nor were copies held
at the site. These include safe work method statements for sign erection, traffic
control, earthworks/embankments, site clearing and grubbing and sedimentation
control.
It was also noted that the Project OHS&R Management Plan did not contain a Vehicle
Movement Plan, nor was there evidence at the site that organised controls relating to
vehicle movements were in place. In addition, the Plan makes no provision for the
bridge works which are an essential part o f the project. It appears that no hazard
assessment activity has been carried out for the bridge works. These deficiencies led
to the raising o f Corrective Action Requests number 1 and 3, along with Observation
o f Concern number 1.
During site inspection it was noted that the Emergency Plan and WorkCover
requirements for Workers Compensation, Rehabilitation and OHS committees were
on display.
A Site Specific Visitor Induction was provided when entering the site. This covered
emergency procedures but neglected vehicle movement details. Although access &
egress o f trucks was protected by the traffic control in operation at the site it was
suggested that a sign be erected to remind drivers when exiting o f the need to give
way to passing traffic. When a vehicle movement plan is implemented it should be
forwarded to the haulage subcontractor for their compliance.
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Inspection and Testing
Some deficiencies were found in Inspection and Testing practice. Weekly site safety
inspections had not been carried out for three weeks prior to the audit and plant and
equipment daily check sheets were not being completed in accordance with fleet
guidelines detailed in the Project OHS&R Management Plan. Corrective Action
Request number 2 was raised in response.
Also as outlined in "Process Control" the control o f vehicle access and egress issues
could not be fully evaluated due to the lack o f a Vehicle Movement Plan for the site.
The proposed audit schedule/safety inspections for the project was found to be out of
sequence with the actual work program
Further suggestion for improvement with respect to this system element have been
recorded under 'Additional Comments'. This relates to the assessment o f materials
and equipment delivered to the site.

Control o f OHS&R Issues
Control o f OHS&R issues was considered acceptable. However, the Project OHS&R
Management Plan could be improved i f copies o f policies referred to in this section
were included in the Plan for the reference o f project management staff
Records relating to a previous incident indicated that policy requirements for
incident/accident reporting are being followed. However it was noted that in this case
the corrective action was not completed and had not been signed o f f Inclusion o f the
relevant policy in the Project OHS&R Management Plan may assist project staff
better understand and complete the required process.
A copy o f the Corporate OH&S Manual was sighted at the site, however extraction of
relevant policies for inclusion within the Plan may assist project managers in fully
completing necessary procedures.
Corrective Action
The Project OHS&R Management Plan refers to several policies from the Operations
Directorate Quality Manual and the Corporate OHS Policy Manual in support o f a
corrective action procedure. However, none o f these policies are attached to the Plan.
Attaching these policies would appear to be appropriate, particularly in the case of
such policies as the OHS policy for incident and accident reporting and investigation.
This is the first audit to be conducted on the project. That being so no documentation
for previous corrective action has been created.
It was noted that weekly site OHS inspections had not been conducted since the first
week on site. That being so there was no documentation available for the carrying out
Project: Sandy Creek Sidetrack: ABC Constructions Pty
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o f corrective action as a result o f inspections. Corrective Action Request number 2
was raised in response.
Handling, Storage, Packaging, a n d Delivery

Handling, Storage, Packaging, and Delivery was considered to be acceptable.
However, improvement to the Project OHS&R Management Plan could be achieved if
relevant policies reference within the Plan were included for the benefit o f project
management staff
A Hazardous Substances Register is kept on site, although it was noted that this
contained all MSDS rather than those specific to the site.
Details o f plant operator certificates o f competency were not kept on site for reference
but were held in a training data base at the Corporate office. Plant operators spoken to
at the site were able to produce their certificates.
It was suggested to the project management team that a site register o f operator
certificates be maintained on site to support compliance with this system element.
OHS&R Records
All OHS&R records listed in the Project OHS&R Management Plan could be sighted.
These were either held on the project file, or were available from an electronic
database at the Corporate Office.
Certain key documents were held at the site, for example the hazardous substances
register o f MSDS. It was suggested to the project management team that other key
documents should also be available at the site. This would include the Project
OHS&R Management Plan, safe work method statements, Traffic Control Plan, the
vehicle movement plan, once this is developed, and copies o f accident/incident report
forms.
In making this comment the audit team is mindful o f the limited accommodation
within the site caravan but the team believes these documents are important for
maintaining site safety practice and should be immediately available to site staff
OHS&R Training
The short term nature o f the project does not allow for a site training program.
General OHS training needs o f staff are met through the Corporate established
training programs. This is acknowledged at section 2.8 o f the Project OHS&R
Management Plan.
Site induction training is carried out and records kept. The first OHS inductions to the
site took place on 27/4/00. Site induction addresses the specific nature o f the site and
the work that is being carried out. It also addresses specific site hazards and control
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measures that have been put in place. Emergency procedures for the site are included
in induction training.
Site induction training is carried out by the Project Engineer or the Works Supervisor,
both o f whom are familiar with the project and site requirements.
Staff at the site confirm that site induction training is being carried out.
Training records are kept on the Corporate electronic database as described in section
2.8 o f the Project OHS&R Management Plan.
In addition, a local database is maintained o f OHS training. This includes records of
all forms o f certification, along with certificate expiry dates so that update training
can be organised when required.
Design
A general procedure for Design is described at section 2.10 o f the Project OHS&R
Management Plan. However, this procedure does not reflect actual design practice on
this project.
The project involves ABC Constructions Pty Limited managing certain design work
relating to the construction o f the bridge, however this has not be provided for in the
Project OHS&R Management Plan. Corrective Action Request number three was
raised in response.
It does appear that the Works Manager and Project Engineer were given the
opportunity to comment on draft designs for the road works component o f the project.
Some OHS issues were considered as part o f this comment; these include working in
proximity to a railway line and the need for traffic control.

Internal OHS&R Reviews
Section 2.11 o f the Project OHS&R Management Plan describes a general procedure
for internal O H S & R review. This procedure includes a schedule for conducting audits
against all eleven elements o f the project OHS&R system. However, this schedule
does not coincide with the actual construction period. Observation o f Concern number
two was raised in response to this discrepancy.
This is the first audit to be conducted on the project and so will be the first
opportunity for the project management team to consider the outcomes o f such a
review.
It was identified that certain inspection processes at the site have not been fully
implemented. This concerned weekly site inspections and some daily plant start-up
checks. Corrective Action Request number two was raised in response to this
situation.
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ATTACHMENTS
1. Opening Meeting Attendance Sheet & Agenda
2. Closing Meeting Attendance Sheet & Agenda
3. C A R Nos. SANDCrk01 to SANDCrk03
4. Site photographs
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ATTACHMENT
2. Closing Meeting Attendance Sheet & Agenda
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3.

C A R Nos. SANDCrk01 to SANDCrk03
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ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT WORKSHEETS AND CHECKLISTS

GENERAL
This document is to be read and used in conjunction with RTA Procedure for
auditing contained in Section Two of this Audit Package.

REVISIONS
A vertical bar in the margin of a paragraph as shown here indicates major
revisions made to the last issue of this document.
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ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT WORKSHEETS A N D CHECKLISTS

1.0

PURPOSE
To provide audit worksheets and checklists for environmental systems and
compliance performance monitoring on Contract Works and RTA direct
control projects and facilities, where the monitoring is conducted by or on
behalf of the RTA. The worksheets and checklists are intended to focus on
legal and government policy requirements.

2.0

SCOPE
These audit worksheets and checklists can be used to audit Contract works
and major direct control works conducted by or on behalf of the RTA as well
as RTA assets such as Works Depots, Workshops, etc.
They may be used for single facet or integrated performance monitoring
programs.
Though the worksheets and checklists reference the requirements of RTA QA
Specifications Environmental Protection (Environmental Management) G35
and G36, they are equally applicable to RTA Direct Control projects and RTA
facilities.
The Auditor may include additional questions where the requirements of the
Contract, Project or Facility increase the requirements of the Contract or
project.

3.0

REFERENCES
3.1

RTA SPECIFICATIONS
RTA G2
RTA G10
RTA G34
RTA
RTA
RTA
RTA
RTA

G35
G36
Q
R1
R2

RTA R41
RTA R162
RTA B30

3.2

General Requirements
Control of Traffic
Environmental Protection — Maintenance Works
(Management Plan)
Environmental Protection (Management Plan)
Environmental Protection (Management System)
Quality System
Erosion and Sedimentation Control (Temporary)
Erosion and Sedimentation Control (Permanent and
Temporary)
Clearing and Grubbing
Vegetation
Clearing, Excavation and Backfill for Bridgeworks

GUIDELINES
NSW Government — Environmental Management Systems Guidelines 1998
RTA Guideline — Compliance Guidelines for Waste Minimisation and
Management Act 1995 and Regulation 1996

3.3

OTHER
AS/NZS ISO 14001, Environmental Management Systems
— Specification
with guidance for use.
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Annexure B — References to AS/NZS ISO 9001
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N S W EPA Authorised Officers Handbook
N S W EPA Noise Control Manual
N S W Department of Housing — Managing Urban Stormwater

4.0

DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY

AUDIT (ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM)
A systematic and documented verification process for objectively obtaining
and evaluating evidence to determine whether a contractor's environmental
management system conforms to the environmental management system
audit criteria set by the contractor, and for communication of the results of
this process to management. Clause 3.6 AS/NZS IS014001

AUDIT EVIDENCE
Verifiable information, records or statements of fact
Notes:
1. Audit evidence, which can be qualitative or quantitative, is used by the
auditor to determine whether audit criteria are met
Audit
evidence is typically based on interviews, examination of
2.
documents, observation of activities and conditions, existing results of
measurements and tests or other means within the scope of the audit.
Clause 2.3 AS/NZS ISO 14010:1996

ASPECT
Part of an activity that could have an impact on the environment

CONTRACTOR/SUBCONTRACTOR
"Contractors" refers to organisations (or individuals) engaged by the RTA to
perform work specified under a Contract or purchase order. "Subcontractor"
refers to contractors engaged by the Prime Contractor engaged by the RTA.

CEMP
Contractor's Environmental Management Plan

CEMS
Contractor's Environmental Management System as required by G36 and the
N S W Government Environmental Management Systems Guidelines.
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
A n Environmental Management System is the organisation's environmental
management plan(s), environmental procedures and their associated
documentation.

EMP
Environmental Management Plan

EPA
N S W Environment Protection Authority

FACILITY
Within the context of this kit, Facility shall be taken as the site or location
being audited and may include construction sites under the control of
Contractors or RTA direct control works and RTA facilities.
A n RTA Facility shall be taken as an administrative site established for the
purpose of providing accommodation for RTA staff or sub contractors and
includes but is not limited to Office accommodation, Motor Registries; Heavy
Vehicle Inspection Stations; RTA Works and Sub Depots; Fleet workshops,
Compounds and may also include R T A construction and maintenance sites.

MAINTAIN
For the purposes of the kit, for an organisation to "Maintain" a procedure or
process, it must:
1. Document the procedure or process,
2. Implement the procedure or process,
3. Review the procedure or process on a routine basis, and
4. Revise the procedure or process when required following a review.

IMPACT
A n y change to the environment, either adverse or beneficial, or a possible
effect on the environment

INTEGRATED AUDITING
Auditing that considers OHS, environmental and quality aspects of the
management system as a whole.

NCR
Non-conformance Report
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ORGANISATION
In the case of Contract works, the Organisation shall be taken as the
Contractor.
In the case of RTA direct control works or facilities, the "Organisation" shall
be taken to be the RTA section/branch that has management control over the
operations being audited.

SINGLE FACET AUDITING
Auditing that considers OHS, environmental and quality aspects of the
management system individually.
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USE OF THE WORKSHEETS AND CHECKLISTS
It is expected that people who use the worksheets and checklists will have:
• An understanding of environmental legislation, RTA Policies, Guidelines
and Specifications, and
Achieved
the minimum qualifications for environmental auditors as
•
required by the procedure outlined in Section Two of this Audit Package.

5.1.

AUDIT SCORING SYSTEM
The audit tool contains two scoring responses. The appropriate score
response is indicated in the evaluation part of each question.
The scoring responses are:
Type One (No/ Yes

0% /100%)

Type One questions indicate situations where compliance is essential, or
where there is no staged achievement in responding to the requirement.
Type Two
(Unsatisfactory/minimal/satisfactory 0% / 50% / 100%)
Type Two questions cover situations where a staged approach is possible in
meeting the requirement. These types of questions relate to the development
and implementation of procedures that would be subject to ongoing
improvement, or where partial achievement would not be a liability.
Certain questions and Elements may not be applicable to the conduct of the
audit. In those cases the auditor can indicate a not applicable response.
Indications of which question could be not applicable have been provided in
the "Guidance Notes". It is up to the Auditor to determine if a question is not
applicable.

5.2.

QUESTION SCORE RATING
The method for determination of the scores for each question is shown in
Appendix 1

5.3.

COMPLETING THE WORKSHEETS AND CHECKLISTS
Auditors are expected to document their findings, comments and
recommendations for all questions in the Element being examined. It is
important for future comparison of results and for the monitoring of
improvement that auditors enter data in all fields.
The worksheets and checklists are designed to allow field data to be
transferred to the "RiskChase" Software for electronic storage, retrieval and
evaluation of the data.
The worksheets and checklists are based on separate system elements, with
supporting questions within each element.
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Each Element has "Element Notes" describing the purpose of the element,
while the element questions have "Guidance Notes" for the auditor. These
guidance notes also include cross-reference requirements of legislation, RTA
specifications and good practice while the "Verification Guides" are supplied
to assist the Auditor in verifying that the requirements of the question are
being achieved.
Each question has a box to be ticked to allow entry of responses to the
question.
The Audit should reference the audit evidence used in determining
compliance with the Element requirements. Audit evidence can be either in
the form of documents or results o f interviews or inspection. The Auditor
should provide as an attachment to the audit report, a list of the documents
used as evidence in undertaking the audit.
The Auditor should consider the inclusion of photographs where appropriate
to reinforce the findings of the Report or to clarify an issue. Photographs
should be inserted as appendices to the Report, not within the body of the
Report.

5.4

SCORING THE AUDIT RESULTS
The Riskchase' software allows for audit elements and questions to be given
numeric values so that a quantitative outcome can be obtained for the audit.
As yet a decision has not been made about the final values to be given to the
system elments and the questions they contain.
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ELEMENT 1— ENVIRONMENTAL LEADERSHIP AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN
Element Notes:
Effective administration o f environmental management is required to operate in a
manner that protects the environment and prevents pollution. The Organisation
should nominate the resources to be provided and personnel with the responsibility
and authority for implementing the environmental management plans and procedures.
This Element examines the ability o f the Organisation to administer its environmental
site management.
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QUESTION 1.1 (ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY)
Is there a current environmental policy on display at the site? Is the policy appropriate?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

The Environmental Policy is used to state the
Organisation's intentions and principles in relation to
its environmental performance. These intentions need
to be documented and communicated to all
employees, visitors, suppliers and customers.

Verify by examination o f the documentation that the
Policy is appropriate, is communicated to personnel as
part o f the site induction program and includes
reference to ecologically sustainable development
where appropriate.

Clause 3.1 o f G36 requires the policy to be:
Appropriate to road and bridge construction
Include commitment to ecologically sustainable
development
Communicated to personnel as part o f the
•
induction training.
•
•

REFERENCE:
RTA G36 Clause 3.1
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.2
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.1
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.1.1

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
1:1
N o (0%)
•
Yes (100%)
•

Not Applicable

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
•
•

•

N o Policy Present
Facility has a documented Policy that
is appropriate to the operations and
communicated to personnel as part of
the site induction program.
N o t Applicable

ACTION REQUIRED:
No further action
IJ
Possible
Improvement
Issue 0oC
Li
Issue CAR
Li

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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QUESTION 1.2 (STRUCTURE AND RESPONSIBILITY)
H a v e t h e s i t e p e r s o n n e l b e e n g i v e n r e s p o n s i b i l i t y f o r i m p l e m e n t i n g t h e Environmental
M a n a g e m e n t P l a n , i n c l u d i n g m o n i t o r i n g i t s e f f e c t i v e n e s s , c o r r e c t i n g d e f i c i e n c i e s and
m a i n t a i n i n g records?

GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

The organisation should appoint personnel to manage
or coordinate the Environmental Management System
for the facility. This appointment should be in
writing, and should define the environmental roles,
responsibilities and authorities attaching to the
position.

The auditor should verify the presence o f an
environmental management structure by reviewing
documentation and interviewing personnel to
determine i f the structure is in place and
communicated.

Clause 4.2 o f G34, G35 and G36 establishes the need
for structured environmental responsibilities for
Contractors.

RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 4.2
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.1
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.6
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.1.2

REFERENCE:

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:

E1

U n s a t i s f a c t o r y (0%)

•

IU

M i n i m a l (50%)

•

1:1

Satisfactory (100%)

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Edition 1/Revision 1

N o environmental management
structure or responsibilities
Facility has an inferred environmental
management structure but it is not
documented

ACTION REQUIRED:
U

N o f u r t h e r action

U

Possible
Improvement

U

I s s u e 0oC

Ul
I s s u e CAR
Facility has documented
environmental responsibilities that
have been communicated to
employees
(Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
•
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QUESTION 1.3 (ASPECTS AND IMPACTS)
Is there a register o f potential environmental aspects and impacts? Is it maintained and
regularly reviewed to ensure that it is up to date?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

To effectively manage its impacts on the environment
and to prevent pollution, an organisation should
determine its aspects and impacts. Having determined
its aspects and impacts the organisation should
compile a register o f these and regularly review them
to ensure that they are current and appropriate to its
activities and services.

Verify by a review o f documentation and interview of
personnel, that documented procedures have been
implemented to identify, record and review potential
environmental aspects and impacts are included in the
environmental documentation. The organisation may
have the documentation leading to compliance for this
question in areas such as Safe Work Method
Statements.

The N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines requires that the CEMP provide a
listing o f the environmental aspects and impacts
associated with the work. The N S W Government
guidelines further establish that this process include
past, present and future activities and a review process
to ensure that the procedure and register o f aspects
and impacts is current.
Clause 3.2 (a) o f G36 requires the Contractor to
establish planning processes and/or procedures to
identify possible impacts in accordance with AS/NZS
ISO 14001 Clause 4.3.1.

The auditor should be aware that some organisations
might refer to aspects and impacts as environmental
issues.

REFERENCE:
RTA G34, G35 and G36 Clause 4.1.1
RTA G36 Clause 3.2 (a)
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.3.1
NSW Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.2

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:

ACTION REQUIRED:
[21
N o further action
IU
Possible
Improvement
U
Issue 0oC
U
Issue CAR

No register o f environmental aspects
and impacts
Ul Minimal (50%)
Facility has a register of
•
environmental aspects and impacts,
but no review process.
Facility has a documented register of
•
U Satisfactory (100%)
environmental aspects and impacts
that is regularly reviewed to ensure it
is up to date.
RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)

Ul

Unsatisfactory (0%)
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QUESTION 1.4 (ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECTIVES AND TARGETS)
A r e t h e r e p r o c e d u r e s f o r e s t a b l i s h i n g a n d r e v i e w i n g e n v i r o n m e n t a l o b j e c t i v e s a n d targets?
D o t h e s e o b j e c t i v e s a n d t a r g e t s r e f l e c t t h e c o n s e q u e n c e s o f r e l e v a n t a s p e c t s a n d impacts?

GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

Having determined its aspects and impacts,
the Organisation should establish
environmental objectives and targets for the
Facility to reduce or remove the impact o f its
activities and services on the environment.
The N S W Government Environmental
Management Systems Guidelines establishes
the need for setting o f environmental
objectives as a key element for all EMPs.

Verify by review o f documentation that the Organisation has
established environmental objectives and targets for the
Facility and that they are regularly reviewed and updated.

All facilities should establish environmental
objectives and targets for its operations and
review and record its performance against
those achievements. Some facilities may not
use the formal terminology o f "objectives and
targets" in their EMP, however they may
prepare Action Plans that include
environmental objectives and targets.

REFERENCE:
RTA G36 Clause 3.2 (a)
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.3.3
N S W Government Environmental Management Systems
Guidelines Section 6.4

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:

Ull

•

Unsatisfactory (0%)

Ul Minimal (50%)
Uli Satisfactory (100%)

•
•

Facility has not established
environmental objectives and targets.
Facility has documented
environmental objectives and targets
but no review process.
Facility has documented
environmental objectives and targets
that are regularly reviewed.

ACTION REQUIRED:
Ull

N o f u r t h e r action

Ul

Possible
Improvement

u i

I s s u e 0oC

l j

I s s u e CAR

Ui Not Applicable
RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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QUESTION 1.5 (INTERNAL REVIEW)
Are these documented procedures for conducting internal audits and/or reviews, and have
these been implemented?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

Continuous improvement practices require
Organisations to regularly review their operations to
determine areas where improvement is needed.
Internal audits are a mechanism for measuring
improvement. For the purposes o f this question,
internal audits could include routine inspections that
lead to improvement with documented corrective or
preventive actions.

Verify by review o f documentation that routine
internal audits and/or reviews are planned and
conducted on the Facility.

Internal Audits and/or Reviews should be documented
in order to maintain records o f findings o f reviews and
actions recommended.
Clause 4.14 o f the G34, G35 and G36 require the
Contractor to undertake internal audits.

REFERENCE:
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 4.14
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.5.4 and 4.6
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.14
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.17

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
No

LI

(0%)

Y e s (50%)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
•

N o established processes for internal
audits and/or reviews.

•

Documented internal review process
present and implemented.

ACTION REQUIRED:
[21
N o further action
Possible
Improvement
Issue 0oC
Li
Issue CAR
Li

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)
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QUESTION 1.6 (ADMINISTRATION OF CONTRACTOR AND/OR SUBCONTRACTORS)
Does the Contractor have documented procedures for managing the environmental
responsibilities o f its sub-contractors?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

In order to demonstrate environmental due diligence it
is important that the Facility have in place procedures
for the management and administration o f Contractors
(or subcontractors) to ensure that they follow
documented practices that protect the environment.

Verify by a review o f documentation that the Facility
has implemented procedures for the administration of
the environmental responsibilities o f Contractors
(and/or subcontractors).
Where an organisation requires the Contractor and/or
subcontractor to use the Facility's environmental
program and procedures, verify that the requirement is
clearly stated in the Contract documentation and the
Facility environmental documentation. The auditor
should also interview Contractors to confirm their
understanding o f this requirement.

Clause 4.6 o f G34, G35 and G36 requires that the
Contractor include in its CEMP the processes the
Contractor will implement to ensure subcontractors'
environmental compliance.

REFERENCE:
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 4.6
A S N Z S ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.6

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:

Ul

Unsatisfactory (0%)

•

Facility has not established procedures
for the environmental administration
o f Contractors.

U

Satisfactory (100%)

•

Facility has established documented
procedures for the environmental
administration o f Contractors.

ACTION REQUIRED:
Zi
No further action
i j
Possible
Improvement
l j
Issue 0oC
U
Issue CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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ELEMENT 2— ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION

Element Notes:
Environmental management documentation for a site is diverse. It ranges from policy
statements to calibration instructions for instruments to emergency response plans. It
is likely that auditors will find these different documents in various locations within
the Organisation.
This element seeks to establish how effectively environmental documentation is
maintained.
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QUESTION 2.1 (DOCUMENT CONTROL)
Are there procedures for the preparation, approval, distribution, control o f environmental
documentation?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

It is essential that all environmental documentation
within an Organisation can be readily identified and
located. This refers not only to documents produced
as part o f the environmental management program,
but also for those that support environmental
management. It is important that a written procedure
or process be implemented for the control o f all
documents relating to the Facility's environmental
management program.

Verify by review i f the Organisation's documentation
that a procedure is in place and maintained for the
preparation, approval, release, distribution, control,
maintenance and updating o f environmental
documentation

REFERENCE:
RTA Specification Q7 Clause 4.5
RTA G36 Clause 3.5
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.5
NSW Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.5

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:

Ul

N o (0%)

•

IU

Facility has no procedures for the
preparation, approval, release, control
and updating o f environmental
documentation.

Y e s (100%)

•

Facility has established documented
procedures for the preparation,
approval, release, control and updating
o f environmental documentation

ACTION REQUIRED:
Li N o further action
Ul
Possible
Improvement
l j
Issue 0oC
U

I s s u e CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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QUESTION 2.2 (ENVIRONMENTAL RECORDS)
Are environmental records accessible, protected and kept for statutory periods?
GUIDANCE:
In order to demonstrate that the Facility is exercising
due diligence it should maintain legible environmental
records.
Requirements for maintenance o f records may also be
included in other documentation such as EPA
Pollution Control Licences, other Authority Licences,
Approvals or Permits, Contract Specifications etc.
Clause 4.11 o f G34, G35 and G36 require that the
Contractor shall maintain legible records o f all
environmental control issues and activities for at least
5 years. Clause 4.11 o f G36 further establishes
specific documents that must be maintained to achieve
compliance with requirements o f G36.

VERIFICATION:
Verify by review o f documentation that the Facility
maintains environmental records in a legible manner
and that procedures require that the documentation be
kept for the periods that may be prescribed by legal or
other requirements.
The auditor should be aware that environmental
records may be generated and kept by personnel other
than those with specific environmental
responsibilities. For example training records may be
found in the Human Resources files and hazardous
materials records may be in the OHS records.

REFERENCE:
R T A Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 4.11
R T A Specification Q7 Clause 4.16
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.5.2
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.13
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.16

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:

[:I

Unsatisfactory (0%)

•

Records not maintained o r accessible

ZI

M i n i m a l (50%)

•

Environmental Records exist but are
not legible o r suitable for archiving.

Satisfactory (100%)

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Edition 1/Revision 1

ACTION REQUIRED:
IU
No further action
1:11
Possible
Improvement
Issue 0oC
Issue CAR
Li

Environmental record system has been
implemented and includes
requirements for maintenance and
protection o f records that are
accessible to authorised personnel.
(Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
•
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QUESTION 2.3 (ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION)
Is the environmental documentation —(procedures, guidelines, instructions etc...) available to
personal so they can understand their responsibilities and tasks?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

Documentation o f environmental responsibilities,
procedures, processes, etc it is necessary to
communicate requirements to personnel and to record
completed actions and monitoring and measurement
results.

Verify by review o f the documents available on site
that they are approved, current and that the documents
are appropriate for the effective implementation o f the
environmental management system.

Clause 3.5 o f G36 requires Contractors to maintain
effective documentation that has been approved by the
Superintendent.

REFERENCE:
RTA G36 Clause 3.5
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.4
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Clause 6.8
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.5

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:

I:I

Unsatisfactory ( 0 % )

•

Ul

M i n i m a l (50%)

1:11 Satisfactory (100%)

•

•

N o d o c u m e n t a t i o n is present.
D o c u m e n t a t i o n p r e s e n t b u t not
a p p r o v e d o r r e a d i l y a v a i l a b l e to
personnel.
D o c u m e n t a t i o n a p p r o v e d f o r the
site p r e s e n t a n d a v a i l a b l e to
personnel.

ACTION REQUIRED:

D
D

N o f u r t h e r action

D

Issue 0oC

[:11

Possible
Improvement
I s s u e CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)
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ELEMENT 3— COMMUNICATIONS

Element Notes:
Communication is a two-way exchange o f information between two or more people
that ensures a mutual understanding. Communication includes informing but also
allows those hearing the information to respond and express their understanding.
Communication refers to those instances where there is a need to exchange and or
discuss information relating to the environmental management system. Such
instances would include status and issues concerning an environmental target, or a
staff concern regarding an environmental aspect (e.g. accidental water discharges).
This element covers:
• Internal and external communications relating to environmental matters,
• Community Liaison,
• Complaints Management, and
• Liaison with the EPA.
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QUESTION 3.1 (INTERNAL/EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS)
Are there up to date written procedures for communicating issues with stakeholders? (both
internal and external)
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

The Facility should have in place a procedure for
handling internal and external communications in
relation to its operations including environmental
matters. Communications would include internal and
external written and verbal interaction and the
procedure should define processes and responsibilities
for response including suggested timeframes for

Verify by review o f documentation that procedures
are maintained to establish internal and external
communications with stakeholders in relation to
notification o f environmental matters relating to the
Facility.

response.

REFERENCE:

The environmental documentation should contain a
current list o f relevant contact names, telephone
numbers and facsimile numbers o f key stakeholders
and contacts.

RTA Specifications G34, G35 clause 4.3 and G36
Clauses 3.4 and 4.3
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.3
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.6

Clause 3.4 G36 require the Contractor to establish site
communication, external communication and
communication with subcontractors in relation to
notification o f environmental problems and
emergencies.

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:

[ j

N o (0%)

•

N o procedures present

1=1

Y e s (100%)

•

T h e Facility h a s written
procedures for the m a n a g e m e n t of
c o m m u n i c a t i o n s w i t h stakeholders
i n relation t o environmental

ACTION REQUIRED:
1:1
No further action
Zi
Possible
Improvement
l j
Issue 0oC
Zi
Issue CAR

matters.

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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1(7

QUESTION 3.2 (LIAISON WITH EPA)
Has the EPA Regional Manager been notified o f the names o f representatives on a 24 hour
basis who have the authority to immediately shut down any activity or to effect any pollution
control measure documented? Are the names o f these representatives documented in the
EMP?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

Clause 4.9 o f G34, G35 and G36 require the
Contractor to nominate people with environmental
responsibility and authority, and notify the names and
contact details o f at least two people to the EPA.

Verify by review o f the activities documentation that,
where required the EPA has been formally notified of
the names o f authorised personnel.

REFERENCE:
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 4.9
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.3

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:

U

Unsatisfactory (0%)

•

No personnel nominated in
documentation

Minimal (50%)

•

Personnel nominated in
documentation but EPA not
informed.

Ul Satisfactory (100%)

•

Personnel n o m i n a t e d in
d o c u m e n t a t i o n a n d E P A formally

ACTION REQUIRED:
U
N o further action
Ul
Possible
Improvement
U
Issue 0oC
Ul
Issue CAR

informed.
Ul Not Applicable
RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)
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1(7

QUESTION 3.3 (COMPLAINTS MANAGEMENT)
Is there a process for d o c u m e n t i n g a n d m a n a g i n g e n v i r o n m e n t a l complaints f r o m external
a n d internal sources?
GUIDANCE:
The activity should maintain a register o f all such
complaints that details the source and nature of
complaints and the actions taken to address the
complaint,
Clause 4.10 o f G34, G35 and G36 require that
the Contractor respond in a specific manner on
receipt o f a complaint about any environmental
issue, including pollution, arising from the work
under the Contract.

VERIFICATION:
Verify by review o f documentation and interview with
Personnel that procedures are maintained for handling
and responding to complaints, and that personnel are
aware o f the requirements.
Complaints can be received from both external and
internal sources and should be treated equally.

REFERENCE:
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 4.10
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.3

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:

I: 1 Unsatisfactory (0%)

•

1:1 Minimal (50%)

•

Satisfactory (100%)
•

N o p r o c e s s or procedure present

Process for responding to
complaints present but does not
maintain records o f the nature of
the complaint o r the actions taken
to resolve the complaint
Process for responding to
complaints present that includes
response to complaints and
documenting the nature o f the
complaint and actions taken to
resolve complaint.

ACTION REQUIRED:
J
N o further action
J
Possible
Improvement
j

Issue 0oC

j

Issue CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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QUESTION 3.4 (COMMUNITY LIAISON)
Is there a public info program that communicates general environmental information in
relation to the activity?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

Organisations should be open regarding their
communications with the public so that they are
provided with information o n the environmental
hazards at a site o r Facility and the measures being
used to minimise environmental risk. This question
seeks to determine whether the Organisation makes
this information available through various media such
as brochures o r other documentation, meetings with
external interested parties or visits to the site.

Verify by review o f documentation that the Facility
has an active program o f community liaison.

Clause 4.8 o f Specifications G34, G35 and G36,
requires the Contractor to notify local residents about
n e w or changed construction activities that will affect
access to their properties o r otherwise significantly
disrupt residents' use o f their premises prior to
commencing those activities.

REFERENCE:
R T A Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 4.8
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.3

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:

J

N o (0%)

•

I:1

N o c o m m u n i t y programs
conducted

Y e s (100%)

•

C o m m u n i t y p r o g r a m s conducted
i n c l u d i n g n o t i f i c a t i o n o f residents
o f w o r k a s m a y b e r e q u i r e d by
legal a n d o t h e r requirements.

ACTION REQUIRED:
Zil
No further action
J
Possible
Improvement
j

I s s u e 0oC

D

I s s u e CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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ELEMENT 4— EMERGENCY PLANNING AND RESPONSE

Element Notes:

This element covers the management requirements for emergency planning and
response. Elements 17 and 18 consider issues relating to spill control and hazardous
materials storage.
This Element seeks to assess the Organisation's effectiveness in planning for and
preventing emergency situations.

Edition 1/Revision 1
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QUESTION 4.1 (RESPONSIBILITIES)
Is there an emergency response procedure which has been communicated to personnel? Does
this procedures list internal personnel and external agencies with specific responsibilities?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

The Facility emergency procedures should nominate
personnel having specific responsibilities and duties
for the management o f accident and emergency
situations. The documentation should include contact
details for internal and external personnel and
Organisations who would be involved in the response
to an accident or emergency.

Verify by review o f documentation that procedures
nominate the personnel and agencies with
responsibilities and duties for the management of
accidents and emergencies.

Clause 4.4 o f the G34, G35 and G36 requires the
Contractor to list emergency response personnel
showing responsibilities and contact details including
all-hours telephone numbers and to communicate this
information to all personnel.

This information may be communicated to personnel
as part o f the induction training, but should also be
reinforced through signs in prominent locations such
as crib rooms, offices and vehicles.

REFERENCE:
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 4.4
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.7
NSW Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.10

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
Ul

N o (0%)

Ul

Y e s (100%)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
•

T h e F a c i l i t y h a s n o emergency
r e s p o n s e procedures

•

E n v i r o n m e n t a l emergency
r e s p o n s e p r o c e d u r e s documented
a n d c o m m u n i c a t e d t o site
p e r s o n n e l including
r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s a n d duties for
personnel.

ACTION REQUIRED:
l j
N o further action
IU
Possible
Improvement
U
Issue 0oC
U
Issue CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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QUESTION 4.2 (CONTAINMENT MEASURES)
Does the emergency response procedure identify all potential emergency situations and
containment measures to be applied in the event o f an emergency?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

A Facility's emergency preparedness and response
procedures should be documented and may be
included in an emergency response manual.
Organisations may have emergency response
procedures for fire and evacuation but they may not
include pollution prevention or environmental control

Verify by review o f the documented procedures that
the documents define containment measures to be
taken and that the potential emergency situations
reflect the potential impacts o f the Facility's activities
and services.

measures.
Clause 4.4 o f the Specifications G34, G35 and G36
requires that the E M P detail containment measures to
be taken in the event o f an emergency. To comply
with this requirement, the E M P should contain details
o f potential emergency situations and procedures to
contain these potential situations.

REFERENCE:
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 4.4
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.7

Note: This question looks at Containment Measures
during emergencies, while Elements 17 and 18
examine the Organisation's ability to manage
containment under normal operating conditions.

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
Ul

N o (0%)

[ j

Y e s (100%)

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Edition 1/Revision 1

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
N o containment procedures
•
defined.

ACTION REQUIRED:
1:1
N o further action
Possible
Improvement
•
Issue 0oC
U
Issue CAR

Emergency response procedures
define potential emergency situations
and the containment measures and
processes to be taken in the event of
an emergency.
(Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)
•
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QUESTION 4.3 (INCIDENT REPORTING)
Is there a documented procedures for statutory notification to the EPA o f environmental
incidents?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

Part 5.7 o f the P O E 0 Act introduces a mandatory
duty on a number o f persons to notify the EPA of
pollution incidents. The Facility should maintain
documented procedures for the reporting,
investigation and management o f environmental
incidents. Environmental incident management
procedures should also include near misses and
complaints.

Verify by a review o f documented procedures and
interview that the Facility has procedures for
reporting, investigating and management of
environmental incidents.

REFERENCE:

By implementing an incident reporting system the
Facility will be able to maintain records o f incidents,
incident investigations and the actions taken to
remedy that event. This record can then be used to
provide information to assist in the revision of
systems and procedures and so that the effects o f the
incident can be prevented in the future.

Part 5.7 o f the P O E 0 Act

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:

J

•

[:1 Minimal (50%)

No environmental incident
management system implemented.

•

Environmental incident management

J

•

Environmental incident management
system in place that also includes
notification to regulatory authorities
where required by legislation or other
requirements.

Unsatisfactory (0%)

Satisfactory (100%)

system in place

ACTION REQUIRED:
J
N o further action
J
Possible
Improvement
Issue 0oC
L1:
U
Issue CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)
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QUESTION 4.4 (FIRE MANAGEMENT)
Is there a procedure to prevent fire on site and respond to uncontrolled fires.
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

All Organisations are required to comply with the
requirements o f the Rural Fires Act, 1997 and the
Local Government Act, 1993.

Verify by examination o f documentation and site
inspection that the Facility has implemented effective
procedures.

Rural Fires Act, 1997
s22 Maintenance o f machines
s30 Notification o f intention to burn off
s32 Notice o f fire prohibition in specific zones
Local Government Act, 1993.
S22 declaration o f bushfire periods and issue of
licence to burn off

REFERENCE:

Clause 6.11.1 o f G34, G35 and G36 requires that all
,
items o f plant used during proclaimed high fire danger
periods that could discharge sparks shall be fitted with
spark arresters. No cutting, welding, grinding or other
activities likely to generate fires shall be undertaken
in the open on "total fire ban" days.

Rural Fires Act, 1997
Local Government Act
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.11.1
and Clause 6.11.2
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
I:11 Unsatisfactory (0%)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
No procedures present
•

L i Satisfactory (100%)

•

Procedures present that establish
requirements for the prevention of
fires, actions to be taken in the
event of a fire, or the actions to be
taken in the event o f fire bans.

ACTION REQUIRED:
Ul
No further action
Ul
Possible
Improvement
Issue 0oC
Li
[:11
Issue CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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ELEMENT 5— LEGAL AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS

Element Notes:
The Organisation should ensure that it operates within the limits o f legislation and
other requirements such as standards, regulations, guidelines etc.
The Environmental Documentation should identify the activities obligations under
environmental legislation that is relevant to the work undertaken.
This element determines the effectiveness o f the activity in managing its
responsibilities under these requirements.

Edition 1/Revision I
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QUESTION 5.1 (LEGAL OBLIGATIONS)
Is there documentation that identifies the environmental legal and RTA policy
responsibilities and obligations o f the organisations employees, contractors and/ or subcontractors
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

Environmental documentation should identify the
responsibilities and obligations that govern activities
for the Organisation and its personnel to ensure that
they are aware o f the legal responsibilities o f the
Organisation. The documentation should also provide
a register o f legislation and other requirements that
m a y influence the activities o f the Facility.

Verify by review o f the environmental documentation
that legal responsibilities and obligations are defined.

Clause 3.2 (b) o f G36 requires the Contractor to
establish planning processes and procedures to
identify applicable legal requirements. Clause 6.2.1
o f G34, G35 and G36 requires that the E M P identify
the Contractor's obligations under environmental
legislation that is relevant to the work under the
Contract. Clause 6.3 o f G34, G35 and G36 further
requires that the Contractor must comply with the
terms and conditions o f all approvals, licences and
permits.

The auditor should be aware that these obligations
may also be found in areas such as Safe Work Method
Statements.

REFERENCE:
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.2.1
and 6.3
RTA G36 Clause 3.2
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.3.2
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.3

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
IZI Unsatisfactory (0%)
D

Satisfactory (100%)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
• Documentation does not define the
legal responsibilities and
obligation.
• Environmental documentation
defines legal obligations and
responsibilities of the Organisation
and personnel.

ACTION REQUIRED:
Zil
No further action
[:Ji
Possible
Improvement
[Zil
Issue 0oC
Ej
Issue CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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QUESTION 5.2 (COMMUNICATION OF LEGAL OBLIGATIONS)
H a s t h e o r g a n i s a t i o n i n f o r m e d i t s p e r s o n n e l o f t h e i r l e g a l a n d R T A p o l i c y requirements?

GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

Having identified the legal responsibilities and
obligations o f its personnel as well as those the RTA
policy requirements, it is important that these
requirements etc be communicated to those with
responsibility such as key personnel.

Verify by review o f the environmental documentation
that legal responsibilities and obligations have been
communicated to key personnel. The auditor should
also interview key personnel to determine i f they are
aware o f their legal responsibilities and obligations.
Lack o f understanding o f these responsibilities and
obligations may lead to the activity not achieving
legal compliance.

To ensure due diligence it is also important that the
communication process be documented.

The requirements o f this question may be found in
training programs for key personnel.

REFERENCE:
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.3.2
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.3

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
[:11

U n s a t i s f a c t o r y (0%)

[:1

Satisfactory (100%)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:

ACTION REQUIRED:

Legal responsibilities and obligations
not communicated

l j

•

N o f u r t h e r action

[21

Possible

•

Legal obligations and responsibilities
o f the Organisation and personnel
communicated to key personnel.

[:11

I s s u e 0oC

[:11

I s s u e CAR

Improvement

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)
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QUESTION 5.3 (APPROVAL, LICENCES AND PERMITS)
A r e c u r r e n t c o p i e s o f t h e e n v i r o n m e n t a l c o n s t r u c t i o n a n d o p e r a t i n g a p p r o v a l s , p e r m i t s and
l i c e n c e s i n c l u d e d i n t h e documentation?

GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

Documents may include:
Licences
•
Trade
Waste Agreements
•
Development
Approvals/Consents/Permits
•

Verify by a review o f the documents that the
approvals, licences and permits held by the Facility
are appropriate to the Facility's activities and that the
copies on file are current.

Schedule 1 o f the P O E 0 Act establishes works that
require an Environmental Protection Licence.

The auditor may find that required operating permits
etc. have expired, have not been reviewed as required
by legislation or are in the process o f reapplication.

Clause 6.3 o f G34, G35 and G36 requires that
approvals, licences and permits not obtained by the
Principal shall be obtained by the Contractor prior to
the commencement o f any work which relates to that
approval, licence or permit. The Auditor should
investigate what construction and operating approvals,
permits, licences and consents are required by
regulatory requirements.

REFERENCE:
Schedule 1 P O E 0 Act
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.3
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.3.2

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:

[:1 No (0%)

•

Ej

U

Y e s (100%)

•

Documentation does not include
copies o f licences, approvals or
permits.
Documentation includes current
copies o f licences, approvals or
permits.

ACTION REQUIRED:
U

N o f u r t h e r action

U

Possible
Improvement

Ul

I s s u e 0oC

U

I s s u e CAR

N o t Applicable

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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ELEMENT 6— NON CONFORMANCE, CORRECTIVE AND PREVENTIVE ACTION

Element Notes:
It is a requirement o f the RTA Specifications, NSW Government Environmental
Management Systems Guidelines and ISO 14001 that non-conformance be identified
and that corrective and/ or preventive action be documented and implemented as a
result. The Organisation should maintain procedures for handling and investigating
non-conformance and taking action to mitigate any impacts caused and for initiating
and completing corrective action and/ or preventive action.
These procedures should address the following points:
•
•
•
•

Mechanism for requesting preventive actions;
Responsibility for investigating the need for corrective and / or preventive action;
Responsibility for initiating and completing corrective and / or preventive actions
and monitoring o f implementation;
Responsibility for verification o f effectiveness - not mandatory but strongly
recommended - and closing corrective and / or preventive actions.

This Element seeks to determine the existence o f procedures to manage environmental
incidents, non-conformance, corrective and preventive action.

Edition I/Revision I
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QUESTION 6.1 (NON CONFORMANCE IDENTIFICATION)
Is there a p r o c e d u r e s t o identify a n o n - c o n f o r m a n c e w i t h regulatory a n d other requirements?
GUIDANCE:
For this question "other requirements" includes
Contract documentation and, environmental
management system requirements. A
nonconformance is a deficiency in the
Environmental Management System or EMP.
The deficiency may be that the EMS or EMP
itself does not conform to the requirements o f the
Contract. There may be a deficiency within the
documentation, such as an incomplete or
inaccurate procedure. Finally, there may be
various deficiencies in the implementation o f the
environmental management program, such as,
not following a procedure, operating criteria
exceeded, or objectives and targets not met.

VERIFICATION:
Verify by review of the Organisation's documentation
that a procedure is in place to identify nonconformance

REFERENCE:
RTA G36 Clause 3.8
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.5.2
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.13

It is part o f due diligence that an Organisation
maintains procedures to identify nonconformance with regulatory or other
requirements.
NOTES: (Insert notes of findings here)

EVALUATION:

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:

[:11 No (0%)

•

U

Yes (100%)

•

No procedures present to identify
non-conformance
Procedures have been
implemented on site for the
identification o f non-conformance.

ACTION REQUIRED:
U
N o further action
U

Possible
Improvement

U

Issue 0oC

U

Issue CAR
RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0oC or CAR)
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1(7

QUESTION 6.2 (CORRECTIVE AND PREVENTIVE ACTION)
Is there a procedure for undertaking corrective and preventive actions in the event that a
non-conformance?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

I f a non-conformance event is identified, the Facility
should have procedures in place to undertake
corrective action to immediately address the problem,
and preventive action so that a recurrence o f the nonconformance does not occur.

The auditor should verify that documented procedures
are maintained for implementing corrective and
preventive actions, that these cover non-conformance
with regulatory requirements, Contract and
Environmental Management Plan requirements, and
that they are consistently implemented whenever a
non-conformance is identified.

For those organisations with a quality management
system that conforms to AS/NZS ISO 9001/2, they
may well have established a procedure for reporting
non-conforming product and system deficiencies.
This is common and makes good use o f the reporting
mechanism required for handling product nonconformance. It also means that the Activity has in
place a procedure that can be applied to its
environmental management o f the Facility.

The Activity may have procedures for corrective and
preventive action developed under an environmental
management system o r an environmental management
plan.

REFERENCE:
RTA G36 Clause 3.1
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.5.2
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.14

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:

I:11

•

No procedures present that define the
steps the to be taken in the event a
non-conformance is identified

•

Environmental documentation defines
the steps the to be taken in the event a
non-conformance is identified

N o (0%)
Y e s (100%)

ACTION REQUIRED:
[:1
N o further action
[:11
Possible
Improvement
Issue 0oC
Li
r j
Issue C A R

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)
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ELEMENT 7— ENVIRONMENTAL TRAINING

Element Notes:
Training in environmental responsibility is essential for everyone. The Organisation's
employees cannot know what is expected o f them unless they are educated and trained
in their specific areas o f responsibility. No matter how good the procedures for
environmental management may be, i f employees are not appropriately trained then
the Environmental Management Plan will not be effective.
This Element seeks to determine the presence and effectiveness o f any procedures on
site that provide training to personnel.

Edition I/Revision I
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QUESTION 7.1 (TRAINING NEEDS)
Have the environmental training needs o f staff, contractors and subcontractors been
identified?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

A training needs analysis is an essential part o f an
environmental training program and is necessary to
identify the training needs o f all personnel whose
work may impact upon the environment.

Verify by a review o f the documented training
program that the requirements o f the operating
procedures and various management plans are
included in the training program. Safe working
procedures may also include requirements for
additional training. The auditor should verify by
examination o f the documents and interviews that the
topics required by the safe working procedure have
been covered in training.

The N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6 Clause 7 requires the
Contractor to identify the environmental training
needs o f all personnel involved in the project.
Clause 4.5 o f G34, G35 and G36 requires that "...all
staff and subcontractors working on the site are
provided with environmental training to achieve a
level o f awareness and competence appropriate to
their assigned activities."

Training can include formal classroom sessions as
well as documented toolbox talks.

REFERENCE:
RTA Specifications G35 and G36 Clause 4.5
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.2
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.7
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.18

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:

1:11

Unsatisfactory (0%)

•

U

Minimal (50%)

•

U

Satisfactory (100%)

•

N o training needs identified for the
site
The training needs identified are only
those listed by external documented
requirements such as contract
documents

ACTION REQUIRED:
U
N o further action
U
Possible
Improvement
U
Issue 0oC
U
Issue CAR

Training needs identified that relate to
the aspects and impacts o f the Facility,
its legal obligations, CEMP, etc.

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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QUESTION 7.2 (INDUCTION)
A r e a l l e m p l o y e e s a n d s u b c o n t r a c t o r s t a k e n t h r o u g h a n e n v i r o n m e n t a l i n d u c t i o n before
c o m m e n c i n g work?

GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

Induction programs should cover:
The Facility EMP,
•
Roles and responsibilities,
•
Potential Facility environmental hazards,
•
Methods to prevent pollution,
•
Methods to control spills,
•
Proper storage o f hazardous materials,
•
The consequences o f not complying with the
•
requirements o f legislation, and
Requirements for the protection o f flora and
•
fauna.

Verify b y a review o f documented training program
that all personnel have completed environmental
induction training appropriate to the site. The review
should also examine compliance with the training
needs assessment conducted in Question 7.1.

REFERENCE:

The N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6 Clause 7 requires the
Contractor to ensure that all personnel undergo
induction training.

R T A Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 4.5
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.2
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.7
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.18

Clause 4.5 o f G34, G35 and G36 requires that "...all
staff and subcontractors working on the site are
provided with environmental training to achieve a
level o f awareness and competence appropriate to
their assigned activities."

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
1:1

Unsatisfactory (0%)

Ull

M i n i m a l (50%)

ZI

Satisfactory (100%)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
•

N o e n v i r o n m e n t a l induction

•

E n v i r o n m e n t a l i n d u c t i o n present
b u t o n l y c o v e r s general issues

•

E n v i r o n m e n t a l i n d u c t i o n present
a n d c o v e r s issues specific t o site
o p e r a t i n g requirements

ACTION REQUIRED:
I:1

N o f u r t h e r action

Ul

Possible
Improvement

l j

I s s u e 0oC

Ull

I s s u e CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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QUESTION 7.3 (TASK SPECIFIC TRAINING)
Do employees receive environment training appropriate to their duties?

GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

Appropriate training could include:
Identification o f protected habitat for persons
•
clearing vegetation,
Procedures for installing and maintaining
•
sediment control structures, etc.

Verify by a review o f training records that, where
required (such as in training needs identification
documents), employees have been trained in the
requirements o f the operating procedures and various
management plans. Safe working procedures may also
include requirements for additional training. The
auditor should verify by examination o f the
documents and interviews that the topics required by
the safe working procedure have been covered in
training.

The N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6 Clause 7 requires the
Contractor to identify the environmental training
needs o f all personnel involved in the project.
Clause 4.5 o f G34, G35 and G36 requires that "The
Contractor shall train relevant employees to use the
plant and materials on site efficiently and minimise all
potential environmental impacts including noise, air
and water quality and waste and contamination."

Training can include formal classroom sessions as
well as documented toolbox talks.
REFERENCE:
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 4.5
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.2
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.7

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:

I:I

N o (0%)

•

1:1

Y e s (100%)

•

No task specific training given to
personnel undertaking tasks with
potential to harm the environment or
cause pollution
Task specific training given to
personnel undertaking tasks with
potential to harm the environment or
cause pollution.

ACTION REQUIRED:
1:11
N o further action
[:11
Possible
Improvement
Ul
Issue 0oC
Ul
Issue CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)
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ELEMENT 8— MONITORING AND MEASUREMENT

Element Notes:
Monitoring and measurement activities are normally required on construction sites for
environmental management or compliance purposes. It is also necessary for the
Environmental Auditor to know whether data used for environmental management
purposes gathered by others (eg external providers) is accurate, reliable and gathered
in accordance with documented and standard procedures.
This Element seeks to determine the effectiveness o f onitoring and measuring the
impact o f Activities and Services.
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QUESTION 8.1 (ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROGRAM)
Is there an environmental monitoring program?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

As part o f a due diligence program the Facility should
implement an environmental monitoring program in
order to demonstrate that the project has operated
within the limits o f the legislation and other
requirements such as an Environmental Protection
Licence.

Verify by a review o f the documented procedures to
determine i f the Facility has implemented an
environmental monitoring program.

The monitoring program should examine:
compliance against legislation and other
•
requirements, and
the Facility's impact on the environment or
•
community

REFERENCE:

G34, G35, G36 clause 4.1. (e) and G36 Clause 3.7
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.5.1
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.11
AS/NZS ISO 9001 4.10

The Contract may establish environmental quality
compliance limits for water, air and noise for the
project. To ensure compliance with these
requirements the Contractor should implement an
environmental monitoring program.

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
1:11

U n s a t i s f a c t o r y (0%)

U

M i n i m a l (50%)

U

Satisfactory (100%)

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Edition I/Revision I

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
•

N o d o c u m e n t e d monitoring

•

p r o g r a m present
Monitoring conducted to
determine c o m p l i a n c e with
operating conditions

•

Monitoring conducted to
determine compliance a n d measure
potential i m p a c t o n the
e n v i r o n m e n t W h a t d o e s this
m e a n contractuallly?

ACTION REQUIRED:
U
No further action
U
Possible
Improvement
1U

I s s u e 0oC

U

I s s u e CAR

(Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)
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QUESTION 8.2 (ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROCEDURES)
Is the environmental monitoring carried out in accordance with the requirements o f EPA
guidelines and industry standards?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

When conducting environmental monitoring programs
it is important that monitoring samples be taken,
stored, transported and analysed in accordance with
the applicable standards.

Verify by review o f documentation, site inspection
and interview with personnel that the environmental
monitoring locations, equipment and methods are
appropriate to the activities and services o f the
Facility.

The Facility should ensure that the monitoring being
undertaken either by itself or on its behalf be
conducted in accordance with EPA guidelines and
industry standards.

The auditor should verify that on-site instrumentation
has been calibrated, and that records o f calibration are
present in the environmental documentation.

REFERENCE:
EPA Approved methods for sampling and analysis of
air pollutants
EPA Approved methods for sampling and analysis of
water pollutants
G34,G35,G36 clause 4.1.1(e) and G36 clause 3.7
AS/NZS 5667.1:1998 (water)
APHA (1995) Section 1060 (water)
AS 2922:1987 (air)
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.5.1
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.11 and 4.20

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:

l j No (0%)

•

[:11 Yes (100%)
Not Applicable

•
•

Monitoring not conducted in
accordance with guidelines or industry
standards
Monitoring conducted in accordance
with guidelines and industry standards
No monitoring required to be
conducted

ACTION REQUIRED:
Ul
N o further action
Ul
Possible
Improvement
Ull
Issue 0oC
[:11
Issue CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)
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ELEMENT 9— ACCESS AND TRAFFIC MOVEMENT

Element Notes:
Traffic management is important both on and o f f the site. A plan o f traffic control
measures should be implemented in accordance with RTA G10 to minimise disruption
to traffic and pedestrians.
This element seeks to determine that traffic does not cause environmental problems
through lack o f good management or effective controls.
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QUESTION 9.1 (TRAFFIC CONTROL)
Have the site access requirements that could impact o n vehicle and pedestrian traffic or
access to properties been identified? Have central measures to minimise these disruptions
been planned? and are these in accordance with RTA requirements RTA G10?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

The need for traffic control will very greatly from site
to site and will depend o n many issues including
traffic safety, security, site safety, the types of
materials being transported, and the location o f the
site.

Verify by a review o f the Facility Traffic Control Plan
that site activities and site access requirements (likely
to interfere with traffic and pedestrian thoroughfare,
and access to nearby properties) been identified. Also
verify that control measures to minimise disruption
from these activities/requirements been planned in
accordance with RTA requirements are consistently
enforced.

The Facility Traffic Control Plan should where
possible include requirements to segregate traffic
flows such as heavy, light and private vehicles and
provide for delineated parking o f these vehicles.
Clause 6.4 o f G34, G35 and G36 requires the
Contractor to plan and implement traffic control
measures that minimise disruption to pedestrians and
traffic.

Verify b y site inspection that the requirements o f the
Traffic Control Plan have been implemented are being
maintained.

REFERENCE:
RTA Traffic Control at Work Sites Manual
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.4
RTA G10 Control o f Traffic
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS I S O 9001 Clause 4.9

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory (0%)
Ul Minimal (50%)
1:1 Satisfactory (100%)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
•

•
•

N o Traffic Control Plan present, or
not appropriate to the Facility
operations.
Traffic Control Plan present but not
consistently enforced
Traffic Control Plan present and
consistently enforced and monitored

ACTION REQUIRED:
l j
No further action
Li
Possible
Improvement
1:11
Issue 0oC
Ul
Issue CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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ELEMENT 10— SOIL AND WATER MANAGEMENT
Element Notes:
The manner in which land and discharges to water are managed can effect the local
and regional water quality.
The purpose o f this element is to determine the effectiveness in preventing erosion,
managing the quality o f water discharges, and the escape o f polluted water into the
surrounding catchment area as well as general obligations to manage water on the site.
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QUESTION 10.1 (EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL PLANNING)
Does the Erosion and Sediment and Control Plan (ESCP) include measures to control
erosion and sedimentation?
GUIDANCE:
Part 5.3 Section 170 o f the P O E 0 Act prohibits any
person from causing or permitting any waters to be
polluted.
The Facility should consider in the development of
the Erosion and Sediment and Control Plan the three
distinct phases o f activity shall be addressed, as
appropriate:
1.
2.
3.

Before construction and site establishment;
During construction; and
After construction (including rehabilitation
activities and maintenance o f erosion and
sedimentation controls).

Long term projects may require multiple ESCPs to
cover the duration o f the project. It is essential that
the ESCP is current and appropriate to the site
activities.

VERIFICATION:

Verify by review o f the documentation, interview of
personnel and by site inspection that the Erosion and
Sedimentation Control Plan considers and implements
erosion and sedimentation control activities prior to
construction, during construction and after
construction. Also verify that the ESCP is current and
appropriate to the activities both during the time o f the
audit and for planned works to be commenced before
the next planned audit.
Verify by review o f the documentation that the
Facility has either a ESCP o r SWMP based on
requirements o f the Blue Book
REFERENCE:
R1 and R2
P O E 0 Act Part 5.3 Section 170
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.5.1
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
NSW Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
11
:1 Unsatisfactory (0%)

•

i j Minimal (50%)

•

ZI

Satisfactory (100%)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:

•

N o Erosion and Sedimentation
Control Plan present
Erosion and Sedimentation Control
Plan present but does not consider the
life o f the project or Facility
Erosion and Sedimentation Control
Plan present that considers the
potential impacts o f full life o f the
project or Facility Should reference to
implementation be removed?

ACTION REQUIRED:
1:1

[21
Zi
1:11

N o further action
Possible
Improvement
Issue 0oC
Issue CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)
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QUESTION10.2 (EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL IMPLEMENTATION)
D o e s t h e E S C P m a k e p r o v i s i o n f o r a c t i v i t i e s t o e n s u r e c o n t r o l m e a s u r e s a r e maintained?

GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

Every site should have up to date plans showing the
location o f all structures and facilities on site and
supported by documented procedures that establish
the management practices (including maintenance)
applied to prevent erosion and sedimentation. It is
also important that the operations on site reflect the
plans and procedures.

Verify by review o f the documentation and by site
inspection that the Erosion and Sedimentation Plan,
procedures and processes have been effectively
implemented on site including routine inspections and
maintenance o f structures.

Clause 6.5.1 o f the G34, G35 and G36 requires the
Contractor to plan and carry out the whole o f the
Works to avoid erosion and sedimentation o f the site,
surrounding country, watercourses, waterbodies,
wetlands and stormwater drainage systems.

REFERENCE:
R1 and R2
R T A Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.5.1
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:

EVALUATION:
1:1 Unsatisfactory (0%)

•

Minimal (50%)

•

Satisfactory (100%)
•

N o Erosion and Sedimentation Plan
present
Erosion and Sediment Control Plan or
similar document present but not
managed and maintained
Erosion and Sediment Control Plan or
similar document present and
implemented. Routine inspections
documented and maintenance
completed as required.

ACTION REQUIRED:
l j

N o f u r t h e r action
Possible
Improvement

Li
[:1

I s s u e 0oC
I s s u e CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)
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QUESTION 10.3 ( STOCKPILE MANAGEMENT)
Is there a Stockpile Management Plan that includes control measures to protect stockpiles
from erosion??
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

Clause 6.5.2 o f the G34, G35 and G36 requires the
Contractor to construct:
• Temporary sediment control fences on the
downhill side o f stockpile sites,
Diversion
drains on the uphill side o f stockpile
•
sites prior to stockpiling material, and
• Temporary sediment ponds ( i f necessary) to
capture any turbid runoff from these sites.

Verify by review o f the documentation and by site
inspection that the Soil Stockpile Management Plan
considers and implements appropriate management
principles including maintenance o f any controls and
routine inspections o f the controls.

REFERENCE:

In addition, Stockpiled materials shall not be placed
inside the dripline or within 5 metres o f retained trees.
This question may be "Not Applicable" for some
RTA facilities such as workshops where Soil
Stockpiles may not required.

RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.5.2
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9
N S W Roadside Environment Committee Handbook

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory (0%)

IU

Ul Minimal (50%)
[21 Satisfactory (100%)
L i Not Applicable

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
• No Stockpile Plan present
• Soil Stockpile Plan present but not
adequate for activities
• Soil Stockpile Plan present and
applicable to the activities of the
site
• Only if no stockpiles associated
with the Activity

ACTION REQUIRED:
U
No further action
Ul
Possible
Improvement
U
Issue 0oC
Ul
Issue CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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QUESTION 10.4 (WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN)
Is there a water management plan which includes measures to prevent uncontrolled
discharge o f runoff?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

Part 5.3 Section 170 o f the P O E 0 Act prohibits any
person from causing o r permitting any waters to be
polluted.

Verify by examination o f the environmental
documentation and by inspection o f the site that
controls have been developed, implemented and
maintained to ensure that runoff water (including
stormwater) complies with the criteria established for
the Facility and/or legislation.

M a n y facilities will have clean and dirty water
management systems. Clean water systems should
drain only from undisturbed, natural or
uncontaminated and controlled areas. Stormwater
from clean areas may be managed and controlled to
prevent the discharge o f sediment and other
potentially polluting substances, while stormwater
from disturbed or contaminated areas should be
managed to protect the environment.
Clause 6.5.3 o f the G34, G35 and G36 requires the
Contractor to provide adequate controls to ensure that
any water entering the natural watercourse system or
stormwater drainage system from areas disturbed by
the Contractor complies with any water quality
criteria nominated by the EPA.

REFERENCE:
Part 5.3 Section 170 o f the P O E 0 Act
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.5.3
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
NSW Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

Li

U n s a t i s f a c t o r y (0%)

Z i

M i n i m a l (50%)

LI

Satisfactory (100%)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
•
•

No Water Management Plan present
Water Management Plan present but
inadequate

•

Water Management Plan present
includes adequate control mechanisms
and their implementation

ACTION REQUIRED:
Li No further action
LI Possible
Improvement
Issue 0oC
LI
Issue CAR
I1:1

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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QUESTION 10.5 (WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT)
Does the WMP include measures to make sure that planned water discharges comply with
regulatory requirements?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

Part 5.3 Section 170 o f the P O E 0 Act prohibits any
person from causing o r permitting any waters to be
polluted.

Verify by examination o f documentation that Facility
has implemented procedures to ensure that water
discharged is in compliance with the regulatory
requirements, and records are maintained relating to
the quality o f the discharged water.

In some circumstances the quality o f water to be
discharged does not meet the criteria established for
discharging water and must be treated prior to release.
In this case, the Facility must maintain documented
procedures to be followed before discharging water
and must also maintain records o f treatment and
quality o f each discharge.
Clause 6.5.3 o f the G34, G35 and G36 requires the
Contractor to provide adequate controls to ensure that
any water entering the natural watercourse system or
stormwater drainage system from areas disturbed by
the Contractor complies with any water quality
criteria nominated by the EPA.

REFERENCE:
Part 5.3 Section 170 o f the P O E 0 Act
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.5.3
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
NSW Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

Ul

Unsatisfactory (0%)

L]

M i n i m a l (50%)

•

Satisfactory (100%)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
•
•

No procedures present
Procedure present that monitors water
quality prior to discharge

•

Procedure present that monitors water
quality and establishes management
practices to treat water to required
standard prior to discharge

ACTION REQUIRED:
l j
N o further action
Possible
Improvement

Li
Li

I s s u e 0oC
I s s u e CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)
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QUESTION 10.6 (WATER EXTRACTION)
Where necessary have regulatory approvals been obtained to draw water from the local
environment?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

I f the Facility proposes to draw water from streams or
local reticulated water supplies the Facility will
require documented approval from the Department of
Land and Water Conservation or the local water
authority.

The auditor should examine the Facility's
documentation to verify that all water extracted from
the environment is approved and supported by
appropriate licences or permits.

Water used for domestic purposes on site connected to
reticulated services will require connection approval
under the Water Act or similar legislation.
Clause 6.5.4 o f G34, G35 and G36 requires the
Contractor to identify water sources for use in
construction activities.

REFERENCE:
Water Act 1912 ss10, 13A and 18F licences and
permits
R T A Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.5.4
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:

EVALUATION:

I:I

Unsatisfactory (0%)

[:1 Satisfactory (100%)

J Not Applicable
RECOMMENDATIONS:

Edition I/Revision 1

•

,

Water extracted from environment
or water mains without
documented approval
Water extracted and supported by
d o c u m e n t e d approval from the
regulatory authority

ACTION REQUIRED:
Zi
J

j
J

N o further action
Possible
Improvement
Issue 0oC
Issue CAR

(Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)
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ELEMENT 11— AIR QUALITY
Element Notes:
The activities on site should be conducted in such a manner so as to minimise
emissions o f dust, fumes, gases, smoke, cement dust and other substances to the
atmosphere from all sources including "controlled" and fugitive sources.
The purpose o f this element is to determine the Organisation's effectiveness in
managing emissions to air.
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QUESTION 11.1 (AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT)
Are there air quality management procedures which contain provision to minimise air
pollution on site and in the local environment?
VERIFICATION:

GUIDANCE:
The P O E 0 Act Part 5.4 requires occupiers to:
•
•

Maintain or operate the plant in an efficient
manner (s124); and
Deal with "materials" (raw materials) in a proper
and efficient manner (s126)

Clause 6.6 o f G34, G35 and G36 requires the
Contractor to ensure that all its construction facilities
erected o n the site o f the Works are designed and
operated to minimise the emission o f smoke, dust,
cement dust and other substances into the atmosphere.

Verify by examination o f the EMP and associated
documents that appropriate controls have been
provided by the Facility to minimise air pollution
from the construction activities.

REFERENCE:
POEA Part 5.4 s124 and s126
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.6
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
•
Unsatisfactory (0%)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
N o processes present
•

Z i Minimal (50%)

•

•

Satisfactory (100%)

•

Processes used, but not
documented, that are minimising
and controlling the generation of
air pollution
Documented processes present that
are adequate in minimising the
generation of air pollution

ACTION REQUIRED:
•
No further action
•
Possible
Improvement
l j
Issue 0oC
Ul
Issue CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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QUESTION 1 1 . 2 ( A I R QUALITY MANAGEMENT)
D o e s t h e a i r q u a l i t y p l a n m a k e p r o v i s i o n f o r d u s t m o n i t o r s a n d a r e t h e r e s u l t s o f the
m o n i t o r i n g a n d a r e t h e r e s u l t s o f t h e m o n i t o r i n g a c t e d u p o n e g : w o r k a c t i v i t i e s rescheduled?
GUIDANCE:
The documented procedure should establish the
method and standard o f assessment. For permanent or
long term establishments or Facilities that have
received complaints about dust and other air
pollutants, it may be prudent to install dust monitoring
equipment in the surrounding area to monitor the
effect o f the operations on the surrounding
community.
Clause 6.6 o f G34, G35 and G36 requires the
Contractor to reprogram works i f dust control
measures are not adequately restricting the generation
o f dust under the prevailing conditions at any time.

VERIFICATION:
Verify by examination o f documentation and through
site inspection that the Facility has implemented
procedures to monitor the generation o f dust and
change work programs i f required.
For the purposes o f this question the visual
monitoring o f dust generation would normally be
adequate
REFERENCE:
POEA Part 5.4 s124 and s126
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.6
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
NSW Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
1:11 U n s a t i s f a c t o r y (0%)
M i n i m a l (50%)
Ul

Satisfactory (100%)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
•
•

•

N o procedures present
P r o c e d u r e present for monitoring
d u s t , n o requirement t o re-program
work
P r o c e d u r e present f o r monitoring
d u s t generation that includes
r e q u i r e m e n t for re-programming
w o r k s i f controls are n o t adequate.

ACTION REQUIRED:
N o f u r t h e r action
l j

Possible
Improvement

1:11

I s s u e 0oC

i j

I s s u e CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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ELEMENT 12— NOISE CONTROL
Element Notes:
The manner in which an Organisation manages its generation o f noise can affect the
local community. Uncontrolled transmission o f noise will create public nuisance.
The purpose o f this Element is to determine the effectiveness o f managing noise
sources within the operations.
Note:
Issues relating to occupational noise are not examined by this audit. Only noise
emissions that extend beyond the boundary o f the works are to be considered as part
o f the audit.
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ELEMENT 12.1 (NOISE MANAGEMENT PLAN)
In there a NMP that aims to minimise the impacts o f noise on site and in the local
environment? Is there evidence that the plan has been implemented?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

P O E 0 Act Part 5.5 s139 requires occupiers to
maintain or operate plant in a proper and efficient

Verify by examination o f documentation and site
inspection that the Facility has implemented an
effective Noise Management Plan and is monitoring
the effectiveness o f the Plan.

manner.
The Facility should develop and implement a Noise
Management Plan that details the operational controls
as well as the monitoring activities to be implemented
to determine i f the management plan is effective.

REFERENCE:

Clause 6.7 o f G35 and G36 requires the Contractor to
"...prepare a Noise Management Plan as part o f the
C E M P to show how construction will be carried out to
minimise the impact o f noise from the Contractor's
operations on adjacent properties."

POEA Part 5.5 s139
RTA Specifications G35 and G36 Clause 6.7
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
NSW Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
J Unsatisfactory (0%)
I J

UI

Minimal (50%)
Satisfactory (100%)

[:II

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
plan present

•

No

•

Plan present but not monitored

.

Plan present and monitoring
program in place

ACTION REQUIRED:
J
N o further action
1:11
Possible
Improvement
j
Issue 0oC
D
Issue CAR

Not Applicable
RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)
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ELEMENT 13— GROUND VIBRATION AND AIR BLAST
Element Notes:
Note: This element may be not applicable to all Facilities being audited. The auditor
should confirm the applicability o f this Element by examination o f Activities and
Services. Generally it is expected that this Element would only apply to projects that
include operations that have potential to generate ground vibration o r air blast
overpressure in close proximity to buildings and utilities.
The manner in which an Organisation manages the generation o f ground vibration and
air blast can affect the local community. Uncontrolled transmission o f ground
vibration and air blast will create public nuisance. The Organisation is required to take
due care in all construction activities to prevent damage to structures and discomfort
to occupants resulting from construction vibration and air blast.
The purpose o f this Element is to determine the Organisation's effectiveness in
managing or mitigating ground vibration and air blast from sources within its
activities.
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QUESTION 13.1 (VIBRATION AND AIR BLAST MANAGEMENT)
Is the contractor/ organisation complying with its vibration and air blast management
procedures??
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

The Organisation should take due care in all
construction activities to prevent damage to adjacent
public utilities, structures and buildings resulting from
construction vibration and air blast and to protect the
amenity o f the occupiers o f buildings.

Verify by examination o f documentation and
monitoring records that Contractor has complied with
the requirements o f its Vibration and Air Blast
Management Plan.

The Organisation should also maintain records as
evidence o f compliance with the vibration and air
blast restrictions.
I f the Facility's Records demonstrate that vibration
and air blast limits have been exceeded, the
Organisation should have raised a Non Conformance
within their system.

Verify that any exceedance has been investigated and
that actions have been implemented to prevent
recurrence.Include in other areas as well
REFERENCE:
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.8
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
I:1
I:1

Unsatisfactory (0%)
M i n i m a l (50%)

•

Satisfactory (100%)

•

N o t Applicable

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
•

N o Plans present

•

P l a n s p r e s e n t a n d implemented

•

P l a n s p r e s e n t a n d implemented
including d o c u m e n t e d monitoring
o f v i b r a t i o n a n d a i r b l a s t limits

ACTION REQUIRED:
•
N o further action
I:11
Possible
Improvement
EJ
Issue 0oC
Ul
Issue CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)
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QUESTION 13.2 (BUILDING CONDITION INSPECTION)
Has the Organisation completed and reported to the Superintendent and property owner a Building
Condition Inspection as required by the Specification?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

Clause 6.8 o f G35 and G36 require that "Where
construction activities
damage through
... may cause
vibration o r air blast to nearby public utilities,
structures, buildings and their contents or i f the items
are located within the distance from the construction
activity as specified in Annexure G35/2 or 36/2, a
Building Condition Inspection o f these items must be
undertaken."

Verify by examination o f documentation that
theOrganisation has completed and reported the
required Building Condition Inspection.

This question may be "Not Applicable" if:
structures are not located within an area o f risk,
•
the Facility being audited is a workshop, depot or
•
similar establishment

REFERENCE:
RTA Specifications G35 and G36 Clause 6.8
ASiNZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

L.II

N o (0%)

U

Yes (100%)

U

Not Applicable

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
•

Not undertaken

•

Completed and reported

•

Not Required to be conducted

ACTION REQUIRED:
U

N o f u r t h e r action

U

Possible
Improvement

U

Issue 0oC

U

I s s u e CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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ELEMENT 14— VEGETATION
Element Notes:
Good practice requires the preservation and prevention o f damage or injury to
existing vegetation that is to remain within or adjacent to the Works, and to minimise
the spreading or introduction o f weeds caused by activities on or around the site.
The purpose o f this Element is to determine the effectiveness o f systems in the
management o f vegetation and weed control within the operations.
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QUESTION 14.1 (VEGETATION MANAGEMENT PLAN)
Is there a VMP containing procedures for the control o f clearing and grubbing activities and
the protection o f existing trees plants and other vegetation on or adjacent to the site?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

The Native Vegetation Conservation Act 1997
requires clearing to be carried out in accordance with
Regional Vegetation Management Plan or
development consent. The National Parks and
Wildlife Act, 1974 requires a licence to harm or pick,
o r damage the critical habitat o f a threatened species,
population or ecological community listed by the
Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995. The
Fisheries Management Amendment Act 1997 requires
a permit to harm any mangroves, seagrass or declared
marine vegetation.

Verify by examination o f documentation and site
inspection that the Facility has implemented an
effective Vegetation Management Plan, and that
records o f vegetation clearing are maintained.

The intent o f Clause 6.9 o f the Specifications G34,
G35 and G36 requires the Contractor to implement
and maintain procedures to preserve existing trees,
plants, and other vegetation that are to remain within
or adjacent to the Works and shall use every
precaution necessary to prevent damage or injury
thereto and to monitor their clearing activities.

REFERENCE:
Native Vegetation Conservation Act 1997
Threatened Species Conservation Act s91
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

Note:
This Question may be "Not Applicable" i f there is no
requirement to clear vegetation from the site eg a
workshop site.

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

•

N o (0%)

LA

Y e s (100%)

Z11

N o t Applicable

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
•
•

No documented procedures
Documented procedures present and
implemented

ACTION REQUIRED:
▪
N o further action
▪
Possible
Improvement
Z i
Issue 0oC
Z i
Issue CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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QUESTION 14.2 (WEED CONTROL)
Does the VMP make provision for the weed control to prevent the spread or introduction of
the weeds ? and is this being implemented?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

The control o f weeds is governed by the Noxious
Weeds Act:
s13 requires Public Authorities to control noxious
•
weeds,
s15 requires the occupier o f the site to notify the
•
local control authority (the local Council) that
notifiable weeds (W1 weeds) exist on the site,
s30 prohibits the scattering o f weeds.
•

Verify by examination o f documentation and by site
inspection the Facility has implemented effective
weed control procedures and that records o f weed
control are maintained.

The Facility should have implemented procedures to
prevent the introduction and/or spread o f weeds due to
its activities. Actions will need to be maintained to
control noxious weeds in and around fixed assets such
as works depots and maintenance compounds.
Clause 6.9 o f G34, G35 and G36 requires the
Contractor to employ construction methods that will
minimise the spreading or introduction o f weeds
caused by construction activity on or around the site.

Records could include copies o f contracts for routine
weed eradication o r work orders and safe working
procedures that require control o f activities that could
spread weeds.

REFERENCE:
Noxious Weeds Act s9, 13, 15 and 30
RTA Specifications G34 G35 and G36 Clause 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
L I

N o (0%)

•

Y e s (100%)

•

N o t Applicable

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
•

N o p r o c e d u r e s present

•

P r o c e d u r e s p r e s e n t a n d maintained

•

O n l y i f t h e site h a s n o e v i d e n c e of
w e e d s o r h i s t o r y o f weed
infestation

ACTION REQUIRED:
Ul
N o further action
Zi
Possible
Improvement
Issue 0oC
ZI
Issue CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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ELEMENT 15— FAUNA
Element Notes:
Note: This element may be not applicable. The auditor should confirm the
applicability o f this element to the sites operations.
The conservation o f habitat and the protection o f native fauna are requirements of
most contracts.
This Element seeks to determine the effectiveness o f the native fauna protection
measures.
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QUESTION 15.1 (HABITAT PROTECTION)
Are there procedures for the protection o f the fauna habitat identified in the REF??
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

The National Parks and Wildlife Act, 1974 requires a
licence to harm, pick o r to damage the critical habitat
o f a threatened species, population o r ecological
community listed by the Threatened Species
Conservation Act 1995. The Fisheries Management
Act 1994 requires that fish passage be maintained,
that the spawning areas o f salmon, trout and certain
other fish be protected, that the Minister for Fisheries
be notified prior to desnagging (or promptly, if
desnagging is required for public safety) and dredging
or reclamation works. The Fisheries Management
Amendment Act 1997 requires a permit to harm any
mangroves, seagrass o r declared marine vegetation..

Verify by examination o f documentation and site
inspection that the Facility has implemented effective
procedures that identify and protect the habitat of
fauna within the confines o f its operations.

Clause 6.10 o f G34, G35 and G36 may attach special
habitat conservation measures to the Contract. In this
case the Contractor will be required to develop and
implement procedures to ensure compliance with the
requirements o f this condition.

REFERENCE:
Threatened Species Conservation Act
Fisheries Act Part 7 Div 1 s193
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.10
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
NSW Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

Training programs should also include awareness in
habitat identification and protection for personnel.
I f there are n o special conditions applicable t o the site,
this question will be "Not Applicable".

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:

Li

N o (0%)

•

N o d o c u m e n t e d procedures present

ID

Y e s (100%)

•

1:1

N o t Applicable

D o c u m e n t e d p r o c e d u r e s present
a n d i m p l e m e n t e d t o identify and
p r o t e c t f a u n a habitat.

ACTION REQUIRED:
[ J
N o further action
Li
Possible
Improvement
Ul
Issue 0oC
LI
Issue CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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QUESTION 15.2 (FAUNA PROTECTION)
Have these procedures been implemented and are they maintained?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

This question does not apply to activities such as
slashing previously disturbed areas such verges,
medians etc. It only applies to activities that require
clearing o f easements for new works. It would also be
"Not Applicable" in the case o f Facilities where no
clearing is required such as established works depots.

Verify by review o f documentation and inspection
that the Facility has implemented and maintained
procedures to ensure that where vegetation clearing is
required, native fauna is protected from harm.

Where a Facility's activities require clearing of
vegetation, the Facility should have implemented
procedures to ensure that any action affecting native
fauna is properly assessed prior to commencing works
and that processes for clearing vegetation ensure that
native fauna is protected.
Clause 6.10 o f G34, G35 and G36 requires that the
Contractor protects native fauna during clearing
operations in breeding seasons, and where necessary,
seek advice from ecologists to assess i f clearing is
feasible without causing harm to native fauna. To
achieve this requirement the Contractor should have
in place documented procedures that ensure the
protection o f native fauna.

REFERENCE:
Threatened Species Conservation Act
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.10
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
NSW Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
U n s a t i s f a c t o r y (0%)

U
U

M i n i m a l (50%)

•

N o t Applicable

Satisfactory (100%)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
•

No procedures present

•

Documented procedures present

• Documented procedures present
and supported by records of inspection
and actions taken

ACTION REQUIRED:
U
N o further action
Possible
U
Improvement
•
Issue 0oC
Issue CAR
U

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)
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ELEMENT 16— FIRE PRECAUTIONS
Element Notes:
Prevention o f fires is a prime concern in rural and urban communities. Uncontrolled
fires can lead to property damage and loss, while controlled burn offs will cause air
pollution and potential traffic hazards.
Burning o f refuse is restricted or banned within many local government areas of
NSW.
This Element seeks to determine the site's effectiveness in preventing fires in
vegetation clearing operations and site operations but does not apply to the burning of
general waste or fires for heating purposes.
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QUESTION 16.1 (BURNING OFF)
Is there a procedure that controls b u m o f f o f cleared vegetation?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

This question only applies to the disposal o f cleared
vegetation. Issues relating to disposal o f other waste
are included in Element 21.

Verify by examination o f documentation and site
inspection to establish that the Facility has
implemented effective procedures for the management
o f burn o f f operations where permitted. Where burn
o f f is permitted, examine any licences/notifications to
ensure that the Facility has complied with the
requirements o f the licence/notification. Burn off of
cleared vegetation should be only be a last resort after
other methods such a s mulching have been
considered. The procedures should define the
conditions where burning is to be applied.

Local Government Act, 1993.
S22 declaration o f bushfire periods and issue of
licence to burn off
Rural Fires Act, 1997
s30 Notification o f intention to burn off
s86 Notice required before certain fires can be lit
Clause 6.11 o f the Specifications G34, G35 & G36
requires the Contractor to comply with the
requirements o f the Local Government Act and Rural
Fires Act, as well as establishing the Contractor,
where permitted, to manage disposal o f cleared
vegetation by burning off.

REFERENCE:
Rural Fires Act, 1997
Local Government Act
R T A Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.11
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

LI

Unsatisfactory (0%)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
• No procedures present

{:11

Satisfactory (100%)

•

ZI

N o t Applicable

EVALUATION:

P r o c e d u r e s p r e s e n t o n site that
i n c l u d e p r o c e s s e s t h a t identify
c o n d i t i o n s f o r b u r n o f f of
v e g e t a t i o n a n d t h e p r e c a u t i o n s to
b e t a k e n p r i o r t o , d u r i n g a n d after
b u r n off.

ACTION REQUIRED:
LI No further action
l j
Possible
Improvement
Issue 0oC
LI
Issue CAR
LI

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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ELEMENT 17— HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND OTHER CONTAMINANTS
Element Notes:
I f not managed correctly, hazardous materials, oil and chemicals (including herbicides
and pesticides) have the potential to escape from a site in surface or ground water
leaving the site or remain on site in the ground to produce a contaminated site.
This element is intended to establish the presence o f management practices that will
prevent escape o f pollutants associated with the storage and use o f these substances.
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QUESTION 17.1 (HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INVENTORY)
Is there a register o f all hazardous substances and/or dangerous goods maintained for this site
and are Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS's) available for all items listed in the inventory?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

Organisations should maintain an inventory o f all
substances that may have an adverse effect on the
environment. This register should be made available
to emergency services personnel in order to provide
them with details o f any potential hazard they may
face on site in an emergency such as fire or spill.

Verify by a review o f documentation that there is an
inventory o f all hazardous substances and/or
dangerous goods, as defined in applicable regulatory
requirements The auditor should also determine
whether there is a procedure for keeping the inventory
and the MSDSs current.

The presence o f M S D S ' s is required to provide
information in regard to environmental protection,
spill clean up and disposal.

Note: These documents may be held within the
OHS&R Plan.

Clause 4.4 o f G34, G35 and G36 requires the location
on site o f the register and information on hazardous
materials (as defined in the Waste Minimisation and
Management Act) including MSDS sheets. The
Contractor may also have a range o f chemicals or
other substances on site that may or may not be
covered by these regulations.

RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 4.4,
6.12, 6.13
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
NSW Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

REFERENCE:

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory (0%)

U

U

Minimal (50%)

U

Satisfactory (100%)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
• No register of hazardous and/or
dangerous materials available
• Register of hazardous and/or
dangerous materials available on
site
• Register of hazardous and/or
dangerous materials available on
site and communicated to
emergency services personnel
according to relevant statutory
requirements?

ACTION REQUIRED:
U
N o further action
U
Possible
Improvement
U
Issue 0oC
U
Issue CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)
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QUESTION 17.2 (HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT)
Are hazardous substances and/or dangerous goods stored and managed in accordance with
regulatory requirements?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

The Dangerous Goods Act 1975 requires the licensing
o f depots for dangerous goods and/or hazardous
substances and prescribes the volume limits below
which no licence is required.

Verify by examination o f documentation and site
inspection that the Facility has implemented an
effective management system for hazardous and/or
dangerous goods.

Dangerous goods and hazardous materials are defined
by legislation and may include:

The auditor should verify b y a review of
documentation (licences and licence applications) and
by an inspection o f storage facilities that all
appropriate licences or permits for depots are held and
that they are current.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pesticides,
Explosives,
Diesel Fuel,
Lubricants,
LPG and other bottled gases,
Paints, and
Curing agents.

REFERENCE:
Dangerous Goods Act
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 4.4,
6.12,6.13
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6, 4.4.7
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

Ui

Unsatisfactory (0%)

I:1

M i n i m a l (50%)

1:1

Satisfactory (100%)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
•

Hazardous substances and/or
dangerous goods not stored or
managed in accordance with
regulatory requirements

•

Most hazardous substances and/or
dangerous goods stored in accordance
with regulatory requirements

.

ACTION REQUIRED:
[:11
N o further action
Ui
Possible
Improvement
[:1

I s s u e 0oC

D

I s s u e CAR

All hazardous substances and/or
dangerous goods stored and managed
in accordance with regulatory
requirements

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)
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ELEMENT 18— SPILL PREVENTION AND CONTAINMENT
Element Notes:
The management o f spills and the prevention o f their spread into the surrounding
environment is important in preventing pollution o f catchments and waterways.
Transporting, handling and storage methods that will prevent chemical, fuel and
lubricant spillage on or around the site must be employed. Polluting or permitting
pollution o f land or waterways by a chemical, fuel or lubricant, or any waste material
is not permitted.
The purpose o f this Element is to determine the effectiveness o f the systems to
preventing and managing spills.
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QUESTION 18.1 (SPILL CONTROL AND CLEAN UP)
Has the Facility implemented documented procedures for controlling and removing chemical
and fuel and lubricant spills from on or around the site caused by the activities o f the
Organisation?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

Part 5.3 Section 170 o f the P O E 0 Act prohibits any
person from causing or permitting any waters to be
polluted.

Verify by review o f documentation and site inspection
that the Facility maintains processes for controlling
and removing spills. To achieve this requirement the
Facility should have materials available on site to
control and collect spills. Materials could include
purpose made spill kits available supplies o f sand or
sawdust. Training procedures and use o f materials
should be appropriate to the materials available.

Each facility should have a procedure or process that
ensures that spills are immediately controlled to
minimise escape to the environment, that any spilt
material is collected and that the area is cleaned up to
prevent long term potential for pollution.
Clause 6.13 o f the Specifications G34, G35 and G36
require the Contractor to implement procedures for
controlling and removing spills on or around the site
caused by works under the Contract.

REFERENCE:
Part 5.3 Section 170 o f the P O E 0 Act
G34, G35 and G36 Clause 4.4 and 6.13
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6 and 4.4.7
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory (0%)

I J Minimal (50%)

Li

Satisfactory (100%)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
•
•

•

N o spill control a n d collection
procedures o r materials present.
Spill control a n d collection
procedures a n d materials present.
Spill control a n d collection
procedures a n d materials present.
Personnel t r a i n e d i n procedures
a n d use o f materials

ACTION REQUIRED:
Li N o further action
Possible
Li
Improvement
Issue 0oC
Li
Issue CAR
Li

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)
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QUESTION 18.2 (SPILL CONTAINMENT MEASURES)
Does the Facility maintain appropriate measures and equipment for the containment of
potential spills and pollutants resulting from activities?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

In order to prevent pollution from potential spills it is
essential that organisations provide containment
measures in the form o f physical barriers such as
bunds, as well as soft barriers such as procedures.

Verify by review o f the site documentation that the
Facility has documented procedures for the
containment o f potential spills. Conduct a site
inspection to verify that the measures required by the
procedures are in place and maintained, and that the
equipment for the containment o f spills is adequate
and complies with the requirements o f the regulations,
standards and RTA Specfications.

Potential spill sources include flammable liquid
depots, refuelling locations, chemical stores, concrete
batch plants and wash down areas.
The EPA Environmental Protection Manual for
Authorised Officers, sets out guidance information for
the design, construction, operation and maintenance
o f bunds and spill containment systems for bulk
storage o f hazardous and/or dangerous goods stores.
Clause 6.13 o f the Specifications G34, G35 and G36
requires that the Contractor establish procedures for
containing spillage that may be caused on or around
the site.

REFERENCE:
Dangerous Goods Act 1975
Dangerous Goods (General) Regulation 1999 Part 5
Australian Standard A S 1940
N S W EPA Environmental Protection Manual for
Authorised Officers
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.13
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory (0%)

L i Satisfactory (100%)

1:11 N o t Applicable

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
•

N o c o n t a i n m e n t m e a s u r e s present

•

A p p r o p r i a t e m e a s u r e s and
e q u i p m e n t f o r t h e c o n t a i n m e n t of
p o t e n t i a l spills a n d pollutants
p r e s e n t a n d maintained

•

T h i s q u e s t i o n m a y b e not
a p p l i c a b l e i f n o m a t e r i a l s a r e held
o n site t h a t r e q u i r e containment

ACTION REQUIRED:
N o further action
Possible
Li
Improvement
[:1
Issue 0oC
Issue CAR
Li

measures

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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ELEMENT 19— HERITAGE
Element Notes:
This Element seeks to establish the effectiveness o f the Management systems in
managing the protection o f items o f indigenous and non-indigenous heritage.
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QUESTION 19.1 (INDIGENOUS HERITAGE)
Is there a documented method for ensuring that items o f indigenous heritage are identified,
protected or maintained?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

There are requirements at all government levels,
including conditions o f licences, approvals and other
permits, for the protection o f various sites regarded as
having heritage value. T h e requirements o f the
following specification clause should be applied to all
facilities being audited as the principles are common.

Verify by examination o f documentation and site
inspection that Contractor has implemented effective
procedures to ensure that indigenous heritage items
are identified, protected and maintained.

Clause 6.14 o f the Specifications G34, G35 and G36
requires that " i f the Contractor encounters any relic,
artefact or material (including skeletal remains)
suspected o f being o f Aboriginal origin be
encountered, the Contractor shall cease all
construction work that might affect the relic, artefact
or material and protect the relic, artefact or material
from damage or disturbance. The Contractor shall
notify the Superintendent immediately, who will then
arrange for an officer o f the National Parks and
Wildlife Service to be consulted."

Verify that heritage requirements are included in the
induction training.
It is not adequate that the Facility rely on all items of
heritage value being discovered in pre-construction
assessments such REF's, EIS, etc.

REFERENCE:
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders Heritage
Protection Act 1984 s20
National Parks and Wildlife Act 1997 s98 and 90
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.14
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory (0%)
[ j Minimal (50%)
[:I Satisfactory (100%)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
•

No procedures present

•

Procedures that ensure that items of
indigenous heritage are identified,
protected or maintained

•

Procedures that ensure that items of
indigenous heritage are identified,
protected or maintained, and
requirements included in training

ACTION REQUIRED:
N o further action
[:I
Possible
Improvement
[:11
Issue 0oC
I J
Issue CAR

program

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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1(7

QUESTION 19.2 (NON-INDIGENOUS HERITAGE)
Is there a documented method for ensuring that items o f non- indigenous heritage are
identified, protected or maintained?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

There are requirements at all government levels,
including conditions o f licences, approvals and other
permits, for the protection o f various sites regarded as
having heritage value. The requirements o f the
following Specification clause should be applied to all
facilities being audited as the principles are common.

Verify by examination o f documentation and site
inspection that Facility has implemented effective
procedures to ensure that non-indigenous heritage
items are identified, protected and maintained..

Clause 6.15 o f G34, G35 and G36 requires that should
the Contractor encounter any item that is suspected to
be a relic o f non-indigenous heritage value, the
Contractor shall cease all construction work that
might affect the item and protect the item from
damage or disturbance.
Items requiring protection could include buildings,
bridges and underground structures that have been
listed by Heritage Council, local council or LEP, or
have the potential to be o f significance.

Verify that heritage requirements are included in the
induction training.

REFERENCE:
Heritage Act 1977 s57,139,146, and I46A
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.15
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

[:1

U n s a t i s f a c t o r y (0%)
M i n i m a l (50%)

IU

Satisfactory (100%)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
•

N o procedures present

•

Procedures t h a t ensure t h a t items
o f n o n - indigenous heritage are
identified, protected o r maintained.

•

Procedures t h a t ensure t h a t items
o f n o n - indigenous heritage are
identified, protected o r maintained,
a n d requirements i n c l u d e d in
training p r o g r a m

ACTION REQUIRED:
N o further action
l j
Possible
Improvement
Ul
Issue 0oC
U

I s s u e CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)
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ELEMENT 20— CONTAMINATED GROUND

Element Notes:
A site may become contaminated through accidents, spills, leakages and poor
management practices associated with current operations, or past activities.
Regardless o f whether the site has been registered or classified, current legislation or
regulations may require even low levels o f contamination to be reported to the
appropriate regulatory authority.
Note:
As the Auditor may not be a Registered Contaminated Site Auditor, extreme care is
required in completing this question.
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QUESTION 20.1 (DETECTION OF POTENTIAL CONTAMINATION)
Has the potentially contaminated land been identified and have controlled measures been
implemented to contain the pollutants? I f contaminated land has been identified have
effective controls been implemented?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

A site may become contaminated through accidents,
spills, leakages and poor management practices
associated with current operations, or past industrial
activities. A survey may be necessary to determine
the potential for contamination o n the site.

Verify by a review o f available documentation
including site plans, maps and reports, that a survey
has been completed and documented.

It could be assumed that for n e w road or bridge
construction activities pre-construction surveys such
as EIS and REF's should have discovered all potential
contaminated areas.

REFERENCE:
Contaminated Land Management Act 1997
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.16
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
NSW Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
1:11 No (0%)
U

Yes (100%)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
•

No survey has been conducted

•

A survey has been completed and
documented.

Ul Not Applicable

ACTION REQUIRED:
I:I
No further action
[:i
Possible
Improvement
Ul
Issue 0oC
[:11
Issue CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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ELEMENT 21 — WASTE MANAGEMENT
Element Notes:
The effective management o f solid, liquid and gaseous wastes from operating
facilities is an important tool in the protection o f the environment. It can also be cost
effective to minimise the generation o f waste and increase the amount o f material
recovered for reuse.
This Element seeks to assess procedures and the ability to correctly manage wastes
generated on site.
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QUESTION 21.1 (WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN)
Has a documented Waste Management Plan been implemented on site?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

In order to minimise the volume o f material that is
discarded as waste, it is essential that the Facility have
in place a waste management plan that has been
implemented and is regularly reviewed to reflect
changing processes, targets, legislative requirements,
etc.

Verify by review o f documentation and site inspection
that the plan has been implemented and that it has
been developed from the results o f the identification
o f and characterisation o f all waste streams.

The Waste Management Plan should consider the life
o f the material from purchase to use and final
disposal. Consideration should also be given to
implementing practices that restrict the purchasing of
waste in packaging by buying in bulk or using
returnable packaging.

REFERENCE:
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.17
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

Clause 6.17 o f G34, G35 and G36 requires the
Contractor to include a Waste Management Plan as
part o f their EMP.

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory (0%)

•

No Waste Management Plan present.

[ j Minimal (50%)

•

Waste Management Plan present and
implemented

•

Waste Management Plan present and
implemented and includes regular
review

L i

1:1 Satisfactory (100%)

ACTION REQUIRED:
Z i
N o further action
Zi
Possible
Improvement
Issue 0oC
Li
Zi
Issue CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)
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QUESTION 21.2 (IDENTIFICATION OF WASTE STREAMS)
Is there a register that identifies quantifies and characterises waste?
,
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

A Facility will have many sources and destinations for
various types o f wastes including solid and liquid
wastes, as a result o f its activities. In order to
effectively manage these wastes it is necessary to
identify, quantify and characterise all waste streams
and maintain a register o f wastes, prior to developing
a Waste Management Plan.

Verify by a review o f documentation that there has
been a formal survey, audit o r other process to
identify, quantify and characterise all waste streams
leading to a register or inventory o f all waste streams.
The auditor should verify the accuracy o f the process
by taking a sample o f the waste stream documentation
and evaluating its accuracy for the selected waste
streams. The auditor should also verify that any
survey etc. is current or that there is a mechanism
available that keeps it updated as necessary.

This survey may form part o f the environmental
aspects and impacts identified in Question 1.3.

REFERENCE:
AS/INIZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
[:1

I:I

Unsatisfactory (0%)

Minimal (50%)

Satisfactory (100%)

RECOMMENDATIONS:

I dition I /Re ision I

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
•

Waste streams not identified or
quantified or characterised

•

The Facility maintains a register or
inventory o f all waste streams that
identifies, quantifies and characterises
waste generated

ACTION REQUIRED:
Ul
N o further action
Li
Possible
Improvement
Issue 0oC
Li
1:11
Issue CAR

The Facility maintains a register o f all
waste streams that identifies,
quantifies and characterises waste
generated and a mechanism is
available that review the register to
ensure that its is current.
(Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)
•
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QUESTION 21.3 (WASTE SEPARATION)
Are wastes separated for reuse or recycling d either on-site or for collection?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

The NSW Government has a commitment to reduce
waste that is disposed o f by 60% using 1990 as the
base year. Part o f the waste management plan should
be the separation o f wastes into those that can be
reused or recycled, and those that are disposed o f as
waste.

Verify by a review o f waste management
documentation that there is a procedure or process in
place to recover reusable o r recyclable materials, and
confirm that this is implemented through personal
observation and an inspection o f waste disposal
documentation.

Wastes should be separated where practical at the
source into those that can be reused or recycled, and
those that are to be disposed o f as waste.
Following separation materials should be either
reused on site where permitted or sent to recognised
recycling Facilities.

REFERENCE:
EPA Environmental Guidelines: Solid Waste
Landfills
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.17
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
ASfNZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
[:11 Unsatisfactory (0%)
Ull Minimal (50%)
1:1 Satisfactory (100%)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
separation of wastes present

•

No

•

Waste separated but not reused or
recycled

•

Waste separated and reused or
recycled through a recognised
Facility

ACTION REQUIRED:
l j
N o further action
Ul
Possible
Improvement
Ull
Issue 0oC
1:11
Issue CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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QUESTION 21.4 (WASTE DISPOSAL RECORDS)
A r e r e c o r d s k e p t o f a l l w a s t e t h a t c o m e s o n t o a n d l e a v e s t h e site, i n c l u d i n g t h e final
d e s t i n a t i o n o f t h e waste?

GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

As part o f an on-going and effective waste
management program it is necessary to record all
types, quantities and destinations o f waste.

Review records maintained for the shipping and
disposal o f waste on site and o f f site, including the
register prepared under Question 21.1, and verify that
complete records are maintained o f all waste

This information should be maintained in a register of
shipping and disposal records that detail:
the name o f the transporter,
•
the location o f disposal, was the material recycled
•
or disposed of,
the volume o f material involved and
•
the date/time the wastes left site or where reused
•
or disposed o f on site.
The P O E 0 A c t 1997 requires a licence for generation,
storage and transport o f some wastes and that when
waste is being transported a waste data form is
completed by the generator, transporter and receiver
o f the waste.
NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:

Ul
IU

N o (0%)
Y e s (100%)

REFERENCE:
RTA Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.16
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
NSW Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
•

No records maintained

•

Records o f reused, recycling and
disposal maintained for all waste
streams generated

ACTION REQUIRED:
[:1

N o f u r t h e r action

U

Possible
Improvement

U

I s s u e 0oC

U

I s s u e CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C or CAR)
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ELEMENT 22— RESTORATION OF SITE
Element Notes:
Restoration o f the site on the completion o f a project is essential.
Progressive restoration is preferable to restoration at the end o f the project or before
the site is shutdown. By progressively restoring the site, the impact to the
environment is minimised.
This Element seeks to establish i f there are plans for restoration o f the site. It does not
intend to establish the effectiveness o f the site restoration.
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QUESTION 22.1 (RESTORATION PLANNING)
Is there a procedure that provides for appropriate site restoration o f surplus areas as they
become available?
GUIDANCE:

VERIFICATION:

Road and bridge construction and maintenance
activities are only short-term occupants o f sites, while
Facilities such as works depots and compounds are
longer-term occupants. As needs change, sites may
no longer be required for their present use and before
a site is returned to its previous use or divested of, it is
important to restore the site to a format suitable for
use by others. Therefore to plan an effective return of
the site to its previous use or a planned future use, the
Facility should have in place a plan to restore the site.

Verify by review o f documentation that a Site
Restoration Plan is available for the site that considers
future requirements for the site and leaves the site in a
state that will not cause future pollution or liability.

The Facility should have a documented site
restoration or closure plan that should address the
issues o f removal o f contaminated areas, leaving the
site safe, protecting heritage structures, removing
redundant equipment, etc. and generally leaving the
site in a condition that makes it a useful asset.
Closure plans may be developed for entire sites o r for
staged closure depending on the needs o f the Facility.
Clause 6.18 o f G34, G35 and G36 requires the
Contractor to reinstate all areas disturbed by the
Contractor's construction operations to a condition at
least similar to the existing condition before
disturbance.

The Auditor should be aware that for construction
works the Facility may have developed closure plans
as part o f the overall design and this plans may
require staged closure o f areas.
For Facilities such as works depots, the plan may be
for sale o f the property "as is". I f this is the case the
Facility must have completed a Contaminated Ground
survey a s required by Question 20.1 to ensure that no
potential liability exists for the RTA.

REFERENCE:
R T A Specifications G34, G35 and G36 Clause 6.18
AS/NZS ISO 14001 Clause 4.4.6
N S W Government Environmental Management
Systems Guidelines Section 6.9
AS/NZS ISO 9001 Clause 4.9

NOTES: (Insert notes o f findings here)

EVALUATION:
E1

{:1

N o (0%)

Y e s (100%)

POSSIBLE EVIDENCE:
•

N o Site Restoration Plan available
for the Facility

•

Site Restoration Plan available for
the Facility

ACTION REQUIRED:
N o further action
Li
Possible
Improvement
l j
Issue 0oC
Ul
Issue CAR

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Insert comments here including proposed text for any 0 o C o r CAR)
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GENERAL
This document is to be read and used in conjunction with RTA Procedure
"Auditing OHS, Environmental and Quality Management of RTA Contracts
and Infrastructure"

REVISIONS
A vertical bar in the margin of a paragraph as shown here indicates major
revisions made to the last issue of this Protocol.

Document Number:
Issue Number: 000

iii
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<7.

PURPOSE

1.0

To provide standard environmental inspection checklists to assist
performance monitoring of environmental management on Contract Works
and RTA direct control projects and facilities.

2.0

SCOPE
The checklists are applicable to Contract works and major direct control
works conducted by or on behalf of the RTA and may be used for RTA assets
such as Works Depots, Workshops, etc.
The Inspector may include additional assessment criteria where they
consider it necessary. The reason for any deviation from the standard
checklist should be documented for future reference.

3.0

USE OF THE CHECKLISTS
These checklists have been provided to assist in monitoring the
environmental performance of Contracts and RTA facilities.
There are two sets of checklists:
The first is for use by environmental auditors to assist in the completion of
environmental audits.
The second set is for use by Surveillance Officers in routine surveillance of
Contract and RTA direct control works.

3.1.

COMPLETING THE CHECKLISTS
Where possible the checklists have been prepared so that the
inspector/surveillance officer only has to tick a check-box to complete the
inspection. Each activity has scope for comments if required.
The Inspector/Surveillance Officer should sign and date each checklist and
maintain a copy of the checklist until the completion of the project or other
period as may be required.
Checklists completed as part of audits should be treated as the auditor's
working papers unless otherwise required by the Superintendent.
The sample checklist on the next page gives an example of a completed
sheet.

Document Number:
Issue Number: 000
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---Insert the
name of the
Project or
Facility here

------Insert any
comments in
this column

ANYTOWN BY-PASS LANE DUPLICATION

Contact details and responsibilities nominated in
Environmental Management Plan but not communicated in
training program or induction.

EMP Section
XYZ-123

Insert the
reference for any
document
examined that
provide audit
evidence in this
column

N o Comments

Insert the name
of the Inspector
here as well as
the date of the
inspection

Document Number:
Issue Number: 000

Insert the
name(s) of the
people who
accompanied
the Inspector

.s,......

EMP Section
XYZ-321

Insert any
distribution or
filing
requirements
here
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4.0

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLISTS

4.1.

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM CHECKLIST REGISTER
Checklist
Number
ENV-CHK-01
ENV-CH K-02
ENV-CHK-03
ENV-CHK-04
ENV-CHK-05
ENV-CHK-06
ENV-CH K-07
ENV-CHK-08
ENV-CHK-09
ENV-CHK-10
ENV-CHK-11
ENV-CHK-12
ENV-CHK-13
ENV-CHK-14
ENV-CHK-15
ENV-CHK-16
ENV-CHK-17
ENV-CHK-18
ENV-CHK-19
ENV-CHK-20
ENV-CHK-21

Document Number:
Issue Number: 000

Element
Environmental Leadership and Administration
Environmental Documentation
Communications
Emergency Replanning and Response
Legal and Other Requirements
Non conformance, Corrective and Preventive Action
Environmental Training
Monitoring and Measurement
Soil and Water Management
Air Quality
Noise Control
Ground Vibration and Air Blast
Vegetation Management
Fauna Management
Fire Precautions
Hazardous Materials and Other Contaminants
Spill Prevention and Containment
Heritage Issues
Contaminated Ground
Waste Management
Site Restoration

1

R T A

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — LEADERSHIP AND ADMINISTRATION
PROJECT/FACILITY:

Page 1 of 3

Environmental Policy
The Environmental Policy:
1.
Is:
Documented
(present)
U
Implemented
U
U Maintained
U Appropriate to the Facility
U Communicated at induction programs
U Displayed in prominent locations
2.
Provides:
U A framework for setting and reviewing
environmental objectives and targets
U Commitment to continual improvement
U Commitment to preventing pollution
U Commitment to meet statutory requirements
and

U

2

U

U

U
U

Acceptable

U

Not
Acceptable

U

Not
Applicable

U
U

Acceptable
Improvement
needed

U

Not
Acceptable

U

Not
Applicable

Improvement
needed

Note: This section would not be applicable to G34/35 Contracts

Supports Ecologically Sustainable
Development

Structure and Responsibility

U

COMMENT

EVALUATION

REQUIREMENT

1

Site personnel nominated in writing with
responsibility and authority to implement
environmental management program
Roles and responsibilities for environmental
management defined in the documentation
such as Position Descriptions
Environmental responsibilities and authorities
communicated to employees

T h i s r.hPr.klist is a n n l i r . a h l p t n I n c n p r t i n n c

E N V C H K -01

nmrt (If

iidit

n r i I ne-r,nri-inr-tc• k t i A

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — LEADERSHIP AND ADMINISTRATION
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

3

Aspects and Impacts
Li

LI

Register of Site specific aspects and/or
impacts available
Register reviewed and updated regularly

Register of aspects and impacts includes
Li Pre-construction,
0 Construction, and
LI Post-construction activities

4

5

Environmental Objectives and Targets

EVALUATION

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

Li

Improvement
needed
Li Not
Acceptable
Li Not
Applicable

Li Acceptable

LI

Environmental objects and targets established
for site
LI Objectives and targets reflect potential Facility
impacts
Li Objectives and targets reflect legal and other
requirements
LI Objectives and targets regularly reviewed and
revised

Internal Review

LI Acceptable
LI Improvement

Documented internal review process present
that includes periodic environmental system
audits
Li Senior management review the outcomes of
the audits, incidents, communications, etc as
part of the review

Page 2 of 3

LI Acceptable

Li

Li

COMMENT

ENV CHK -01

Note: This section would not be applicable to G34135 Contracts

Improvement
needed
LI Not
Acceptable
LI Not
Applicable

LI
0

needed
Not
Acceptable
Not
Applicable

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

RTA December 2000
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Page 3 of 3

PROJECT/FACILITY:

EVALUATION

REQUIREMENT

6

Contractor Administration
U Procedures established for the environmental
l j

ENV CHK -01

administration of contractors.
Facility documentation details environmental
protection procedures for each
contractor/subcontractor

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

COMMENT

U Acceptable
U Improvement
needed

Li Not
Acceptable

U Not

Facility environmental documentation details roles
and responsibilities between the Facility,
contractor and subcontractor/s for:

Applicable

LI Obtaining o f approvals, licences, and permits
U Implementation of environment protection
IJ
l j

measures
Monitoring of environment protection
measures, and
The keeping of environmental records
Accompanied By:

Inspected By:
Date of Inspection:

' T M ie.

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

Copy to:

U
U

I

....0

A

I

Auditor Working Papers 0 nly
Other

I

c

:

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION

7

Page 1 of 2

PROJECT/FACILITY:

REQUIREMENT
1

Document Control

Procedures present that include requirements that
the Facility:
Li Identifies documents that are required to be
"controlled documents"
Li Identifies controlled documents with a unique
issue number or date
Maintains
Li
a register of controlled documents
that identifies who holds copies of documents
and where they are kept
L i Ensures that when a "controlled document"
has to be changed, the issue number or date
is upgraded and that it is re-issued to all listed
holders, and that the superseded documents
are recalled
Li

2

EVALUATION

COMMENT

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

Li Acceptable
Li improvement
needed
Li Not
Acceptable
Li Not
Applicable

Identifies the responsibility and authority for
the issue of "controlled documents"

Environmental Records
Environmental records for the Facility are:
Li Legible
L i Accessible to stakeholders such as site
personnel, EPA and other regulators
Li

ENV CHK - 02

Procedures/processes include requirement
that where required records are archived for
extended periods, eg EPA licence conditions
may require monitoring reports to be held for
three years, Contract documents require
records to be kept for 5 years.

Li Acceptable
Li Improvement
Li

Li

needed
Not
Acceptable
Not
Applicable

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

RTA December 2000

P. T A

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION
PROJECT/FACILITY:

Page 2 of 2

REQUIREMENT

Environmental Documentation
Environmental documentation:
U Approved by appropriate senior
management/contract Superintendent (eg
Hold Points released)
U Is current
U Available to personnel on site
Inspected By:
Date of Inspection:

ENV CHK -02

EVALUATION

COMMENT

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

U Acceptable
U

Improvement
needed
U Not
Acceptable
U Not
Applicable
Accompanied By:

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

Copy to:

U
U

Auditor Working Papers Only
Other

0 R T A December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — COMMUNICATIONS

Page 1 of 2

PROJECT/FACILITY:
EVALUATION

REQUIREMENT

1

Internal/External Communications
D Written procedures for management of

internal and external communication present

Procedures include:

D Responsibilities for key personnel in actioning
and responding to communications

Li Contact details of stakeholders, eg RTA
Li

ENV CHK -03

COMMENT

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

Li Acceptable
Li

Improvement
needed
Zi Not
Acceptable
l j Not
Applicable

Offices, EPA, Local Council, DLWC, NPWS,
etc
Normal and Emergency Contact details of Site
Management/Supervisors

LI Contact details posted in prominent locations

2

Liaison with EPA
J EPA formally notified of contact details of

personnel with authority to shut down works
or take actions to effect pollution control
works nominated in environmental
documentation

Li Personnel with authority to shut down works

J Acceptable
la

improvement
needed
LI Not
Acceptable
Li Not
Applicable

or take actions to effect pollution control
works in response to directions from EPA
nominated in environmental documentation

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — COMMUNICATIONS
Page 2 of 2

PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT
3

Complaints Management
Process/procedure present for management of
complaints in relation to environmental matters
that includes:
Li Responsibilities for receiving, reporting and
managing response to complaints
L i Response to both internal and external
complaints
L i Recording details of complainant including:
Li Nature of complaint
Li Time and duration of complaint
L i Response to complaint,
Li Actions taken, and
Ul How complaint was received.

4

Community Liaison

The Facility maintains a documented community
liaison program that establishes requirements for:
L i Community notification of planned activities
that may affect the community or individuals
Li Informing the community of general activities
on site including any planned changes from
current or previously informed activities.

Inspected By:
Date of Inspection:

EVALUATION

COMMENT

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

LI Acceptable
Li

Improvement
needed
Li Not
Acceptable
Li Not
Applicable

Li Acceptable
Li

Improvement
needed
Li Not
Acceptable
Li Not
Applicable

Accompanied By:

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

Copy to:

Li
Li

Auditor Working Papers Only
Other

R T A December 2000

ENV CHK -04

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST - EMERGENCY PLANNING AND RESPONSE

Page 1 of 1

PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

1

Responsibilities
LI Environmental emergency response
procedures nominate personnel (including
contractors) with responsibilities and duties for
management of accidents and emergencies
Li Normal and emergency contact details of key
personnel (including contractors) listed in
prominent locations such as crib rooms,
offices, vehicles
J Contact details communicated in induction
program

LI Acceptable
L i Improvement
needed
CI Not
Acceptable
j
Not
Applicable

2

Containment Measures
Li Emergency response procedures identify
potential accident and emergency situations
Li Emergency response procedures define
containment measures and actions to be
taken to in the event of an accident or
emergency
LI Routine training exercises conducted to test
the effectiveness of the procedures and
containment measures

Li Acceptable
Li Improvement
needed
Li Not
Acceptable
LI Not
Applicable

Inspected By:
Date of Inspection:

COMMENT

EVALUATION

Accompanied By:

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

Copy to:
Li Auditor Working
D

Other

Papers Only

.

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — LEGAL AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS
PROJECT/FACILITY.
REQUIREMENT
1

Identification of Legal Obligations
U

Environmental documentation identifies legal
obligations and responsibilities of the
organisation and personnel

EVALUATION

Communication of Legal Obligations
ULegal obligations and responsibilities of the
organisation and personnel are
communicated to employees concerned

U

Approvals, Licences and Permits
U
U

Facility has appropriate operating approvals,
licences and/or permits
Copies of current approvals, licences and
permits held in environmental documentation
for the Facility

Inspected By:
Date of Inspection:

COMMENT

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

needed
Not
Acceptable
Not
Applicable

Li Acceptable
[:1 Improvement
needed

U Not
U

3

Page 1 of 1

Li Acceptable
D Improvement

U

2

ENV CHK -05

U
U
U

U

Acceptable
Not
Applicable
Acceptable
Improvement
needed
Not
Acceptable
Not
Applicable

Accompanied By:

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

Copy to:

U

U

Auditor Working Papers Only
Other

C RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — NON CONFORMANCE, CORRECTIVE AND PREVENTIVE ACTIONS
PROJECT/FACILITY:
EVALUATION

REQUIREMENT

1

2

I n c i d e n t Reporting
Environmental incident management system in
place that includes:
L I Responsibilities and duties of personnel in
managing environmental incidents
Register of Incidents
A
U
System includes requirements for:
LI Recording the contact details of the person
reporting the incident
of nature, duration and time of
Recording
U
incident
L I Recording the actions taken to manage the
incident
L I Notification of the incident to senior
management
L I Notification of the incident to regulatory
authorities where required by legislation or
other requirements

LI

Acceptable

LI

Improvement
needed

i i

Not
Acceptable

Li

Not
Applicable

Non conformance Identification

Li

Acceptable

Facility maintains procedures to identify non
conformance with regulatory or other
requirement

LII

Improvement
needed

LI

Not
Acceptable

The procedures include:
LI Responsibilities for key personnel in
identifying non conformances
L I Processes for notification of appropriate
authorities such as the Superintendent,
EPA or other regulatory authority
CI Facility maintains records of all Non
conformances identified (register present)

Li

Not
Applicable

Li

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

COMMENT

E N V C H K -06
Page 1 of 2

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST - NON CONFORMANCE, CORRECTIVE AND PREVENTIVE ACTIONS
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT
Corrective a n d Preventive Action
l i Procedures present that define
responsibilities for/and actions/steps to be
taken in the event of identification of a non
conformance including close out and reporting
U Procedures include review of incidents by
senior management to assist in the review of
existing procedures, or implementation of new
procedures, to prevent recurrence of similar
incidents
U Facility records actions proposed to be taken,
actions taken, effectiveness of actions and
close out details for all corrective or
preventive actions taken.

Inspected By:
Date of Inspection:

ENV CHK - 06
Page 2 of 2

EVALUATION

COMMENT

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

Li Acceptable
Li Improvement
needed
U Not
Acceptable
U Not
Applicable

Accompanied By:

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

Copy to:
Lli Auditor Working
l j

Papers Only

Other

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — ENVIRONMENTAL TRAINING
PROJECT/FACILITY:

Page 1 of 1

REQUIREMENT

Training Needs
The Facility training program for its personnel and
contractors that includes training identified by:
Li Contract requirements
L i Legal requirements (eg maintenance of
equipment containing ozone depleting
substances)
Li Safe work method statements

Induction

L i Improvement
needed
Li Not
Acceptable
Li Not
Applicable

Li Acceptable
Li

Improvement
needed
Li Not
Acceptable
Li Not
Applicable

Task Specific Training
Li Site training program provides personnel

Li Acceptable

Inspected By:
Date of Inspection:

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

Li Acceptable

Site induction training program includes:
Li The Facility Environmental Management Plan,
Li Roles and responsibilities,
L i Potential Facility environmental hazards,
L i Methods to prevent pollution,
Li Methods to control spills,
Li Proper storage of hazardous materials,
Li The consequences of not complying with the
requirements of legislation, and
L i Requirements for the protection of flora and
fauna.

(including contractors) with task specific
training.

COMMENT

EVALUATION

Li

Improvement
needed
Li Not
Acceptable
1:i Not
Applicable
Accompanied By:

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

Copy to:

Li

l j

Auditor Working Papers Only
Other
.

0 RTA December 2000

TA

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — MONITORING AND MEASUREMENT
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

1

Environmental Monitoring Program

Environmental Monitoring program examines:
U Compliance with Legal Operating
requirements
Li Compliance with Contract Operating
requirements
U Impact of the operations on the environment

COMMENT

EVALUATION

ENV CHK -08
Page 1 of 1

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

U Acceptable
U
U
U

Improvement
needed
Not
Acceptable
Not
Applicable

Environmental monitoring program includes
responsibilities for:
U Ensuring monitoring completed
Li Ensuring records of monitoring maintained
U Ensuring monitoring results are reported to
regulatory authorities when required

2

Environmental Monitoring Procedures
Monitoring conducted in accordance with:
LI EPA guidelines and standards
LI Industry guidelines and standards

Inspected By:
Date of Inspection:

U Acceptable
Li

Improvement
needed
U Not
Acceptable
LI Not
Applicable
Accompanied By:

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

Copy to:

Li
U

Auditor Working Papers Only
Other
.

RTA December 2000

ENV CHK -09

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST - ACCESS AND TRAFFIC MOVEMENT
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT
1

Traffic Control
The Facility Traffic Control Plan includes:
Li Responsibilities for maintenance of the Traffic
Control Plan
Li Separate parking areas for
U heavy vehicles
U light vehicles
I:li visitors
U Separation of construction vehicles and public
vehicular traffic
U Segregation of pedestrian traffic and vehicular
traffic
U Notification of community of planned changes
to traffic flows
U Traffic Management Centre notified of
activities

Inspected By:
Date of Inspection:

Page 1 of 1

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

COMMENT

EVALUATION
CI Acceptable
U Improvement
needed
J Not
Acceptable
I:i Not
Applicable

Accompanied By:

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

Copy to:
l:li Auditor Working
UI Other

Papers Only

© RTA December 2000
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ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SOIL AND WATER MANAGEMENT
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

1

Erosion and Sedimentation Control
Planning
The Facility Erosion and Sedimentation Control
Plan considers:
LII Potential impacts prior to construction
U Potential impacts during operation
(construction) of the Facility
U Potential impacts after operations
(construction) ceases at the Facility

EVALUATION
U
Li

Acceptable

U

Not
Acceptable

Li

Not
Applicable

COMMENT

ENV CHK - 10
Page 1 of 4

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

Improvement
needed

The Facility Erosion and Sedimentation Control
Plan includes:

Li

Responsibilities for implementation and
maintenance of the Erosion and
Sedimentation Control Plan

Does the Erosion and Sediment Control Plan
include requirements for:
7
[1 Control structures to be routinely inspected
U Control structures inspected immediately
following rain events (>10nnm)
D Control structures maintained
Li Inspections documented and findings
recorded
U Sediment collection basins cleaned out at
regular intervals or as required by inspections

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

RTA December 2000

RTA

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SOIL AND WATER MANAGEMENT
PROJECT/FACILITY:
EVALUATION

REQUIREMENT
2

Soil Stockpile Management

U

The Facility soil stockpile management
incorporates measures that are appropriate
for the operations
Soil stockpile management includes:
Li Responsibilities for the implementation
and maintenance of the Soil Stockpile
Management Plan
U Sedimentation control measures at the
lower slope
U Diversion banks on upper side of
stockpile
U Stabilisation of stockpile surface to control
dust
U Sediment ponds to capture turbid runoff
from these stockpiles
Li Stockpiles not located within 5 metres of
retained trees
Li Stockpiles constructed on the contour at
least 2 (preferably 5) metres from
waterways, roads, and slopes >10%
U Stockpiles less than 2 metres in height

COMMENT

ENV CHK -10
Page 2 of 4

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

U Acceptable
U

U
U

Improvement
needed
Not
Acceptable
Not
Applicable

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

© RTA December 2000

A

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SOIL AND WATER MANAGEMENT
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

3

EVALUATION
U

Acceptable

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not
Acceptable

Water Management Plan includes:
U Separation of clean and dirty water
systems
U Diversion banks to direct clean water
away from construction, disturbed or
contaminated areas
Lli Minimisation of disturbed areas

U

Not
Applicable

Water Quality Management

U

Acceptable
Improvement
needed
Not
Acceptable

Water Management Plan

U

The Facility Water Management Plan
incorporates measures that are appropriate
for the operations

The Facility water quality management
procedures include:
U Monitoring of water quality prior to
planned discharge
U Treating of poor quality water prior to
planned discharge
U Recording of water quality monitoring
results
U Recording o f water treatment methods
and results

U

U
U

COMMENT

E N V C H K -10
Page 3 of 4

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

Not
Applicable

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

C RTA December 2000

ENV CHK -10

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SOIL AND WATER MANAGEMENT

Page 4 of 4

PROJECT/FACILITY:

Water Extraction
The Facility has documented approval to extract
water from:
Li The surrounding environment
L i Local reticulation water supplies

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

1:i Acceptable
l j

Improvement
needed

ID

Not
Acceptable
Not
Applicable
Accompanied By:

Li
Inspected By:
Date of Inspection:

COMMENT

EVALUATION

REQUIREMENT

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part o f Audits and Inspections by Auditors

Copy to:
[:11 Auditor Working

Li

Papers Only

Other

0 RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — AIR QUALITY
PROJECT/FACILITY:

Page 1 of 1

REQUIREMENT
1

2

EVALUATION

Air Quality Management Program
LI The Facility has a documented Air Quality

LI Acceptable
U Improvement
needed
U Not
Acceptable
U Not
Applicable

Air Quality Management

U Acceptable
U Improvement

Management Plan incorporates measures
that are appropriate for the operations
Air Quality Management Plan includes:
Li Responsibilities for the implementation
and maintenance of the Air Quality
Management Plan
LI Equipment maintenance requirements
U Methods and procedures to stabilise
surfaces by use of water or revegetation
LI Minimisation of disturbed areas by limiting
clearing operations
LI Minimisation of exposed stockpiles
U Covering of loads on public roads
U Inspections of tailgates to ensure they are
closed

Air Quality Management Plan incorporates
procedures and processes to:
U Monitor the effectiveness of dust control
methods
U Reprogram activities when dust control
measures are not effective
Inspected By:
Date of Inspection:

ENV CHK -11

COMMENT

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

needed

U Not
U

Acceptable
Not
Applicable

Accompanied By:

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

Copy to:

Li
U

Auditor Working Papers Only
Other

© R T A D e c e m b e r 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — NOISE CONTROL
Page 1 of 1

PROJECT/FACILITY:
EVALUATION

REQUIREMENT
Noise Management Plan

U

The Facility Noise Management Plan
incorporates measures that are appropriate
for the operations

Noise Management Plan includes:

LI Responsibilities for the implementation and

maintenance of the Noise Management Plan

COMMENT

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

U Acceptable
U
U

U

Improvement
needed
Not
Acceptable
Not
Applicable

U Monitoring requirements
U Maintenance of monitoring results
U Installation of appropriate noise attenuation

devices such as residential type mufflers,
enclosed engine bays, etc
D Selection of equipment with low noise
emissions
U Equipment maintenance requirements
LII Plant movement requirements such as
operational requirements during night-time
activities
U Location of noise generating operations away
from noise sensitive areas where possible

Inspected By:
Date of Inspection:

Accompanied By: (1st Contractor/Facility personnel present)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

Copy to:

U
U

Auditor Working Papers Only
Other

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — GROUND VIBRATION AND AIR BLAST
PROJECT/FACILITY:

1

Vibration and Air Blast Management
D The Facility Vibration and Air Blast

Management Plan incorporates measures
that are appropriate for the operations

Vibration and Air Blast Management Plan
includes:
Li Responsibilities for the implementation and
maintenance of the Vibration and Air Blast
Management Plan
Li Operating limits and constraints
Li Monitoring requirements
Li Investigation of any exceedance of operating
limits
Li Responsibilities and requirements for
conducting Building Condition Inspections
where required

2

Building Condition Inspection
The Organisation has undertaken building
condition inspections that have been:
Li Documented
Li Reported to the Superintendent

Inspected By:
Date of Inspection:

COMMENT

EVALUATION

REQUIREMENT

ENV CHK -13
Page 1 of 1

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

LI Acceptable
D Improvement
needed
Not
Acceptable
Li Not
Applicable
Ii

Li Acceptable
Li Improvement
needed

Li Not
Acceptable
Li Not
Applicable
Accompanied By:

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

Copy to:

Li

D

Auditor Working Papers Only
Other

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST - VEGETATION
Page 1 of 1

PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT
V e g e t a t i o n M a n a g e m e n t Plan
Li The Facility Vegetation Management Plan
incorporates measures that are appropriate
for the operations
Vegetation Management Plan includes:
Li Responsibilities for the implementation and
maintenance of the Vegetation Management
Plan
Li Operating limits and constraints
L i Processes to preserve vegetation required to
remain on the site
Li Processes for disposal of cleared vegetation
Li Processes to identify and protect endangered
or threatened vegetation
Li Requirements for revegetation of shaped
areas as soon as practicable
2 W e e d Control
Li The Facility Vegetation Management Plan
incorporates measures that are appropriate
for the operations for the control and/or
eradication of weeds
Vegetation Management Plan measures include:
L i Requirements to notify authorities of presence
of noxious weeds
Li Requirements and procedures for the
eradication of noxious weeds
Li Methods to prevent the spread and/or
introduction of weeds
Inspected By:
Date of Inspection:
1

EVALUATION

COMMENT

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

LI Acceptable
Li Improvement
needed
Li Not
Acceptable
Li Not
Applicable

Li Acceptable
Li Improvement
needed
Li Not
Acceptable
Li Not
Applicable

Accompanied By:

(hst Contractor/Facility personnel present)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

Copy to:
Li Auditor Working

Li

Papers Only

Other

0 RTA December 2000

RTA

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — FAUNA

ENV CHK -15

PROJECT/FACILITY:

Page 1 of 1

REQUIREMENT

1

Habitat Protection
The Facility has established procedures for
habitat conservation measures that include:
U Responsibilities for personnel
U Processes for the identification of habitat
U Processes for the protection of habitat
identified
U Requirements where/when assistance
should be sought from external parties
such as ecologists or NPWS
[21 The requirements of the procedures are
included in the site training program

2

Fauna Protection During Vegetation
Clearing

The Facility has established procedures for fauna
protection during clearing operations during
nesting and breeding seasons that include:
U Responsibilities for personnel
U Processes for the identification of habitat
trees and nesting
U Processes for the protection of habitat
trees and nesting
U Requirements where assistance should
be sought from external parties such as
ecologists or NPWS
Li The requirements of the procedures are
included in the site training program
Inspected By:
Date of Inspection:

COMMENT

EVALUATION

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

U Acceptable
U

Improvement
needed
U Not
Acceptable
[21 Not
Applicable

U

Acceptable
l:i Improvement
needed
121 Not
Acceptable
U Not
Applicable

Accompanied By:

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

Copy to:
[21 Auditor Working

U

Papers Only

Other

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST - FIRE PRECAUTIONS
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT
1

Burning Off
U The Facility environmental documentation
incorporates procedures for burning off that
are appropriate for the operations
The procedures include:

U Responsibilities of personnel
U Operating limits and constraints for burning off
Li

2

Page 1 of 1

EVALUATION

COMMENT

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

I:1 Acceptable
U Improvement
needed
Li Not
Acceptable
U Not
Applicable

of cleared vegetation
Notification of authorities and the community
of proposed burn off operations

Fire Management
Li The Facility environmental documentation
incorporates procedures for fire management
that are appropriate for the operations
The procedures include:
Li Responsibilities of personnel
Lli Processes for the prevention of fires and
actions to be taken in the event of a fire
LII Processes to be taken during periods of fire
bans
[Ji Maintenance of equipment to prevent the
generation of fires from sparks from cutting,
grinding, welding or other "hot" activity in the
open on total fire ban days

Inspected By:
Date of Inspection:

1:1 Acceptable
Lli improvement
needed
U Not
Acceptable
U Not
Applicable

Accompanied By: (list Contractor/Facility p e r s o n n e l present)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

Copy to:
U Auditor Working

U

Papers Only

Other

RTA December 2000

RTA

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND OTHER CONTAMINANTS
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

1

Hazardous Materials Inventory
The facility has a register of hazardous and/or
dangerous materials held on site that:
Cl Defines the materials held on site by name,
volume and location
•
Includes copies of MSDS sheets
•
Is communicated to local emergency services
personnel (where appropriate)

2

Hazardous Materials Management
Does the Environmental Management Plan
establish require:
• The Facility to store and manage its
hazardous and/or dangerous goods in
accordance with regulatory requirements
11: Hazardous materials stores to be
appropriately identified and labelled
U Hazardous materials to be segregated as
required by regulations
Appropriate fire fighting and safety equipment to
be present and maintained

EVALUATION

COMMENT

ENV CHK - 17
Page 1 of 2

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

U Acceptable
Li Improvement
needed
U Not
Acceptable
U Not
Applicable

U

U
U
U

Acceptable
Improvement
needed
Not
Acceptable
Not
Applicable

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND OTHER CONTAMINANTS

Page 2 of 2

PROJECT/FACILITY:

Hazardous Materials Management
The Facility Environmental Management Plan
requires bunds for flammable liquids and other
potential contaminants to:
Li Meet the requirements of the EPA, and
Workcover, and RTA guidelines with AS 1940
as the minimum.
1:i Have a capacity of at least 120% the largest
tank or container stored with the bund.
Li Not be fitted with any drain, or if drain present
must be locked.
L i Be drained under the supervision of
competent personnel during draining
1:1I Ensure that spills and water from rain should
be removed by licensed waste collectors
L i Be impervious
Li Be fitted with appropriate signage and fire
fitting equipment

Inspected By:
Date of Inspection:

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

COMMENT

EVALUATION

REQUIREMENT

3

ENV CHK - 17

Li Acceptable
11:1

Improvement
needed

1:i

Not
Acceptable

Li

Not
Applicable

Accompanied By:

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

Copy to:
IJI Auditor Working
U

Papers Only

Other

RTA December 2000

11-719cY

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SPILL PREVENTION AND CONTAINMENT
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

1

2

Spill Control and Clean Up

EVALUATION
Li

The Facility spill control and clean up procedures
include:
L i Responsibilities for spill control and clean up
D Provision of equipment to control and clean
up spills
U Methods for disposal of contaminated material
generated during clean up of spill
U Training in the use and disposal of clean up
materials
U Routine drills conducted to test the
effectiveness of training
U Routine inspections of spill control measures
including:
U Inspection of loads of haul trucks to
ensure no overloading
U Inspection of truck tailgate to ensure they
are secure

Spill Containment Measures

Li

Acceptable

The Facility Environmental Management Plan
defines:
U Responsibilities for the implementation and
maintenance of spill containment measures
U Measure to be used to contain spills

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not
Acceptable

U

Not
Applicable

The Facility spill containment measures include
bunds for:
U Fuel and lubricant stores
U Refuelling areas
U Wash down areas/bays

U

Page 1 of 2

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

Acceptable
Improvement
needed
Not
Acceptable
Not
Applicable

U

U

COMMENT

ENV CHK -18

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

RTA December 2000

A

REQUIREMENT
Ul

CI

U
U
U

ENV CHK - 18

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST - SPILL PREVENTION AND CONTAINMENT
PROJECT/FACILITY:
EVALUATION

Page 2 of 2

COMMENT

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

Parking bays for plant waiting for repair
Concrete batch plants
Concrete agitator clean out ponds
Bitumen spray equipment parking and
maintenance areas
Contaminated soil and other materials

Inspected By:
Date of Inspection:

Accompanied By:

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

Copy to:

U
U

Auditor Working Papers Only
Other

© RTA December 2000

ENV CHK -19

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — HERITAGE
PROJECT/FACILITY:

Page 1 of 1

REQUIREMENT

1

Indigenous Heritage
0 The Facility's environmental documentation

includes procedures for the identification,
protection and maintenance of indigenous
heritage items.
The Facility's procedures include responsibilities
and requirements:
Li For isolating the site operations from the
items identified
0 Notification of NPWS of the discovery
U Requirements included in Facility training
program

2

Non-Indigenous Heritage

U

The Facility's environmental documentation
includes procedures for the identification,
protection and maintenance of indigenous
heritage items.
The Facility's procedures include responsibilities
and requirements:
0 For isolating the site operations from the
items identified
Li Notification of Heritage Council of the
discovery
U Assisting in the protection and
maintenance of the item under the
direction of Heritage Council
U Requirements included in Facility training
program
Inspected By:
Date of Inspection:

COMMENT

EVALUATION

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

0 Acceptable
0 Improvement
needed

U Not
U

Acceptable
Not
Applicable

0 Acceptable
U
U

10

Improvement
needed
Not
Acceptable
Not
Applicable

Accompanied By:

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

Copy to:
U Auditor Working

Li

Papers Only

Other

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — CONTAMINATED GROUND
PROJECT/FACILITY:
EVALUATION

REQUIREMENT

1

Detection of Potential Contamination
U The EMP includes a procedure to detect any
ground potentially contaminated due to
•
Hydrocarbons
U Acid Sulphate Soils
Ui Chemicals
•
Toxic waste

2

Notification of Potential Contamination
U The Facility's environmental documentation

includes responsibilities and procedures for
the notification of the EPA of any suspected
or potentially contaminated ground exposed
during the conduct of its activities.

3

Containment of Potential Contamination

U

U

Has the Facility implemented control
measures as may be required to contain the
spread of pollutants from contaminated
ground detected
Do the Facility's Spill Containment or
Emergency Response Procedures adequately
cover the prevention of movement of
contaminants?

U

Acceptable

U

Improvement
needed

Ul

Not
Acceptable

U

Not
Applicable

LI
U

Acceptable

11
:i

Not
Acceptable

IJ

Not
Applicable

U

Acceptable

U

Improvement
needed
Not
Acceptable

Li
Li

Page 1 of 1

COMMENT

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

Improvement
needed

Note: Control measures would only be required under the
direction of the EPA.

Not
Applicable

Inspected By:
Date of Inspection

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

Accompanied By:

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

RTA December 2000

R T A

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — WASTE MANAGEMENT

Page 1 of 3

PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

1

Identification of Waste Streams
Has the Facility:
U Identified all its waste streams (where does it
come from?)
U Quantified all its waste streams (how much is
generated?)
LI Characterised all its waste streams (what is it
made up of?)

2

Li
Waste Management Plan
LI The Facility Waste Management

Plan
incorporates measures that are appropriate
for the operations
The Waste Management Plan includes:
Li Responsibilities for implementation and
management of the waste management plan
D Requirements for both solid and liquid wastes
Li Requirements for waste materials to
separated by material type and reuse option
Li Provision of bins and/or containers for
separate waste streams
Li Methods for the separation of waste materials
by type (ie waste oil, steel, aluminium, glass,
plastics, paper, timber, concrete etc)
Li Identification of the locations for disposal of
waste materials both on site and off site
[:I Records to be kept for defining volumes of
wastes generated, reused, recycled and
disposed of
01 Regular review of waste reduction strategies
to provide basis for continuous improvement

E N V C H K -21

EVALUATION
Li
Li
Li

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

Acceptable
Improvement
needed
Not
Acceptable

LI

Not
Applicable

LI

Acceptable

LI

Improvement
needed

J

Not
Acceptable
Not
Applicable

01

COMMENT

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

RTA December 2000

R-T

A

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — WASTE MANAGEMENT
PROJECT/FACILITY:

Page 2 of 3

REQUIREMENT

3

EVALUATION

Waste Separation

Li Acceptable

The EMP requires waste materials separated and
reused or disposed of on-site to be:
L i Identified and quantified
L i Placed in approved locations, and
Li Records are maintained of their location

Li

Improvement
needed

I:I

Not
Acceptable

4

The Facility EMP requires waste management
records to be maintained that include:
Li Transport manifests that identify the
transported, the final disposal location, the
type of waste and volume carried
Li The date/time the wastes left site or were
reused or disposed of on site
Li Licence details of carrier and receiving
depot/facility

COMMENT

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

Li Not
Applicable

The EMP requires waste materials separated and
reused or disposed of on-site to be:
L i Identified and quantified
Li Sent to approved Facilities for reuse, recycling
or disposal
Li Records are maintained of the disposal
process

Li
Waste Management Records

ENV CHK - 21

Li Acceptable
Li Improvement
Li
Li

needed
Not
Acceptable
Not
Applicable

Volumes of wastes:
Li Generated
Li Reused
11
:1 Recycled
D Disposed of

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST - WASTE MANAGEMENT

ENV CHK -21

PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT
Inspected By:
Date of Inspection:

Page 3 of 3

EVALUATION

COMMENT

Accompanied By: (list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

Copy to:
F
a

Auditor Working Papers Only
Other

C RTA December 2000

ENV CHK - 22

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — RESTORATION OF SITE

Page 1 of 1

PROJECT/FACILITY:

REQUIREMENT

1

Restoration Planning
Does the Facility environmental documentation
include requirements for planning restoration of
the site that defines:
The end use for areas no longer required for
the operation, such as compounds
ID Rehabilitation processes to be completed
prior to leaving the site
Li Maintenance requirements and procedures
after site is closed down
Li Responsibilities for site restoration and
maintenance
Li Budget allowances for site restoration costing

Inspected By:
Date of Inspection:

EVALUATION

COMMENT

DOCUMENT
REFERENCE

Li Acceptable
Li Improvement
D

Li

needed
Not
Acceptable
Not
Applicable

Accompanied By: (list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections as part of Audits and Inspections by Auditors

Copy to:

Li
Li

Auditor Working Papers Only
Other

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEILLANCE CHECKLISTS

5.0

ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEILLANCE CHECKLISTS
Note: These are to be used for inspections of Construction works including
Surveillance.

51.

ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEILLANCE CHECKLIST REGISTER
Checklist
Number
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.5
1.6
1.7
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

Activity
Road Construction Works
Site Establishment
Clearing and Grubbing
Bulk Earthworks
Drainage Works
Sub grade Construction
Pavement Installation
Revegetation
Site Restoration/Demobilisation
Bridge Construction Works
Site Establishment
Clearing and Grubbing
Abutment Construction
Deck Construction
Approach Construction
Site Restoration/Demobilisation

RTA December 2000

-T-A

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST— SITE ESTABLISHMENT (ROADWORKS)

1.1

PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

1

Site Clearing
LI No clearing outside designated work areas
Li Construction area clearly marked to avoid damage

Page 1 of 8
EVALATION
METHOD

(A-7'

to surrounding lands

2

EVALUATION

U

Acceptable

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

Li

Habitat trees have been identified and protected

o,--yr

U

Not Applicable

U

No vegetation burning without approval

1W1 ©

Ll

Not Checked

Traffic Movement

U

Acceptable

U

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

Separate parking areas defined for

U

heavy vehicles

Li

light vehicles

U

visitors

U

Construction traffic separated from public traffic

co,7'

U

Traffic Management Centre notified of activities
(where applicable)

L1J ©

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
a,c/- Observation UJ Inspect records © Interview people

COMMENT

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST - SITE ESTABLISHMENT (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

3

Hazardous Materials Stores
U

Licences and permits in place

U

Installed to licence conditions

I:1 Stores Bunded to RTA requirement
U

4

EVALATION
METHOD

ILO 0
47'
4c7,

Bunding provided for refuelling or maintenance
activities where spillage may directly drain to a
waterway

U

Appropriate signage to all stores

U

Adequate spill kits present

01

Inventory of materials and MSDS present

EVALUATION

U

Improvement
needed

Li

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

6,7'
cr,7'
0,_,ALII

Li Acceptable

Li Wash-down areas bunded/ runoff collected n
i catch
ponds

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

Li

Not Checked

Clean water directed away from site

Li

Dirty water directed to catch ponds

U

Water discharged is monitored and details recorded
Water treated before discharge if required

U

COMMENT

I:i Acceptable

W a t e r Quality Management

U

Page 2 of 8

f,c,7'
IR 0
Ej g

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
a,r7' Observation 1.11 Inspect records © Interview people

0 R T A D e c e m b e r 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SITE ESTABLISHMENT (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:

REQUIREMENT

5

Page 3 of 8

EVALATION
METHOD

Environmental control measures been implemented for
stockpiles
Li Sedimentation control measures at the lower slope

6-7'

1:11Diversion banks on upper slope
Li Stockpiles stabilised for dust control

a,r,r'

Sediment ponds installed to capture turbid runoff
from these sites

Li

Stockpiles not located within 5 metres of retained
trees

Li

Are stockpiles constructed on the contour at least 2
(preferably 5) metres from waterways, roads, &
slopes >%10

Li

Topsoil stockpiles less than 2 metres in height

Li

Separate stockpiles for different material, such as
weed infested & clear soil

EVALUATION

COMMENT

ED Acceptable

Stockpile Management

Li

1.1

CI Improvement
needed
1:1 Not Acceptable

Ca Not Applicable
Li

Not Checked

tc/'

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Interview people
o<-7' Observation LW Inspect records

RTA December 2000

R -T -A-

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST— SITE ESTABLISHMENT (ROADWORKS)

Page 4 of 8

PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

Sediment control devices in place and maintained

Li Silt Traps installed where required by CEMP
U S i t traps routinely inspected and maintained after

COMMENT

Li Acceptable
otz'

LI Improvement
needed

r../'
a,,,,, 0

©

Li Not Acceptable
LI Not Applicable
LI Not Checked

rain events

LI Vehicles leaving site free of sediment on body and
wheel arches

Air Quality
Li Area of disturbance kept to a minimum
I:i Water tanker available for dust control and used
U B u l k transport vehicles fitted with dust covers when

EVALUATION

EVALATION
METHOD

Sediment Control
Li

1.1

U Acceptable
6c7'

Ul
©

6-'

operating on public roads

LI No black smoke from exhaust for longer than 10
seconds

This checklist is applicable to Inspections o f Construction Projects including Surveillance
Inspect records © Interview people
a7-‘ Observation

Improvement
needed

U Not Acceptable
Li Not Applicable
Li Not Checked

R T A December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SITE ESTABLISHMENT (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:

REQUIREMENT

8

Noise generating operations isolated as far as
practicable form community

I:I Noise generating operations only conducted in
daylight hours
11
:1

Plant fitted with "residential" muffler systems

o<=7'

Separate bins/containers present for Recyclable
materials

U

Liquid waste procedure in place for pump out
ablutions

U

Waste oil from servicing collected for recycling

U

Records maintained of disposal method for wastes
and recyclable materials

COMMENT

[:1 Improvement
needed

co=7, w i ©
6,-, illi 0

U Not Acceptable
U

Not Applicable

_
Li

Not Checked

Li Acceptable

Waste Management
U

EVALUATION

CI Acceptable

Noise Control
U

9

EVALATION
METHOD

Page 5 of 8

rt,z'
6,7., l i t 0

©

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation LW Inspect records © Interview people

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

RTA December 2000

1.1

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SITE ESTABLISHMENT (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

10

ot,7'

U P o l i c y appropriate to operations

e,,,7' 01

Li Improvement

11

Ui

visitors

Lli

community

Legal and Other Requirements
11:1

Dangerous Goods Licence available on site

Li EPA licences and permits available on site
LI Legal obligations identified and communicated

LI Not Applicable
U

Not Checked

Lli Acceptable
,c,/' FA tat
ow-7' I D ©
a,,,' I D ©

Li Licences and approvals in place for extraction of
water from local streams or reticulated system

needed

LI Not Acceptable

Policy Communicated to:
employees

COMMENT

Li Acceptable

Environmental Policy
Li Environmental Policy displayed

Li

EVALUATION

EVALATION
METHOD

Page 6 of 8

6,',

WI ©

Li improvement
needed

Lli Not Acceptable
U

Not Applicable

U Not Checked

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation G I Inspect records © Interview people

0 RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SITE ESTABLISHMENT (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

12

Communications
Li

Internal and External communications established

LII

EPA notified of site contacts

1:1 Complaints management procedures in place

Page 7 of 8

EVALATION
METHOD

Environmental Training Program
Li Induction being conducted
Li Task Training being conducted
Li Training Records are maintained

14

Environmental Manuals
Li

Environment Manuals held on site (and include
EMP)

c,,7-‘ ! I 0

IJ

Environment Manuals approved by Superintendent

Li

Improvement
needed

Li

Not Acceptable

Li Not Applicable
Li

Not Checked

Li Acceptable
c.,/' I D el

0 0
‘,./' Lit EY

Li

Improvement
needed

Li Not Acceptable
Li

Not Applicable

Li

Not Checked

Li Acceptable
.,,../' ED C)

Li Improvement
needed

Oil C)

Li Environmental Manuals suitable for minimum of next
three months of works

COMMENT

Li Acceptable
`'7' 11111 ©
cr,„/' I D C)

Li Community notified of operations

13

EVALUATION

co=/' I n C)

Li

Not Acceptable

Li

Not Applicable

[:i

Not Checked

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
M Inspect records 0 Interview people
Observation O

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SITE ESTABLISHMENT (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:

REQUIREMENT

15

EVALATION
METHOD

U

Environmental records maintained

Li

Environmental records current

LII

Registers present for:
U

Incident Management

U

Non Conformances (NCR and CAR)

U

Complaints

U

Inspections

Acceptable

l j

Improvement
needed

Li

Not Acceptable

IW ©

U

Not Applicable

"

Li

Not Checked

U

Acceptable

Li

Improvement
needed

c,z' IN ©
6c,,, FLA ©

©

E n v i r o n m e n t a l Monitoring a n d Measurement
LI

Monitoring program established

o.=,7' La ©

U

Monitoring stations identified

o.,,7'

U

Monitoring results recorded on site

onc7' WI ©

Inspected By:

EVALUATION

U

E n v i r o n m e n t a l Records

Li Training

16

Page 8 of 8

U Not Acceptable
Li

Not Applicable

Li

Not Checked

Accompanied By:

Date of Inspection:

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
e v Observation 122 Inspect records © Interview people

COMMENT

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

Copy to:
U Project
Lli Other

Manager

R T A December 2000

-R-T-A

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST - CLEARING AND GRUBBING (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

EVALAUATIO
N METHOD

EVALUATION

U

Acceptable

cr,/'

U

Improvement
needed

Lit

D Not Acceptable
U Not Applicable

U No vegetation burning without approval

tilii 0

U

Li Land owners notified of entry on land to erect new

WI 0

Site Clearing

U No clearing outside designated work areas
U Construction area clearly marked to avoid damage
to surrounding lands

Li Commercial grade timber removed to timber mill

Page 1 of 6

COMMENT

Not Checked

fencing

1:1 Acceptable

Flora/Fauna

U Habitat trees identified and protected until fauna can
be relocated

U

Endangered species identified and protected

U Stock fences in place to prevent stock wandering

Q'f' g"! ©
p

0

6,7' Ea ©

onto site

Construction traffic separated from public traffic

U Traffic Management Centre notified of activities

Improvement
needed

U Not Acceptable
U Not Applicable
U Not Checked
Zi Acceptable

T r a f f i c Movement
U

D

onr7' ItA 0U
c,,,/' L i 0

(where applicable)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation EUJI Inspect records © Interview people

Improvement
needed

U Not Acceptable
LI Not Applicable
U Not Checked

0 R T A D e c e m b e r 2000

RYA

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — CLEARING AND GRUBBING (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

H a z a r d o u s Materials

-r--EVALAUATIO
N METHOD

WI 0U

U

Vehicles refuelled in bunded areas away from
drainage lines

a7'

LI

Spill kits present

( , , im ©

W a t e r Q u a l i t y Management
U

Wash-down areas bunded/ runoff collected in catch
ponds

Li

Clean water directed away from site

c"7'

U

Dirty water directed to catch ponds

67'
103 0

U

Water discharged is monitored and details recorded

L I 0

U

Water treated before discharge if required

S e d i m e n t Control
Sediment control devices in place and maintained

6. , , ELI ©U

U

Silt Traps installed where required by CEMP

cr<,' WI 0

U

Sit traps routinely inspected and maintained after
rain events

o,,,/' IWI 0

Vehicles leaving site free of sediment on body and
wheel arches

0,/,Ejl

Li

U

C)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
(4,7' Observation L a Inspect records © Interview people

CI

EVALUATION

Page 2 of 6

COMMENT

Acceptable
Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

Li

Not Applicable

Li

Not Checked

Li

Acceptable

D

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

Li

Not Applicable

Li

Not Checked

LI

Acceptable
Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

LI

Not Checked

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — CLEARING AND GRUBBING (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

7

EVALAUATIO
N METHOD

Air Quality
Li Area of disturbance kept to minimum

6,7'

LiWater tanker available for dust control and used

6,7' l i t ©

Stockpile Management

Li Acceptable
Li Improvement
0-7'

Li Diversion banks on upper slope
J

Stockpiles stabilised for dust control

6,7'

Li Sediment ponds installed to capture turbid runoff

6,7'

Li Stockpiles not located within 5 metres of retained

6=7'

from these sites

COMMENT

needed

Li Not Acceptable
U Not Applicable
Li Not Checked

Environmental control measures been implemented for
stockpiles
Li Sedimentation control measures at the lower slope

Page 3 of 6

IJ Acceptable
Li Improvement

Li Bulk transport vehicles fitted with dust covers when
operating on public roads

8

EVALUATION

1.2

needed

Li Not Acceptable
Li Not Applicable
Li Not Checked

trees

Li Are stockpiles constructed on the contour at least 2
(preferably 5) metres from waterways, roads, &
slopes >%10

Li Topsoil stockpiles less than 2 metres in height
Li Separate stockpiles for different material, such as

6,7'

weed infested & clear soil

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
e:s7 Observation 1a3 Inspect records © Interview people

RTA December 2000

TA

REQUIREMENT

9

10

EVALAUATIO
N METHOD

t-7'

Li

Noise generating operations isolated as far as
practicable form community

U

Noise generating operations only conducted in
daylight hours

ev, ial ©

Li

Plant fitted with "residential" muffler systems

6,7' I t ©

Waste Management
No waste materials left on site

COMMENT

Li

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

Li

Not Applicable

Ul

Not Checked

U Acceptable
c,,,, I I 0U

LI Waste timber chipped and mulched

6,7 C13 ©

Li Liquid waste procedure in place for pump out

6,/'1w ©

ablutions

EVALUATION

Page 4 of 6

Li Acceptable

Noise Control

U

1.2

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — CLEARING AND GRUBBING (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:

1:1 Waste oil from servicing collected for recycling

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
6,7' Observation W Inspect records © Interview people

Improvement
needed

U Not Acceptable
U Not Applicable
U Not Checked

R T A D e c e m b e r 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — CLEARING AND GRUBBING (ROADWORKS)
Page 5 of 6

PROJECT/FACILITY:

EVALAUATIO
N METHOD

REQUIREMENT

11

12

CU 0

U

No waste timber burnt without approval from Local
Authority

U

Has machinery been fitted with spark arrestors

Li

Was the Superintendent/neighbours notified 24
hours prior to burning off

Cal 0

U

Is there evidence that activities likely to generate
fires have been undertaken in the open on "total fire
ban" days

6,,'

Li

Heritage survey conducted before clearing
commenced

U

Heritage items on site identified, isolated and
protected

COMMENT

U Acceptable

Fire Management

Heritage

EVALUATION

I

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

Li

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

CA 0

LI Acceptable
a=7' liAl 0LI
co,7'

0 ©

U Operators and supervisors aware of location of item
to be protected

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation IW Inspect records 0 Interview people

Improvement
needed

U Not Acceptable
U Not Applicable
U Not Checked

RTA December 2000

A-1'A

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — CLEARING AND GRUBBING (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

13

14

Environmental Records
D Environmental records maintained
Li Environmental records current

Environmental Monitoring and Measurement
1:1 Monitoring program established
LI

Monitoring stations identified

LI

Monitoring results recorded on site

Inspected By:

EVALAUATIO
N METHOD

0„,,, I I 0U

EVALUATION

1.2
Page 6 of 6

COMMENT

Lli Acceptable
Improvement
needed

c,„,,, o t 0
U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

Li

Not Checked

Li Acceptable
6-/' W ©
0„7'

in 0

Li

LI Not Acceptable
Li

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

Accompanied By:

Date of Inspection:

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation
Inspect records © Interview people

Improvement
needed

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

Copy to:

l j

LI

Project Manager
Other

R T A December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — BULK EXCAVATION (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

1

EVALUATION
METHOD

Construction traffic separated from public

CI Traffic Management Centre notified of activities

cnr,7'

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

ol 0

(where applicable)

2

c,-,

U Spill kits present
U Explosives stored in approved containers

, imi ©
6„7, Igt 0

U

Not Acceptable

I:i

Not Applicable

U

6 , P I C)

U

Not Checked

Water Quality Management
U Plant wash-down areas bunded

6tz'

U Acceptable
U Improvement

U Clean water directed away from site

a,7'

ID 0U

Improvement
needed

drainage lines

3

U

Dirty water directed to catch ponds

U

Water discharged is monitored and details recorded

COMMENT

ID Acceptable

Hazardous Materials
U Vehicles refuelled in bunded areas away from

Vehicles transporting explosives placarded

Page 1 of 6

U Acceptable

Traffic Movement
U

EVALUATION

1.3

„,,/'
a,,,- W 0

needed

U Not Acceptable
U

Not Applicable

IU

Not Checked

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation Lii Inspect records © Interview people

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST— BULK EXCAVATION (ROADWORKS)
Page 2 of 6

PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

4

Sediment Control
Ci Sediment control devices in place and maintained

Li Silt Traps installed where required by CEMP

47

Li Sit traps routinely inspected and maintained after

47, IN (D

11: Vehicles leaving site free of sediment on body and

a,/,

wheel arches

Air Quality
Li Area of disturbance kept to a minimum
U Water tanker available for dust control
U Final slopes etc stabilised with vegetation
(permanent or temporary)

U Crushing plants fitted with dust covers and sprays

EVALUATION

COMMENT

Li Acceptable
c„,,,,11111 0U

rain events

5

EVALUATION
METHOD

Improvement
needed

WI

47-

U Not Acceptable
U Not Applicable
U Not Checked

U Acceptable
U Improvement
needed

474,7- Ell ©
cor7'

U Not Acceptable
Li Not Applicable
U Not Checked

LI No black smoke from vehicle exhausts for longer
than 10 seconds

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation ILI Inspect records © Interview people

RTA December 2000

1.3

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — BULK EXCAVATION (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:

REQUIREMENT

Page 3 of 6

EVALUATION
METHOD

EVALUATION

Stockpile Management

Li Acceptable

Environmental control measures been implemented for
stockpiles

Li

LI Sedimentation control measures at the lower slope
LI Diversion banks on upper slope
LI Stockpiles stabilised for dust control

arz'
o,,,7'

Li Sediment ponds installed to capture turbid runoff

COMMENT

Improvement
needed

LI Not Acceptable
LI Not Applicable
LI

Not Checked

from these sites

U Stockpiles not located within 5 metres of retained
trees
LII Are stockpiles constructed on the contour at least 2
(preferably 5) metres from waterways, roads, &
slopes >%10
Li

Topsoil stockpiles less than 2 metres in height

J

Separate stockpiles for different material, such as
weed infested & clear soil

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation LW Inspect records © Interview people

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — BULK EXCAVATION (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

7

Noise generating operations isolated as far as
practicable form community

6,7-'
osz, i m ©

Li Plant fitted with "residential" muffler systems

617'

Ground Vibration and Air Blast
U Building condition inspections complete before

'

PI

U Blast notifications made to community as required
LI Signs in place to inform community of blast times etc

LI Traffic management plan in place for blasting period

U Not Acceptable
U Not Applicable
U Not Checked
U Acceptable

l j ©U

6,,,,,

operations commence

U Monitoring equipment in place if required

COMMENT

needed

U Noise generating operations only conducted in
daylight hours

EVALUATION

Li Acceptable
Li Improvement

Noise Control
Li

8

EVALUATION
METHOD

Page 4 of 6

o,r7'
6=7,

Improvement
needed

U Not Acceptable
U Not Applicable
Li Not Checked

W ©

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation I t Inspect records
Interview people

RTA

December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — BULK EXCAVATION (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

9

Waste Management
Ui No waste materials left on site
U

Liquid waste procedure in place for pump out
ablutions

EVALUATION
METHOD

6,7' I U 0

Machinery has been fitted with spark arrestors

Li Maintenance activities with potential to generate
fires in controlled areas

LII

Improvement
needed

U N o t Acceptable
U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

I:I Acceptable

Fire Management
LII

COMMENT

I:I Acceptable
a''' IMI °
o ' W 0

C)

10

EVALUATION

Page 5 of 6

0-7' WI ©

Li Improvement
needed

6,7 ILa 0

D

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

LI Not Checked
11

Environmental Records
U

Li

U Acceptable

Environmental records maintained

0,=,-, Mt

Environmental records current

6„,7, A t 0

Li Improvement
needed

IJ Not Acceptable
IJ Not Applicable

U Not Checked

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
D Interview people
6,7' Observation Ca Inspect records C

0 RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — BULK EXCAVATION (ROADWORKS)

1.3

PROJECT/FACILITY:

REQUIREMENT

12

Page 6 of 6

EVALUATION
METHOD

EVALUATION

COMMENT

ID Acceptable

Environmental Monitoring and Measurement
D Monitoring program established

enrr WI ©LI

D

Monitoring stations identified

0,,,,, Ali 0

D

Monitoring results recorded on site

0=,7' W ©

Improvement
needed

D Not Acceptable
D Not Applicable
D Not Checked

Inspected By:

Accompanied By: (list Contractor/Facifity personnel present)

Date of Inspection:

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
6,=, Observation W Inspect records 0 Interview people

Copy to:

D Project Manager
D Other

0 RTA December 2000

I

IV

(

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — DRAINAGE WORKS (ROADWORKS)

P

PROJECT/FACILITY:

REQUIREMENT

1

Traffic Movement
U Heavy vehicle traffic separated from light vehicle
traffic

Page 1 of 5

EVALUATION

EVALUATION
METHOD

WI

Improvement
needed

©

Li Not Acceptable

(where applicable)

U Not Applicable
1:1

Hazardous Materials
Li Vehicles refuelled in bunded areas away from
drainage lines

COMMENT

Li Acceptable
o,,' WI ©Li

U Traffic Management Centre notified o f activities

2

1.4

Not Checked

Li Acceptable
6,7' WI ©U

Improvement
needed

' WI fii)

Li Spill kits present

U

Not Acceptable

Li Not Applicable
4,7' Of ©

3

Water Quality Management
UWash-down areas bunded
U Clean water directed away from site
U Dirty water directed to catch ponds
Lil

U Not Checked
Li Acceptable

6,,/- 011 el

011 ©
cocr' i t ©

Water discharged is monitored and details recorded
FM C)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
/ Observation W Inspect records © Interview people

Li Improvement
needed

U Not Acceptable
U Not Applicable
U Not Checked

RTA December 2000

RTA

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — DRAINAGE WORKS (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

4

Sediment Control

ID E9

Sediment control devices in place and maintained

0,,,

U

Silt Traps installed where required by CEMP

o,,,7' i n ©

[:I

Sit traps inspected and maintained

0,0 Of 0

Li

LiVehicles leaving site free of sediment on body and
wheel arches

5

EVALUATION
METHOD

Air Quality
Li Area of disturbance minimal

0,7, 0

C)

Page 2 o f 5

COMMENT

Li Acceptable
Li

Improvement
needed

I:1

Not Acceptable

U Not Applicable
Ul

Not Checked

Li Acceptable
cr,z'lLa 0

Li Water tanker available for dust control

6,=,,,, I R 0

Li

a,z' ILA ©

Bulk transport vehicles fitted with dust covers when
operating on public roads

EVALUATION

1.4

0 0

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation Ea Inspect records 0 Interview people

Li

Improvement
needed

Li

Not Acceptable

Li Not Applicable
Li Not Checked

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — DRAINAGE WORKS (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

6

EVALUATION
METHOD

6-7'

Li Diversion banks on upper slope
17 Stockpiles stabilised for dust control
U

Sediment ponds installed to capture turbid runoff
from these sites

Page 3 of 5

COMMENT

LI Acceptable

Stockpile Management

Environmental control measures been implemented for
stockpiles
D Sedimentation control measures at the lower slope

EVALUATION

1.4

cor7'

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

Li Not Checked

Li Stockpiles not located within 5 metres of retained
trees

U Are stockpiles constructed on the contour at least 2
(preferably 5) metres from waterways, roads, &
slopes >%10

L i Topsoil stockpiles less than 2 metres in height
U

7

Separate stockpiles for different material, such as
weed infested & clear soil

Fauna
11:1

Fish passage maintained in drainage lines

corr' W ©Li

L
A Acceptable
Improvement
needed

LI Not Acceptable

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
oo,,/-' Observation ELI1 Inspect records © Interview people

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

R T A December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — DRAINAGE WORKS (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
EVALUATION
METHOD

REQUIREMENT

EVALUATION

Ek/'

1p

U Noise generating operations only conducted in

67, c i ©

U Not Acceptable

U

0,n IL3 ©

practicable form community

daylight hours

Plant fitted with "residential" muffler systems

0 , ' La ©
o , r IWI ©

Liquid waste procedure in place for pump out
ablutions

Has machinery been fitted with spark arrestors

U

Maintenance activities with potential to generate
fires in controlled areas

Improvement
needed

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

Li

Not Checked

U Acceptable

Fire Management
U

COMMENT

Uil Acceptable

Waste Management
Li No waste materials left on site

10

Page 4 of 5

Li Acceptable

Noise Control
Li Noise generating operations isolated as far as

U

1.4

I

6-7' IIM 0

U

Improvement
needed

©

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U Not Checked

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation 011 Inspect records © Interview people

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — DRAINAGE WORKS (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

11

12

EVALUATION
METHOD

Environmental records maintained

Li

Environmental records current

Ots/'

Li

Improvement
needed

Li

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

Li

Not Checked

E n v i r o n m e n t a l Monitoring a n d Measurement

Li Acceptable

IJ

Monitoring program established

U Improvement

U

Monitoring stations identified

Li

Monitoring results recorded on site

needed

U Not Acceptable
U Not Applicable
U

Inspected By:

COMMENT

LI Acceptable

E n v i r o n m e n t a l Records
Ui

EVALUATION

Page 5 of 5

Accompanied By:

Date of Inspection:

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation I D Inspect records © Interview people

Not Checked
(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

Copy to:
Li Project Manager
Li Other

RTA December 2000

T A
4 Q v

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST - SUBGRADE CONSTRUCTION (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

1

2

T r a f f i c Movement
J

Construction traffic separated from public traffic

J

Traffic Management Centre notified of activities
(where applicable)

I:11

6',/ ' 'WI ©I:11
6,7 Ilk ©

6-/-

Spill kits present

Improvement
needed
IJ

Not Acceptable

IJ

Not Applicable

ID

Not Checked

IJ

Improvement
needed

Li

Not Acceptable

IJ

Not Applicable

IJ

Not Checked

11:1 Acceptable

Sediment control devices in place and maintained

0,7' W ©D

1:i

Silt Traps installed where required by CEMP

0„r 1:13 ©

Li

Silt traps routinely inspected and maintained after
rain events

Ui Vehicles leaving site free of sediment on body and
wheel arches

COMMENT

Ui Acceptable

S e d i m e n t Control
11:1

EVALUATION

Page 1 of 5

L i Acceptable

H a z a r d o u s Materials
IJ Vehicles refuelled in bunded areas away from
drainage lines

3

EVALUATION
METHOD

1.5

6.7' WI ©
6,7,

Improvement
needed
Li

Not Acceptable

IJ

Not Applicable

IJ

Not Checked

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Interview people
okrz Observation Mk Inspect records

C RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST- SUBGRADE CONSTRUCTION (ROADWORKS)
Page 2 of 5

PROJECT/FACILITY:

REQUIREMENT

4

Air Quality
U

Area of disturbance minimal

1j

Water tanker available for dust control

Li

Bulk transport vehicles fitted with dust covers when
operating on public roads

EVALUATION
METHOD

EVALUATION

COMMENT

Li Acceptable
coy' E l ©
,„7' l i t ©
co=, a

l0

ID C)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation IL3 Inspect records © Interview people

1-1
i_i Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U Not Checked

R T A December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SUBGRADE CONSTRUCTION (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

EVALUATION
METHOD

EVALUATION

Stockpile Management

Li Acceptable

Environmental control measures been implemented for
stockpiles
D Sedimentation control measures at the lower slope

U
6-7'

Improvement
needed

U

U

Diversion banks on upper slope

an.7'

Not Acceptable

U

U

Not Applicable

Stockpiles stabilised for dust control

a=7'

U

U

Sediment ponds installed to capture turbid runoff
from these sites

Not Checked

4,r'

U

Stockpiles not located within 5 metres of retained
trees

arr'

U

Are stockpiles constructed on the contour at least 2
(preferably 5) metres from waterways, roads, &
slopes >%10

U

Topsoil stockpiles less than 2 metres in height

U

Separate stockpiles for different material, such as
weed infested & clear soil

Page 3 of 5

COMMENT

az'

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
1M Inspect records © Interview people
e z Observation

RTA

December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SUBGRADE CONSTRUCTION (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

6

7

Li

Noise generating operations isolated as far as
practicable form community

Li

Noise generating operations only conducted in
daylight hours

o,/'
,m ©

Li Plant fitted with "residential" muffler systems

6=7' IMI ©

Waste Management
Li No waste materials left on site

cr,7-' 01 ©Li

ablutions

Li Waste oil from servicing collected for recycling

Environmental Records
Li Environmental records maintained
Li

EVALUATION

COMMENT

Li Acceptable

Noise Control

Li Liquid waste procedure in place for pump out

8

EVALUATION
METHOD

Page 4 of 5

Li

Improvement
needed

Li

Not Acceptable

Li

Not Applicable

Li

Not Checked

Li Acceptable
Improvement
needed

©
W
I1 ©

o,c7' GI ©

Environmental records current

This checklist is applicable to Inspections o f Construction Projects including Surveillance
0 , 7 Observation A t Inspect records © Interview people

Li

Not Acceptable

Li

Not Applicable

Li

Not Checked

Li Acceptable
Li

Improvement
needed

Li Not Acceptable
Li

Not Applicable

Li

Not Checked

C RTA

December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SUBGRADE CONSTRUCTION (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

Environmental Monitoring and Measurement
Li Monitoring program maintained
Li

Monitoring stations identified

ri

Monitoring results recorded and held on site

EVALUATION
METHOD

6,7' I I ©

EVALUATION

Page 5 of 5

COMMENT

Li Acceptable
ri

Improvement
needed

D Not Acceptable
Li Not Applicable
1:i

Inspected By:

1.5

Accompanied By:

Date of Inspection:

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation R I Inspect records © Interview people

Not Checked
(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

Copy to:
Li Project Manager
Li Other

0 RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST - PAVEMENT CONSTRUCTION (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

1

T r a f f i c Movement

UConstruction
Li

2

3

EVALUATION
METHOD

traffic separated from public

Traffic Management Centre notified of activities
(where applicable)

eft,7'

Vehicles refuelled in bunded areas away from
drainage lines

Li

Spill kits present

otz'

S e d i m e n t Control
U S e d i m e n t control devices in place and maintained
U S i l t Traps installed where required by CEMP
Lli

Sit traps inspected and maintained

U

Vehicles leaving site free of sediment on body and
wheel arches

Ll

Acceptable

LI

improvement
needed

LI

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

LII

Not Checked

U

Acceptable

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

Li

Acceptable

Li

Improvement
needed

Li

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

ID ©

H a z a r d o u s Materials

U

EVALUATION

6,,,

ar,/' ID
,„,/-' L i ©
6,/'

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation W Inspect records © Interview people

Page 1 of 6

COMMENT

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST - PAVEMENT CONSTRUCTION (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:

REQUIREMENT

4

Page 2 of 6

EVALUATION
METHOD

on-' 1W- ©

U

6„/-

LZI Approvals in place to extract water from
environment of community source
U

Sediment controls in place

D

Bulk storage bins fitted with dust filters for filling

U Transport vehicles sealed to prevent spillage
U Washdown areas bunded and runoff directed to

EVALUATION

COMMENT

D Acceptable

Concrete/Asphalt Batch Plant Operations
Li Batch plant approved with operating licence
Batch plant bunded

1.6

U

La

6 7 ' IMI ©
6,7

Improvement
needed

U Not Acceptable
U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

6..7'

catchponds

01 Runon water diverted around site

6,7'

01 Runoff water diverted to catchponds

6,7'

U Water recycled into plant operations were possible

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation W I Inspect records © Interview people

RTA December 2000

1.6

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST - PAVEMENT CONSTRUCTION (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:

REQUIREMENT

5

Page 3 of 6

EVALUATION
METHOD

EVALUATION

U Acceptable

Air Quality
Area of disturbance kept to a minimum

6.7'

U Improvement

U Water tanker available for dust control

6,o,

needed

01 Final slopes etc stabilised with vegetation
(permanent or temporary)

a,/, pi

U

U Crushing plants fitted with dust covers and sprays
U No black smoke from vehicle exhausts for longer

COMMENT

cns7'

U Not Acceptable

,

U Not Applicable
1

10 Not Checked

than 10 seconds

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation lf-A Inspect records © Interview people

RTA December 2000

RTA

REQUIREMENT

6

EVALUATION
METHOD

EVALUATION

Stockpile Management

LI

Acceptable

Environmental control measures been implemented for
stockpiles
Li Sedimentation control measures at the lower slope

Li

Improvement
needed

ILII

Not Acceptable

Li

Not Applicable

6,7'

Li Diversion banks on upper slope
Li Stockpiles stabilised for dust control

4,7'

Li

Sediment ponds installed to capture turbid runoff
from these sites

or,'

LI Stockpiles not located within 5 metres of retained

6,7'

trees

Li

4.,7'

Page 4 o f 6

COMMENT

Li Not Checked

4,7'

Are stockpiles constructed on the contour at least 2
(preferably 5) metres from waterways, roads, &
slopes >%10

Li Topsoil stockpiles less than 2 metres in height
Li

1.6

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — PAVEMENT CONSTRUCTION (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:

Separate stockpiles for different material, such as
weed infested & clear soil

az'

This checklist is a p p l i m i , i irispections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation I n Inspect records
Interview people

R T A December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST— PAVEMENT CONSTRUCTION (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

7

Noise Control
U Noise generating operations isolated as far as

Page 5 of 6

6„/'

U Improvement
needed

U Noise generating operations only conducted in

,0 ©

daylight hours

8

6

MI 0

U

No waste materials left on site

6,7'

Liquid waste procedure in place for pump out
ablutions

6,,,' 0

Environmental Records
U

Environmental records maintained

U

Environmental records current

U Not Acceptable
U Not Applicable
Lir-Th
Not Checked

U Acceptable

Waste Management
Li

9

Plant fitted with "residential" muffler systems

COMMENT

U Acceptable

practicable form community

U

EVALUATION

EVALUATION
METHOD

U

Improvement
needed

Li

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

©

6„,' Ell
6,z' I D ©

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
6 , 7 Observation 0 Inspect records © Interview people

Li Not Checked
U Acceptable
Li

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

R T A December 2000

T-A

REQUIREMENT

10

EVALUATION
METHOD

Monitoring program maintained

o,,,' I D 0U

U M o n i t o r i n g stations identified

c„,:/'

W©

Ui

6,,,'

W©

Monitoring results recorded and held on site

Inspected By:

EVALUATION

U

E n v i r o n m e n t a l Monitoring a n d Measurement
U

1.6

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST - PAVEMENT CONSTRUCTION (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation W Inspect records 0 Interview people

COMMENT

Acceptable
Improvement
needed

U Not Acceptable
U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

Accompanied By:

Date of Inspection:

Page 6 of 6

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

Copy to:
U Project Manager
Ui Other

R T A D e c e m b e r 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — REVEGETATION/LANDSCAPING (ROADWORKS)
Page 1 of 4

PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

1

2

[ :1 Construction traffic separated from public

6-v-'

13 Traffic Management Centre notified of activities
(where applicable)

WI ©

6,7,

LII Silt Traps installed where required by CEMP

c.„/'

3

0,,./' W ©

Improvement
needed

Li

Not Acceptable

Li

Not Applicable

Lil

Not Checked

WI

cny-,

Water Quality Management
Li Clean water directed away from site

coscr,,-

Li

6,7'

[ J Water discharged is monitored and details recorded

Li

ot ©LII

13 Sediment control devices in place and maintained

Dirty water directed to catch ponds

COMMENT

Li Acceptable

Sediment Control

Sit traps inspected and maintained

EVALUATION

Li Acceptable

Traffic Movement

11:1 Vehicles leaving site free of sediment on body and
wheel arches

3

EVALAUTION
METHOD

c,-7 W©

Li

Improvement
needed
Not Acceptable

LI Not Applicable
D Not Checked
D Acceptable
D Improvement
needed

Li

Not Acceptable

Li

Not Applicable

Li

Not Checked

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
6,,r‘ Observation L I Inspect records © Interview people

RTA December 2000

R

T

A

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — REVEGETATION/LANDSCAPING (ROADWORKS)

Page 2 of 4

PROJECT/FACILITY

REQUIREMENT

4

shaping by dozer up slope to level track indents
along contour

5

U

Surface left rough to improve permeability

U

Sedimentation control measures at the lower slope

U

Diversion banks on upper slope

U

Sediment ponds installed to capture turbid runoff
from these sites

U

Surface revegetated within 7 days of final shaping

Vegetation Management
U Tree planting and species (type) in accordance with
design
U

0=7'

U

Acceptable

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

COMMENT

U Acceptable
6v, ILO ©

U

Improvement

needed
IJ

Correct seed mix spray used in spray seed
applications

U Landscaped areas mulched
U Vegetation watered and maintained

EVALUATION

EVALAUTION
METHOD

Erosion Control
U Final surface slopes to design requirement
[:1 Final shaping includes contour ripping or final

1.7

Not Acceptable

1
:[1 Not Applicable
I i i C)

Ul

Not Checked

LI Retained vegetation protected

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation FILO Inspect records © Interview people

R T A D e c e m b e r 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — REVEGETATION/LANDSCAPING (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

6

7

EVALAUTION
METHOD

Fauna Management
LI Fauna fencing in place
Li Fauna control structures in-place to design
Li Stock control fencing in-place

Noise Control
UNoise generating

operations isolated as far as
practicable form community

8

Ul

Noise generating operations only conducted in
daylight hours

Ui

Plant fitted with "residential" muffler systems

Waste Management
Li No waste materials left on site
Li Liquid waste procedure in place
ablutions

Page 3 of 4

COMMENT

1-.JAcceptable
Lli Improvement
needed

atz/'

ot:/'

, La ©
0,7' ILa ©

ft,./'
for pump out

EVALUATION

1.7

4,7

12 0

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
617 Observation 11„0 Inspect records © Interview people

LI

Not Acceptable

LI

Not Applicable

LI

Not Checked

0

Acceptable

LI

Improvement
needed

Li
LI

Not Acceptable
Not Applicable

Li

Not Checked

Li

Acceptable

U

Improvement
needed

Li
Li
IJ

Not Acceptable
Not Applicable
Not Checked

RTA December 2000

R T-A

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST - REVEGETATION/LANDSCAPING (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

9

to

EVALAUTION
METHOD

cs/' 1W

CI

6-iz'

Monitoring program maintained

Ca ©

needed

Ul

Not Applicable

Li

Not Checked

CI Acceptable
cnc7'

©

Li

Monitoring stations identified

6.c7 ILLI ©

Li

Monitoring results recorded and held on site

a-7' L I ©

Inspected By:

Li Improvement
Li Not Acceptable

Environmental Monitoring and Measurement
Li

COMMENT

CI Acceptable

Environmental Records
CI Environmental records maintained
Environmental records current

EVALUATION

Page 4 of 4

Li

Improvement
needed

Li

Not Acceptable

Li

Not Applicable

Li

Not Checked

Accompanied By:

Date of Inspection:

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation La Inspect records © Interview people

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

Copy to:
i j Project Manager
Li Other

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SITE RESTORATION/DEMOBILISATION (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

1

EVALUATION
METHOD

Site Clean Up

Li Acceptable

Li All waste materials removed

Li Improvement

Li

Utilities disconnected

Li

Buildings and Site sheds removed

Li

Traffic Management
Li Traffic Management Centre notified of end of
activities (where applicable)

3

Hazardous Materials Stores

Li

Not Applicable

Ell ©

Li

Not Checked

CUI ©

Li Acceptable
Li improvement

cr„7'

Li

LA ©

Li Contaminated soil (if present) removed to EPA
requirements

COMMENT

Li Not Acceptable
co,7'

Ul All hazardous materials removed
Bunds removed

Page 1 of 3

needed

Li All reusable materials collected and removed

2

EVALUATION

1.8

needed

Li

Not Acceptable

Li

Not Applicable

Li

Not Checked

Li Acceptable
Li Improvement
needed

Li Not Acceptable
Li

Not Applicable

Li

Not Checked

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Inspect records 0 Interview people
o,7‘ Observation

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SITE RESTORATION/DEMOBILISATION (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

4

EVALUATION
METHOD

Sediment Control
Li Sediment control devices in place and maintained
LiSilt Traps installed where required by CEMP

6-L7,

Li Maintenance procedures documented and given to

"

EVALUATION

1.8
Page 2 of 3

COMMENT

Li Acceptable
Li Improvement
needed

6,7

©

Li Not Acceptable
1:3

RTA representative

Not Applicable

Li Not Checked
5

Air Quality
Li Area of disturbance kept to a minimum
Li Disturbed areas revegetated

Li Acceptable
6,7'

Li Improvement
needed

Li Not Acceptable
Li Not Applicable
Li Not Checked

6

Li Acceptable

Waste Management
U

Separate bins/containers present for Recyclable
materials

Li Liquid waste procedure in place for pump out
ablutions

D Waste oil from servicing collected for recycling
Li

Records maintained of disposal method for wastes
and recyclable materials

6,7'

Li Improvement

6„7' IM ©
6,,

lit ©
LEI C)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
oc7' Observation W Inspect records © Interview people

needed

Li Not Acceptable
Li Not Applicable
Li Not Checked

C R T A December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SITE RESTORATION/DEMOBILISATION (ROADWORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:

REQUIREMENT

7

EVALUATION
METHOD

Page 3 of 3

COMMENT

Li Acceptable

Environmental Records

Li Improvement

Environmental records maintained

LI

EVALUATION

1.8

needed

Environmental records archived

Li Not Acceptable
Li

Not Applicable

Li Not Checked
8

U Acceptable

Environmental Monitoring and Measurement
Li Monitoring program maintained as required

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

Li Not Applicable
▪
Insp cted By:

Not Checked

Accompanied By: .1,st Contractor/Facility personnel present)

Date of Inspection:

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation L I Inspect records © Interview people

Copy to:

LI
U

Project Manager
Other

R T A December 2000

R TA

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SITE ESTABLISHMENT (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

Site Clearing
U No clearing outside designated work areas

EVALAUTION
METHOD

,/'

Li Habitat trees have been identified and protected

cf‘c,7'

U

No vegetation burning without approval

liA ©

U

Potential Acid Sulphate Soil areas have been
identified for special handling and treatment

a„,/dWI 0

heavy vehicles

U

light vehicles

U

D
I

Traffic Management Centre notified of activities
(where applicable)
Waterway kept navigable (where applicable)

Fauna Management
D
I Access maintained in stream for movement of fish

Not Acceptable

CI Not Applicable
U Not Checked

U Acceptable
a>"

U

Improvement
needed

Li Not Acceptable
U

D visitors
U Construction traffic separated from public traffic

U Acceptable
U improvement
U

to surrounding lands

U

COMMENT

needed

U Construction area clearly marked to avoid damage

Traffic Movement
CI Separate parking areas defined for

EVALUATION

Page 1 of 8

(A/

Not Applicable

U Not Checked

IL3 0

6,7'ItAl 0

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation i t Inspect records 10 Interview people

RTA December 2000

RY

REQUIREMENT

4

Hazardous Materials Stores
Lli Licences and permits in place

EVALAUTION
METHOD

Li Appropriate signage to all stores

COMMENT

Li Improvement
needed

LI Not Acceptable

Li Stores Bunded to RTA requirement
Bunding provided for refuelling or plant maintenance
activities where spillage may directly drain to a
waterway

EVALUATION

Page 2 of 8

Li Acceptable

IMI 0

Li Installed to licence conditions
LI

2.1

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SITE ESTABLISHMENT (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:

LI Not Applicable

c„,/,

Li Not Checked

6:7'

Lli Adequate spill kits present
LI Inventory of materials and MSDS present
5

Water Quality Management
Li Wash-down areas bunded/ runoff collected in catch
ponds

1:i Clean water directed away from site

Li Dirty water directed to catch ponds
Li Water discharged is monitored and details recorded
L i Water treated before discharge if required

0LI
o‘rz'
or/'
IDI 0
E j tgi

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation ILAI Inspect records 0 Interview people

Li Acceptable
Improvement
needed

UI Not Acceptable
Li Not Applicable
U

Not Checked

RTA

December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SITE ESTABLISHMENT (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

EVALAUTION
METHOD

Environmental control measures been implemented for
stockpiles
U Sedimentation control measures at the lower slope

6-7'

J

Diversion banks on upper slope

ar./'

Li

Stockpiles stabilised for dust control

U

Sediment ponds installed to capture turbid runoff
from these sites

ay'

Li

Stockpiles not located within 5 metres of retained
trees

ay'

Li Topsoil stockpiles less than 2 metres in height
U

Separate stockpiles for different material, such as
weed infested & clear soil

COMMENT

Li Acceptable

Stockpile Management

Li Are stockpiles constructed on the contour at least 2
(preferably 5) metres from waterways, roads, &
slopes >%10

EVALUATION

Page 3 of 8

U

Improvement
needed

Li

Not Acceptable

Li

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

ay'

ay'
ay'

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
0,7' Observation ILI Inspect records © Interview people

RTA December 2000

R

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST

— SITE ESTABLISHMENT (BRIDGE WORKS)

2.1

PROJECT/FACILITY:

REQUIREMENT

Page 4 of 8

EVALAUTION
METHOD

Sediment control devices in place and maintained

ertz'

Li Silt Traps installed where required by CEMP

0,,,7

U

c„,,, LI:1 ©

IU

Sit traps routinely inspected and maintained after
rain events
Vehicles leaving site free of sediment on body and
wheel arches

727,

at:7'

U

a,„7-, f t 0

Li Bulk transport vehicles fitted with dust covers when
operating on public roads

U

No black smoke from exhaust for longer than 10
seconds

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

LI Acceptable

Air Quality
U Area of disturbance kept to a minimum
Water tanker available for dust control and used

COMMENT

U Acceptable

Sediment Control
U

EVALUATION

6,:,7'

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation ILA Inspect records 0 Interview people

1=1 Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

11
:1

Not Checked

0 RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SITE ESTABLISHMENT (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

9

Noise Control
U Noise generating operations isolated as far as

needed

CI Noise generating operations only conducted in

, ILA ©

daylight hours

10

6,,, l i l 0

Separate bins/containers present for Recyclable
materials

U

Liquid waste procedure in place for pump out
ablutions

U

Waste oil from servicing collected for recycling

Li

Records maintained of disposal method for wastes
and recyclable materials

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

_
[_.I

Not Checked

U Acceptable

Waste Management
Li

COMMENT

U Acceptable
U Improvement

6=,7 '

practicable form community

U Plant fitted with "residential" muffler systems

EVALUATION

EVALAUTION
METHOD

Page 5 of 8

o,.'

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

o / ' La ©
o.07'

10 ©

a7, i t C)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation 1W1 Inspect records © Interview people

R T A December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SITE ESTABLISHMENT (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

11

6,7'

U

6,/, os

12

employees

U

visitors

LI

community

Legal and Other Requirements
U

Dangerous Goods Licence available on site

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

Li Not Applicable

Policy Communicated to.

U

U Not Checked
In

c`"' W ©

U Acceptable
Ill Improvement
needed

Li EPA licences and permits available on site

6,7- La ©

U

6,7- U l C)

Li Not Acceptable
D Not Applicable

67' I n C)

[:1 Not Checked

Legal obligations identified and communicated

Li Licences and approvals in place for extraction of
water from local streams or reticulated system

COMMENT

U Acceptable

Environmental Policy
Li Environmental Policy displayed
Policy appropriate to operations

EVALUATION

EVALAUTION
METHOD

Page 6 of 8

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
otz' Observation L a Inspect records © Interview people

R T A D e c e m b e r 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SITE ESTABLISHMENT (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

13

EVALAUTION
METHOD

Communications
c"-

El3 ©

CI EPA notified of site contacts

0,7'

in ©

U

Complaints management procedures in place

6,7' 011 C)

U

Community notified of operations

U

Internal and External communications established

0,7, CO C)

14

6=,,,, i l l 0U

U

0„/-' La 0

Li Training Records are maintained

15

4,4, W C)

CI Acceptable
Li

Improvement
needed

Li

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

Lll

Not Checked

Improvement
needed
U

Not Acceptable

Li

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

Li Acceptable

Environmental Manuals
€9
o / ' 10:13

U

Environment Manuals held on site

U

Environmental Manuals suitable for minimum of next
three months of works

cnr,7' wC)

Environment Manuals approved by Superintendent

ev, W C)

U

COMMENT

Li Acceptable

Environmental Training Program
D Induction being conducted
Task Training being conducted

EVALUATION

Page 7 of 8

Li

Improvement
needed

U Not Acceptable
U

Not Applicable

U Not Checked

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation l i t Inspect records © Interview people

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SITE ESTABLISHMENT (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

16

17

EVALAUTION
METHOD
LI

E n v i r o n m e n t a l Records
LI

Environmental records maintained

Li

Environmental records current

o,,' L I 0Li
4,7' D 0

E n v i r o n m e n t a l Monitoring a n d Measurement

U

Monitoring program established

cnr7' W 0lj

Li

Monitoring stations identified

cr,,/'

LI

Monitoring results recorded on site

Inspected By:

EVALUATION

r,r7'

MI ©

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation L a Inspect records © Interview people

COMMENT

Acceptable
Improvement
needed

Li

Not Acceptable

Li

Not Applicable

Li

Not Checked

Li

Acceptable
Improvement
needed

LI

Not Acceptable

LI

Not Applicable

LI

Not Checked

Accompanied By:

Date o f Inspection:

Page 8 of 8

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

Copy to:
D Project Manager
J Other

RTA December 2000

2.2

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — CLEARING AND GRUBBING (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

1

EVALUATION
METHOD

Site Clearing
U
U

No clearing outside designated work areas

atz'

Construction area clearly marked to avoid damage
to surrounding lands

6'7'

Commercial grade timber removed to timber mill

U

No vegetation burning without approval

igZi 0

Land owners notified o f entry on land to erect new
fencing

I t C)

Flora/Fauna

U

Acceptable

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

L i 0U

U

U

EVALUATION

6'7' "

©

Li

Not Checked

U

Acceptable

U

Improvement
needed

Habitat trees identified and protected until fauna can
be relocated

Lil

Endangered species identified and protected

Li

Not Acceptable

U

Stock fences in place to prevent stock wandering
onto site

U

Not Applicable

U

U

Not Checked

Fish access maintained in waterway

U

Acceptable

U

Cil

public traffic

Traffic Management Centre notified of activities
(where applicable)
Waterway kept navigable (where applicable)

6,7' LU 0U
er,,,/-' Q

COMMENT

Not Applicable

U

Traffic Movement
J Construction traffic separated from

Page 1 o f 7

Improvement
needed

0

ot/'

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation L A Inspect records © Interview people

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — CLEARING AND GRUBBING (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:

REQUIREMENT

4

Hazardous Materials
U

Vehicles refuelled in bunded areas away from
drainage lines

U

Spill kits present

EVALUATION
METHOD

,,,z' W ©

U Spill containment material available in case of spill
on waterway

5

Wash-down areas bunded/ runoff collected in catch
ponds

U

Clean water directed away from site

LI Dirty water directed to catch ponds
U

Water discharged is monitored and details recorded
Li Water treated before discharge if required

COMMENT

Li Acceptable
U

Improvement
needed

, LI] ©

U Not Acceptable

w ©

U Not Applicable
U

Not Checked

Li Acceptable

Water Quality Management
U

EVALUATION

Page 2 of 7

°'-

M ©
El ©

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
6 / Observation E t i Inspect records 0 Interview people

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

RTA

December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — CLEARING AND GRUBBING (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

6

Sediment Control
U Sediment control devices in place and maintained

47' 101 ©U

U Silt Traps installed where required by CEMP

corr‘ CI ©

U Sit traps routinely inspected and maintained after

c.,=,

it©

=
IJ1 Vehicles leaving site free of sediment on body and
wheel arches

0/,

W 0

rain events

7

EVALUATION
METHOD

Air Quality
U Area of disturbance kept to minimum

6,7'

U Water tanker available for dust control and used

ot,,, t i t 0

U Bulk transport vehicles fitted with dust covers when
operating on public roads

,

EVALUATION

Page 3 of 7

COMMENT

U Acceptable
Improvement
needed

U Not Acceptable
U Not Applicable
Ui Not Checked

U Acceptable
U Improvement
needed

U Not Acceptable
U Not Applicable
U Not Checked

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation I N Inspect records © Interview people

0 RTA December 2000

2.2

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — CLEARING AND GRUBBING (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

8

EVALUATION
METHOD

6"7'

Li Diversion banks on upper slope
Li

Stockpiles stabilised for dust control

LI

Sediment ponds installed to capture turbid runoff
from these sites

COMMENT

Li Acceptable
CI Improvement

Stockpile Management

Environmental control measures been implemented for
stockpiles
U Sedimentation control measures at the lower slope

EVALUATION

Page 4 of 7

6,,/'

needed

C/ Not Acceptable
Li Not Applicable
U

Not Checked

01 Stockpiles not located within 5 metres of retained
trees
U

Are stockpiles constructed on the contour at least 2
(preferably 5) metres from waterways, roads, &
slopes >%10

U

Topsoil stockpiles less than 2 metres in height

U

Separate stockpiles for different material, such as
weed infested & clear soil

6-L,-

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation 110 Inspect records © Interview people

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — CLEARING AND GRUBBING (BRIDGE WORKS)
Page 5 of 7

PROJECT/FACILITY:

REQUIREMENT

9

EVALUATION
METHOD

Noise Control
U Noise generating operations isolated as far as

U

Acceptable

U

Improvement
needed

U

Noise generating operations only conducted in
daylight hours

U Not Acceptable

U

Plant fitted with "residential" muffler systems

practicable form community

10

EVALUATION

©

Waste Management
U No waste materials left on site
Li Waste timber chipped and mulched
U

Liquid waste procedure in place for pump out
ablutions

U Waste oil from servicing collected for recycling

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
D Interview people
' Observation l a Inspect records C

•

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

COMMENT

U Acceptable
U Improvement
needed

U Not Acceptable
U Not Applicable
U Not Checked

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — CLEARING AND GRUBBING (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

11

EVALUATION
METHOD

Fire Management
Li No waste timber burnt without approval from Local
Authority

ILI Has machinery been fitted with spark arrestors
Cil Was the Superintendent/neighbours notified 24
hours prior to burning off

WI ©

12

Heritage
U Heritage survey conducted before clearing

U Acceptable
U Improvement
needed

ILL) ©
c,,,7'

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

LA ©

6v. ILLI ©Li

1J Acceptable
Improvement
needed

commenced

U

Heritage items on site identified, isolated and
protected

COMMENT

U Not Acceptable

U Is there evidence that activities likely to generate

fires have been undertaken in the open on "total fire
ban" days

EVALUATION

Page 6 of 7

It

U Operators and supervisors aware of location of item
to be protected

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation W Inspect records © Interview people

U

Not Acceptable

U Not Applicable
U Not Checked

RTA

December 2000

R TA

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — CLEARING AND GRUBBING (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY
REQUIREMENT

13

Environmental Records
Environmental records maintained

13

14

Environmental records current

EVALUATION
METHOD

1:1 Improvement
needed

6,7413
Li

Not Acceptable

Li

Not Applicable

Li

Not Checked

Li Acceptable

Monitoring results recorded on site

Inspected By:

COMMENT

Li Acceptable

L1J 0

Environmental Monitoring and Measurement
Li Monitoring program established
CI Monitoring stations identified
Ul

EVALUATION

Page 7 of 7

Li

Improvement
needed

Li

Not Acceptable

Ejl

Not Applicable

Li

Not Checked

Accompanied By:

Date of Inspection:

This checklist is applicable to Inspections o f Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation I W Inspect records © Interview people

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

Copy to:
U Project Manager
13 Other

RTA

December 2000

2.3

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — ABUTMENT CONSTRUCTION (BRIDGE WORKS)

Page 1 of 5

PROJECT/FACILITY:

REQUIREMENT

1

Li

needed
Li
'

Habitat trees have been identified and protected
No vegetation burning without approval

Li

Potential Acid Sulphate Soil areas have been
identified for special handling and treatment

i[13

Li
3

Li

Not Checked

Not Acceptable

LI Not Applicable
LI Not Checked

Construction traffic separated from public traffic
II

Waterway kept navigable (where applicable)

Fauna Management

101

U

needed

Li visitors

(where applicable)

LI Not Applicable

CI Improvement

CI light vehicles

U Traffic Management Centre notified of activities

Not Acceptable

I:I Acceptable

Traffic Movement
Li Separate parking areas defined for
IJ heavy vehicles

01

COMMENT

LI Improvement

Construction area clearly marked to avoid damage
to surrounding lands

Li

EVALUATION

Acceptable

Site Clearing
Li No clearing outside designated work areas
01

2

EVALUATION
METHOD

Li

Access maintained in stream for movement of fish

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation L i Inspect records © Interview people

RTA December 2000

R TA
9cP

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST - ABUTMENT CONSTRUCTION (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

W a t e r Q u a l i t y Management
Ci Wash-down areas bunded/ runoff collected in catch
ponds
Li

Clean water directed away from site

Li

Dirty water directed to catch ponds

Li
Li

Water discharged is monitored and details recorded
Water treated before discharge if required

EVALUATION
METHOD

EVALUATION

Page 2 of 5

COMMENT

Li Acceptable

cocr, L I ©

Li

Improvement
needed

otz'

Li

Not Acceptable

Li

Not Applicable

Li

Not Checked

La 0
iuj ©

2.3

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
a‘,/- Observation La Inspect records © Interview people

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — ABUTMENT CONSTRUCTION (BRIDGE WORKS)

2.3

PROJECT/FACILITY:

REQUIREMENT

5

Page 3 o f 5

EVALUATION
METHOD

EVALUATION

Stockpile Management

Li

Acceptable

Environmental control measures been implemented for
stockpiles

U

Improvement
needed

Li

Sedimentation control measures at the lower slope

U

U

Not Acceptable

Diversion banks on upper slope

Li

Ul
D

Not Applicable

Stockpiles stabilised for dust control

crtz'
o,7'

LI

Not Checked

Sediment ponds installed to capture turbid runoff
from these sites

U

Stockpiles not located within 5 metres of retained
trees

Li

Are stockpiles constructed on the contour at least 2
(preferably 5) metres from waterways, roads, &
slopes >%10

LJI

Topsoil stockpiles less than 2 metres in height

J

Separate stockpiles for different material, such as
weed infested & clear soil

COMMENT

--,7-'

(f/'

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation L I Inspect records © Interview people

RTA December 2000

RTA

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — ABUTMENT CONSTRUCTION (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

6

U

Sediment control devices in place and maintained

(.4/-

U

Silt Traps installed where required by CEMP

6/'

U

Sit traps routinely inspected and maintained after
rain events

1L1 ©

Vehicles leaving site free of sediment on body and
wheel arches

Ground Vibration (Piling Operations)
U

Building condition inspections complete before
operations commence

U Monitoring equipment in place if required

EVALUATION

COMMENT

U Acceptable

Sediment Control

U

7

EVALUATION
METHOD

Page 4 of 5

6,„7,
6,7

til ©

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

U Acceptable
U Improvement
needed

U Not Acceptable
U Not Applicable
13.- Not Checked

8

U Acceptable

Air Quality
U Area of disturbance kept to a minimum

6.7'

U Water tanker available for dust control and used
U B u l k transport vehicles fitted with dust covers when

1.1 g
6=7' 11
U
0Acceptable,7'

Zi No black smoke from exhaust for longer than 10

6,7'

needed
Not

U Not Applicable

operating on public roads

seconds

U Improvement

U Not Checked

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
6,7 Observation La Inspect records © Interview people

C RTA December 2000

AT-

REQUIREMENT

9

10

EVALUATION
METHOD

N o i s e Control

EVALUATION

U

Acceptable

U

Noise generating operations isolated as far as
practicable form community

a/-

U

Improvement
needed

U

Noise generating operations only conducted in
daylight hours

0,7, w 0

Li

Not Acceptable

U

LII

Plant fitted with "residential" muffler systems

Not Applicable

{'="' Lil °

CI

Not Checked

U

Acceptable

W a s t e Management
Li

2.3

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST - ABUTMENT CONSTRUCTION (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:

Separate bins/containers present for Recyclable
materials

onr,7'

©

ablutions

U Waste oil from servicing collected for recycling
U Records maintained of disposal method for wastes

0,,f,

COMMENT

U Improvement
needed

,-, j i l 0

U Liquid waste procedure in place for pump out

Page 5 of 5

i t C)

U Not Acceptable
U Not Applicable
U Not Checked

and recyclable materials
11

U

E n v i r o n m e n t a l Records
Ui
0

Lli 0

Environmental records maintained

0„,,,

Environmental records current

6,7 L i ©

Acceptable

_
1_1Improvement
needed

Li

Not Acceptable

U Not Applicable
U Not Checked
Inspected By:

Accompanied By:

Date of Inspection:

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
7' Observation W Inspect records © Interview people

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

Copy to:

U
U

Project Manager
Other

R T A December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — DECK CONSTRUCTION (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

1

U

2

Li Acceptable

Hazardous Materials
11:1 Vehicles refuelled in bunded areas away from
drainage lines

6.7'

U Improvement
needed

Spill kits present

Sediment Control

EVALUATION

EVALUATION
METHOD

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

Li

Not Checked

LI Acceptable

Sediment control devices in place and maintained

6,7' IMI ©

U

Silt Traps installed where required by CEMP

6,6 ILUI

U

Sit traps inspected and maintained

6_7' l i l ©

U

Vehicles leaving site free of sediment on body and
wheel arches

Li Not Acceptable
U Not Applicable

6=7'

U Not Checked

U

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation W Inspect records © Interview people

Li

Improvement
needed

R T A December 2000

2.4

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — DECK CONSTRUCTION (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:

REQUIREMENT

3

Page 2 of 4

EVALUATION
METHOD

Ell ©

U

Batch plant approved with operating licence

6,,f'

U

Batch plant bunded

0,6 ID

environment of community source
Li

Sediment controls in place

U

Bulk storage bins fitted with dust filters for filling

COMMENT

CI Acceptable

Concrete Batch Plant Operations

U Approvals in place to extract water from

EVALUATION

0,7'

ID ©

U Improvement
needed

I:li Not Acceptable
[:1 Not Applicable
11
: Not Checked

LI Transport vehicles sealed to prevent spillage
U Washdown areas bunded and runoff directed to
catchponds

6,7'

CI Runon water diverted around site
U

Runoff water diverted to catchponds

0„7-

Ui Water recycled into plant operations were possible

4

Li Acceptable

Concreting Operations
[.J All agitators washed out in bunded areas (observe

0,7'

U

Improvement
needed

CI No excess concrete spilt into waterway

0,7'

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

at least 3 washdowns)

U Not Checked

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
4,7 Observation IW Inspect records 0 Interview people

0 RTA December 2000
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ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — DECK CONSTRUCTION (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:

REQUIREMENT

5

Page 3 of 4

EVALUATION
METHOD

No black smoke from vehicle exhausts for longer
than 10 seconds

COMMENT

U Acceptable

Air Quality
U

EVALUATION

61=7,

D Improvement
needed

U Not Acceptable
Li Not Applicable
U
6

7

U Acceptable

Noise Control
U

Noise generating operations isolated as far as
practicable form community

U

Noise generating operations only conducted in
daylight hours

U

Plant fitted with "residential" muffler systems

64./ '

No waste materials left on site

U Liquid waste procedure followed for pump out
ablutions

U Improvement
needed

, La ©
0-7' i t ©

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

u

Not Checked

U Acceptable

Waste Management
U

Not Checked

o„,7'

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

0„„ , og 0

U Not Applicable
U Not Checked

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
6,7 Observation W Inspect records 0 Interview people

RTA December 2000

RTA

2.4

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — DECK CONSTRUCTION (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:

REQUIREMENT

8

Page 4 of 4

EVALUATION
METHOD

COMMENT

1:1 Acceptable

Environmental Records
IJ Environmental records maintained
U

EVALUATION

Ul

Environmental records current

Improvement
needed

Li Not Acceptable
Li Not Applicable
Li Not Checked

9

Environmental Monitoring and Measurement
U Monitoring program maintained

Li Acceptable
-

1W
1 0

Li Improvement

ILI 0

needed

LI

Monitoring stations identified

-

Li

Monitoring results recorded and held on site

6,7 LIA1

Li Not Acceptable
Li Not Applicable
Li Not Checked

Inspected By:

Accompanied By:

Date of Inspection:

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Interview people
6 ' Observation ILA Inspect records

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

Copy to:
[:11 Project Manager
Li Other

RTA December 2000

RUA

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST - APPROACH CONSTRUCTION (BRIDGE WORKS)
Page 1 of 5

REQUIREMENT

1

T r a f f i c Movement
U
U

2

3

Construction traffic separated from public traffic
Traffic Management Centre notified of activities
(where applicable)

U
en,, La 0Li

Vehicles refuelled in bunded areas away from
drainage lines

Li

Spill kits present

S e d i m e n t Control
U

Sediment control devices in place and maintained

U

Silt Traps installed where required by CEMP

Acceptable

U

Not Acceptable

Li

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

LI Acceptable
4-7'
on,7'

U

Improvement
needed

Li

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

LI Acceptable
6,r7, LI31 0U
a,., La ©

LII Silt traps routinely inspected and maintained after
rain events

o,rt' i l t ©

U

ik,/,

Vehicles leaving site free of sediment on body and
wheel arches

COMMENT

Improvement
needed

cr,,' W ©

H a z a r d o u s Materials
U

EVALUATION

EVALUATION
METHOD

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Interview people
cn,7' Observation 11A Inspect records

Improvement
needed
U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

R T A December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — APPROACH CONSTRUCTION (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

4

Air Quality
U Area of disturbance minimal

Page 2 of 5

EVALUATION
METHOD

Lll Water tanker available for dust control

ac„, of 0
0,,,, p i 0

U

6,7' A t C)

Bulk transport vehicles fitted with dust covers when
operating on public roads

6=7' Ica C)

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation 1W Inspect records CD Interview people

EVALUATION

COMMENT

Li Acceptable
Li

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

RTA

December 2000

WT

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — APPROACH CONSTRUCTION (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

EVALUATION
METHOD

EVALUATION

Stockpile Management

U

Acceptable

Environmental control measures been implemented for
stockpiles

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

D

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

U

Sedimentation control measures at the lower slope

U

Diversion banks on upper slope

U

Stockpiles stabilised for dust control

co.7'

U

Sediment ponds installed to capture turbid runoff
from these sites

atv'

U

Stockpiles not located within 5 metres of retained
trees

U

Are stockpiles constructed on the contour at least 2
(preferably 5) metres from waterways, roads, &
slopes >%10

U

Topsoil stockpiles less than 2 metres in height

U

Separate stockpiles for different material, such as
weed infested & clear soil

6-7'

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Interview people
617-' Observation ILJJ Inspect records

2.6
Page 3 of 5

COMMENT

RTA December 2000

RTA

REQUIREMENT

6

Noise Control
U Noise generating operations isolated as far as

EVALUATION
METHOD

U Noise generating operations only conducted in
daylight hours

7

Waste Management
Li No waste materials left on site
U
U

8

Plant fitted with "residential" muffler systems

Liquid waste procedure in place for pump out
ablutions

atc7'
, La ©
0„7' 1W ©

a,,' 1W ©U
om (:)
MI (:)

Waste oil from servicing collected for recycling

Environmental Records
Li

Environmental records maintained

LI

Environmental records current

EVALUATION

Page 4 of 5

COMMENT

U Acceptable
U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

practicable form community

ID

2.6

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — APPROACH CONSTRUCTION (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:

ezr/AUJ •

U Not Applicable
Li

Not Checked

LI Acceptable
Improvement
needed
U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

U

Acceptable

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

U Not Applicable
U

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation W Inspect records © Interview people

Not Checked

RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — APPROACH CONSTRUCTION (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY

REQUIREMENT

9

Environmental Monitoring and Measurement
U

Monitoring program maintained

U

Monitoring stations identified

U

Monitoring results recorded and held on site

Inspected By:

EVALUATION
METHOD

6,,/' I D ©

EVALUATION

U Acceptable
U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

Li

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

Accompanied By:

Date of Inspection:

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation W Inspect records © Interview people

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

,

Copy to:
U Project Manager
Li Other

0 RTA

December 2000
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ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST - SITE RESTORATION/DEMOBILISATION (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

1

6,6

Li

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

U

Acceptable

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

H a z a r d o u s Materials Stores

U

Acceptable

U

All hazardous materials removed

U

U

Bunds removed

Improvement
needed

U

Contaminated soil (if present) removed to EPA
requirements

I:I

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

U

All reusable materials collected and removed

U

Utilities disconnected

Li

Buildings and Site sheds removed
lit

Li

T r a f f i c Management
Ll Traffic Management Centre notified of end of
activities (where applicable)

3

EVALUATION

Page 1 of 3

COMMENT

Li Acceptable

Site C l e a n Up
Li All waste materials removed

2

EVALUATION
METHOD

2.7

I t ©

La ©

This checklist is

applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation 1W Inspect records © Interview people

C) R T A December 2000

TA

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SITE RESTORATION/DEMOBILISATION (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY:
REQUIREMENT

Sediment Control
U

Sediment control devices in place and maintained

U

Silt Traps installed where required by CEMP

U

Maintenance procedures documented and given to
RTA representative

'°''

Area of disturbance kept to a minimum

Li

Disturbed areas revegetated

II

ot,/'

Waste Management
U

Separate bins/containers present for Recyclable
materials

U

Liquid waste procedure in place for pump out
ablutions

CI
U

Waste oil from servicing collected for recycling

U

Acceptable

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

U

Acceptable

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

U

Acceptable

U

Improvement
needed

Li

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

, 0,„i,

Air Quality
LII

EVALUATION

EVALUATION
METHOD

at,z6,7'

C
O©

W C)

Page 2 of 3

COMMENT

Records maintained of disposal method for wastes
and recyclable materials

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation L I Inspect records © Interview people

0 RTA December 2000

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST — SITE RESTORATION/DEMOBILISATION (BRIDGE WORKS)
PROJECT/FACILITY

REQUIREMENT

Page 3 of 3

EVALUATION
METHOD

EVALUATION

COMMENT

Li Acceptable

Environmental Records
Li Environmental records maintained

c„,,-, i l l 0LI

Li

6t,,,,, I t 0

Environmental records archived

2.7

Improvement
needed

Li Not Acceptable

Environmental Monitoring and Measurement
U

Monitoring program maintained as required

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

Li Acceptable
0„,,,, lot 0

c,,r7'

Inspected By:

U

WI ©

U

Improvement
needed

U

Not Acceptable

U

Not Applicable

U

Not Checked

Accompanied By:

Date of Inspection:

This checklist is applicable to Inspections of Construction Projects including Surveillance
Observation LW Inspect records © Interview people

(list Contractor/Facility personnel present)

Copy to:
U Project
Li Other

Manager

RTA December 2000
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Audit Report Number: #######

ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT REPORT
Page 'I o f 32

ORGANISATION:

Facility / Project:

ADDRESS:

CONTACT DETAILS:

DEPTH O F AUDIT:

Telephone:
Facsimile:
E-mail:
SCOPE OF AUDIT:

Compliance
System

Environmental Management Program

DATE OF AUDIT:

AUDIT CRITERIA:
Legislation
RTA Specifications
Environmental Management Plan

PERSONS CONTACTED:
< i f more than two people use an appendix>

AUDIT TEAM:
(name) Lead Auditor
(name) Auditor
(name) Observer

PREVIOUS AUDIT DATE:

PREVIOUS AUDIT REFERENCE:

AUDIT SUMMARY
This was the <number> audit o f <Facility/contractor's name> <management system/program> for the
above Facility. It was found that<the system/program was generally being followed a n d there
appeared to be no major areas o f concern. OR areas o f major concern where it is considered that
prompt corrective action is required are...>
The audit generated <number> Corrective Action Requests and a number o f Observations o f Concern
where improvements to the system are considered necessary.
AUDIT CERTIFICATION

ACKNOWLEDGMENT O F AUDIT FINDINGS

This Report has been prepared in accordance with
the requirements o f RTA Procedures using normal
standards o f care and diligence.

Lead Auditor
Date:

RTA Superintendent/Representative
Date:

RTA
Qr

REPORT SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
This was the <number > audit o f <Facilityl contractor's name> <management system
(or) system> for the above contract.
The objective o f the audit was to assess the environmental management program for
conformance to the <Facility's/Contractor 's>documented procedures, legislation,
RTA <contract> documents and relevant Australian Standards.
Nonconformances that were found were addressed by issue o f Corrective Action
Requests (CAR), or raised as Observations o f Concern. Observations o f Concern are
akin to minor deficiencies and should be addressed in the Contractor's response to the
audit report, as follow up audits may require such noncompliances to be elevated to
CAR status.

SCOPE OF AUDIT
The scope o f the Audit included the following Elements:
<Delete Elements not included in scope o f audit>
• Leadership and Administration
• Environmental Documentation
• Communication
• Emergency Planning and Response
• Legal and other requirements
• Non conformance, Corrective and Preventive Actions
• Environmental Training
• Monitoring and Measurement
• Access and Traffic Movement
• Soil and Water Management
• Air Quality
• Noise Control
• Ground Vibration and Air Blast
• Vegetation
• Fauna
• Fire Protection
• Hazardous Materials and Other Contaminants
• Spill Prevention and Containment
• Heritage
• Contaminated Ground
• Waste Management
• Restoration o f Site
Facility:

Audit Report Number: ######
Page 2 o f 30

RTA
IV

SUMMARY OF CORRECTIVE ACTION REQUESTS
CAR Number Element/Question
C A R/XXXX/O 1
CAR/XXXX/02
C A R/XXXX/03

Summary o f Corrective Action Request

SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS OF CONCERN
0 o C Number Element/Question
0oC/XXXX/0 1
0oC/XXXX/02
0oC/XXXX/03

Summary o f Observation o f Concern

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
The audit team found that the <F acility 's/ contractor 's name> Environmental
Management Program had been established and implemented. <However, the audit
highlighted some areas where improvements could make the system a more effective
management tool, these suggestions can be f o u n d in the body o f the report.>
Although a thorough audit was conducted, the audit team does not presume to have
found all non-conformances.
<Include here those Elements that have been implemented well, followed by those
Elements that need improvement then those Elements that are poor>

Facility:

Audit Report Number: ######
Page 3 o f 30

,

RTA
IV

A U D I T PROCESS
OPENING MEETING
The opening meeting was held at <office name> site office at <time> on <date>. The
participants were as shown on the attached attendance sheet.
The audit team was introduced and the scope o f their responsibility was conveyed to
the auditee:
<auditor's name> - <area(s) o f responsibility>
The purpose, depth and scope o f the audit were outlined. The methods used by the
team to conduct the audit were explained. It was stated that the audit team would be
questioning personnel, examining records and observing procedures.
A tentative time for the closing meeting was set at <time> on <date>.

AUDIT PROTOCOL
The Audit Team used the draft RTA environmental audit protocol and procedures for the
conduct of this audit.

CLOSING MEETING
A closing meeting was convened at <office name> site office at <time> on <date>.
The participants were as per the attached attendance sheet.
A brief overview o f the audit findings was given followed by a more detailed account
by the individual auditors.
The Lead Auditor noted that the audit did not address every element o f the
management systems or all aspects o f those elements audited. The findings o f the
audit discussed during the course o f the closing meeting were tentative, with the audit
report representing an official statement o f the findings o f the audit.
It was stated that the report should be available within 10 working days and that a
response by the auditee to the audit findings should be given to <Superintendent's
Representative> within 10 working days after receipt o f the report.
All personnel involved with the audit were thanked for their hospitality, cooperation
and assistance.

Facility:

Audit Report Number: ######
Page 4 o f 30

RTA
1(77

DESIGNATED FOLLOW-UP
Follow-up will be undertaken b y <nominate person or title> to verify the completion
o f all corrective actions after the dates indicated for remedial action o f noncompliances and the implementation o f measures to prevent recurrence.

Facility:

Audit Report Number: ######
Page 5 o f 30

RTA

A U D I T FINDINGS
<Structure o f content for each section
The auditor is required to complete all fields (ie Notes, Evaluation and
Recommendations) in those Elements within the Scope o f the Audit. Where Elements
were not included within the Scope o f the Audit, the audit report should only include
the Element heading with a note to indicate that the Element was not included in the
Audit Scope and therefore does not f o r m part o f the report. I f the audit findings and
results have been recording using the "RiskChase" application, insert the output
report in the following section, otherwise complete the following details.
Under the "Notes" enter a brief description o fy o u r findings remember to comment on
g o o d aspects as well as areas lacking in respect to the audit requirements.
The "Evaluation" includes the "Possible Evidence" included in the Protocol. The
auditor may adopt these suggestions or edit the suggested evidence to suit the CEMP,
etc. However, the Evaluation may not be changed. This component is essential for
consistency.
The "Recommendations" section is f o r entering y o u r recommendations including text
f o r any CAR or 0oC.
Document Observations o f Concern, then state in bold text: This/These matter(s)
was/were raised as <an> Observation(s) o f Concern.
Document Corrective Action Requests, then state in bold text: CAR No. ### was raised
f o r this/these nonconformance(s) .>
ELEMENT 1

LEADERSHIP AND ADMINISTRATION

QUESTION 1.1 (ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY)
Is there an appropriate environmental policy for the Organisation that is current and
on display?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
No
No Policy present.
Facility has a documented Policy that is appropriate to the operations and
Yes
communicated to personnel as part o f the site induction program.
Not Applicable
RECOMMENDATIONS:

Facility:

Audit Report Number: ######
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RTA
1C7

QUESTION 1.2 (STRUCTURE AND RESPONSIBILITY)
Has the Organisation nominated in writing, site personnel with the responsibility for
implementing the Environmental Management Plan, including responsibility and
authority for monitoring the effectiveness o f the environmental management program,
rectifying any deficiencies and maintaining environmental records?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory No environmental management structure or responsibilities
Minimal
Facility has an inferred environmental management structure but it is not
documented
Satisfactory
Facility has documented environmental responsibilities that have been
communicated to employees

RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 1.3 (ASPECTS AND IMPACTS)
Does the Facility's environmental documentation include a register o f the potential
environmental aspects and impacts resulting from its activities or services that is
maintained and regularly reviewed to ensure that it is up to date?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory N o register o f environmental aspects a n d impacts
Minimal
Facility has a register o f environmental aspects a n d impacts, but no review
process.
Satisfactory
Facility has documented register o f environmental aspects a n d impacts

RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 1.4 (ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECTIVES AND TARGETS)
Does the Organisation's environmental documentation establish and review
environmental objectives and targets that reflect the consequences o f the aspects and
impacts derived in Question 1.3?

Facility:

Audit Report Number: ######
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RTA

NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory Facility has not established environmental objectives and targets.
Minimal
Facility has documented environmental objectives and targets but no review
Satisfactory

process.
Facility has documented environmental objectives and targets that are
regularly reviewed.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 1.5 (INTERNAL REVIEW)
Has the Facility implemented documented procedures for the conduct o f internal
audits and/or reviews o f its activities and services?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
No
Yes

N o established processes f o r internal audits and/or reviews.
Documented internal review process present and implemented.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 1.6 (ADMINISTRATION OF CONTRACTOR AND/OR SUBCONTRACTORS)
Does the Facility maintain documented procedures for the administration of
environmental responsibilities for Contractors (and/or subcontractors) in relation to
their activities as they relate to the Facility?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory Facility has not established procedures f o r the environmental administration
o f Contractors.
Satisfactory
Facility has established documented procedures f o r the environmental
administration o f Contractors.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Facility:

Audit Report Number: ######
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RTA

ELEMENT 2

ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION

QUESTION 2.1 (DOCUMENT CONTROL)
Does the Facility maintain documented procedures for the preparation, approval,
release, distribution, control, maintenance and updating o f environmental
documentation?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
No
Yes

Facility has no procedures f o r the preparation, approval, release, control and
updating o f environmental documentation.
Facility has established documented procedures f o r the preparation,
approval, release, control a n d updating o f environmental documentation

RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 2.2 (ENVIRONMENTAL RECORDS)
Does the Facility maintain, make accessible and protect environmental records for
extended periods?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory Records not maintained or accessible
Minimal
Environmental Records exist but are not legible or suitable f o r archiving.
Satisfactory
Environmental record system has been implemented and includes
requirements f o r maintenance a n d protection o f records that are accessible to
authorised personnel.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 2.3 (ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION)
Are approved versions o f environmental documentation including procedures,
guidelines, instructions and plans maintained and available to personnel to
communicate their responsibilities and tasks in relation to the environmental
management o f the Facility?
NOTES:

Facility:

Audit Report Number: ######
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RTA

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory N o documentation is present.
Minimal
Documentation present but not approved or readily available to personnel.
Satisfactory
Documentation approved f o r the site present a n d available to personnel.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

ELEMENT 3

COMMUNICATION

QUESTION 3.1 (INTERNAL/EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS)
Are written procedures maintained for the Facility that manages communications with
stakeholders, both internal and external, in relation to notification o f environmental
matters relating to the Facility?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
No
Yes

No procedures present
The Facility has written procedures f o r the management o f communications
with stakeholders in relation to environmental matters.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 3.2 (LIAISON WITH EPA)
Has the Organisation nominated within its environmental documentation the names of
its representatives that will b e available to the E P A o n a 2 4 - h o u r basis, w h o h a v e the
authority to take immediate action to shut down any activity or to effect any pollution
control measure; and has the Organisation notified the EPA Regional Manager o f the
names o f these people?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory No personnel nominated in documentation.
Minimal
Personnel nominated in documentation but EPA not informed.
Satisfactory
Personnel nominated in documentation a n d EPA formally informed.
N o t Applicable

RECOMMENDATIONS:
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QUESTION 3.3 (COMPLAINTS MANAGEMENT)
Does the Organisation maintain a process for documenting and managing
environmental complaints from external and internal sources?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory No process or procedure present
Minimal
Process f o r responding to complaints present but does not maintain records
o f the nature o f the complaint or the actions taken to resolve the complaint.
Satisfactory
Process f o r responding to complaints present that includes response to
complaints and documenting the nature o f the complaint a n d actions taken to
resolve complaint.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 3.4 (COMMUNITY LIAISON)
Does the Organisation conduct public awareness programs that communicate
information regarding environmental hazards at the Facility and the measures being
used to minimise environmental risk?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
No
Yes

No community programs conducted
Community programs conducted including notification o f residents o f work as
may be required by the legal a n d other requirements.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

ELEMENT 4

EMERGENCY PLANNING AND RESPONSE

QUESTION 4.1 (RESPONSIBILITIES)
Do emergency response procedures nominate internal and external personnel and
agencies with specific responsibilities and duties for management o f accident and
emergency situations?
NOTES:

Facility:
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EVALUATION:
No
Yes

The Facility has no emergency response procedures
Environmental emergency response procedures documented and
communicated to site personnel including responsibilities and duties for
personnel.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
QUESTION 4.2 (CONTAINMENT MEASURES)
Do emergency response procedures define containment measures to be taken in the
event o f an emergency?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory N o containment measures defined.
Minimal
Containment measures partially defined
Yes
Containment measures defined a n d contain details o f potential emergency
details a n d specific procedures.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

ELEMENT 5

LEGAL AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS

QUESTION 5.1 (LEGAL OBLIGATIONS)
Does the environmental documentation identify the legal responsibilities and
obligations o f the Organisation, contractor and/or subcontractor and its employees
relevant to the Facilities activities and services?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory Documentation does not define the legal responsibilities and obligation.
Satisfactory
Environmental documentation defines legal obligations and responsibilities
o f the Organisation a n d personnel.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
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QUESTION 5.2 (COMMUNICATION OF LEGAL OBLIGATIONS)
Has the organisation communicated to its personnel their personal legal
responsibilities and obligations as well as those o f the Organisation?

NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory Legal responsibilities and obligation not communicated.
Legal obligations a n d responsibilities o f the Organisation and personnel
Satisfactory
communicated to key personnel.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 5.3 (APPROVAL, LICENCES AND PERMITS)
Are construction and operating approvals, permits and licences required to be held for
this site current and copies included in the environmental documentation?

NOTES:
EVALUATION:
No
Yes

Documentation does not define the legal responsibilities and obligation.
Environmental documentation defines legal obligations and responsibilities
o f the Organisation a n d personnel

RECOMMENDATIONS:

ELEMENT 6

NON CONFORMANCE, CORRECTIVE AND PREVENTIVE ACTIONS

QUESTION 6.1 (INCIDENT REPORTING)
Does the Facility maintain documented procedures for the management of
environmental incidents?

NOTES:
EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory N o Environmental Incident Management System implemented.
Minimal
Environmental Incident Management System in place

Facility:
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Satisfactory

Environmental Incident Management System in place that also includes
reporting o f near-misses and complaints

RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 6.2 (NON CONFORMANCE IDENTIFICATION)
Does the Facility maintain procedures to identify a non-conformance with regulatory
and other requirements?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
No
Yes

N o procedures present f o r to identify non-conformance
Procedures have been implemented on site f o r the identification o f nonconformance.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 6.3 (CORRECTIVE AND PREVENTIVE ACTION)
Does the Facility maintain procedures to undertake corrective and preventive actions
in the event that non-compliance is identified?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
No
100% Yes

N o procedures present that define the steps the to be taken in the event a nonconformance is identified.
Environmental documentation defines the steps the to be taken in the event a
non-conformance is identified

RECOMMENDATIONS:

ELEMENT 7

ENVIRONMENTAL TRAINING

QUESTION 7.1 (TRAINING NEEDS)
Does the Facility identify the training needs o f staff, contractors and subcontractors
working on the site appropriate to their assigned duties?
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NOTES:
EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory N o training needs identified f o r the site
The training needs identified are only those listing by external documented
Minimal
requirements such as contract documents
Satisfactory
Training needs identified that relate to the aspects and impacts identified in
Question 1.3.
RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 7.2 (INDUCTION)
A r e all e m p l o y e e s a n d subcontractors p r o v i d e d with a formal environmental induction
appropriate t o the site operating requirements?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory N o environmental induction
Environmental induction present but only covers general issues
Minimal
Environmental induction present a n d covers issues specific to site operating
Satisfactory
requirements
RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 7.3 (TASK SPECIFIC TRAINING)
D o e m p l o y e e s required t o receive task specific training receive environment training
appropriate t o their duties?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
N o task specific training given to personnel undertaking tasks with potential
No
to harm the environment or cause pollution
Task specific training given to personnel undertaking tasks with potential to
Yes
harm the environment or cause pollution.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
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ELEMENT 8

MONITORING AND MEASUREMENT

QUESTION 8.1 (ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROGRAM)
Does the Facility maintain a documented environmental monitoring program?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory No documented monitoring program present
Minimal
Monitoring conducted to determine compliance with operating conditions
Satisfactory
Monitoring conducted to determine compliance a n d measure potential impact
on the environment

RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 8.2 (ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROCEDURES)
Is the environmental monitoring conducted on site carried out in accordance with the
requirements o f EPA guidelines and industry standards?
NOTES:
EVALUATION:
No
Monitoring not conducted in accordance with guidelines or industry standard
Monitoring conducted in accordance with guidelines a n d industry standard
Yes
N o t Applicable No monitoring required to be conducted

RECOMMENDATIONS:

ELEMENT 9

ACCESS AND TRAFFIC MOVEMENT

QUESTION 9.1 (TRAFFIC CONTROL)
Does the site Traffic Control Plan require controlled points o f ingress and egress for
vehicular traffic and that traffic movement around the site and parking areas are
clearly delineated?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory N o Traffic Control Plan present
Traffic Control Plan present but not consistently enforced
Minimal
Facility:
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Satisfactory

Traffic Control Plan present and consistently enforced a n d monitored

RECOMMENDATIONS:

ELEMENT 10 SOIL AND WATER MANAGEMENT
QUESTION 10.1 (EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL PLANNING)
Does the Erosion and Sediment and Control Plan for the Facility include control
activities that consider the potential for the Facility to cause erosion and generate
sediment deposits during the life o f the Facility?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory N o Erosion a n d Sedimentation Plan present
Minimal
Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan present but does not consider the life
o f the project or Facility
Satisfactory Erosion and Sedimentation Plan present that considers the potential impacts of
full life o f the project or Facility

RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION10.2 (EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL IMPLEMENTATION)
Has the Facility implemented a documented Erosion and Sediment and Control Plan
for the site and surrounding environment that includes procedures and processes to
avoid erosion and sedimentation as well as routine inspection and maintenance of
structures?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory No Erosion and Sediment Plan or similar document present
Minimal
Erosion and Sediment Plan or similar document present but not managed and
maintained
Satisfactory
Erosion and Sediment Plan or similar document present a n d implemented.
Routine inspections documented a n d maintenance completed as required.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
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QUESTION 10.3 (SOIL STOCKPILE MANAGEMENT)
Has the Facility implemented a documented Soil Stockpile Management Plan that
includes effective measures that will be implemented to protect soil stockpiles from
erosion by wind and rain?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory
Minimal
Satisfactory
Not Applicable

N o Stockpile Plan present
Soil Stockpile present but not adequate f o r activities
Soil Stockpile present a n d applicable to the activities o f the site
Only i f no stockpiles to be present on site

RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 10.4 (WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN)
Has the Organisation implemented a documented plan for the Facility that includes
the provision o f controls to prevent uncontrolled discharge o f water runoff, including
stormwater, from disturbed, or potentially contaminated or construction areas?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory N o Water Management Plan present
Minimal
Water Management Plan present but inadequate
Satisfactory
Water Management Plan present includes adequate control mechanisms

RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 10.5 (WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT)
Has the Facility implemented documented procedures to ensure that discharges to
waters (including sewers) comply with regulatory requirements prior to discharge?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory N o procedures present
Minimal
Procedure present that monitors water quality prior to discharge
Satisfactory
Procedure present that monitors water quality a n d establishes management
practices to treat water to required standard prior to discharge

Facility:
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 10.6 (WATER EXTRACTION)
Has the Facility obtained approval as may be required by regulatory requirements to
draw water from the environment or local reticulation system for use on site?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory Water extracted f r o m environment or water mains without documented
approval
Satisfactory
Water extracted a n d supported by documented approval from the regulatory
authority
Not Applicable

RECOMMENDATIONS:

ELEMENT 11 AIR QUALITY
QUESTION 11.1 (AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT)
Has the Organisation implemented a documented air quality management program
that includes the provision o f controls to ensure that air pollution will be kept to a
minimum and ensure that airborne pollutants from the Facility's activities do not
cause undue disruption or inconvenience to neighbours and/or adjacent properties?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory N o program present
Minimal
Process used, but not documented, that are minimising and controlling the
generation o f air pollution
Satisfactory
Documented program present that is adequate in minimising the generation
o f air pollution

RECOMMENDATIONS:
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QUESTION 11.2 (AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT)
Has the Facility implemented documented procedures that ensure that dust control
methods are monitored and if they are not adequately restricting the generation of
dust that work activities are reprogrammed to mitigate the generation dust?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory N o procedures present
Minimal
Procedure present f o r monitoring dust, no requirement to re-program work
Satisfactory
Procedure present f o r monitoring dust generation a n d requirement present
f o r re-programming works ([controls not adequate.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

ELEMENT / 2 NOISE CONTROL
QUESTION 12.1 (NOISE MANAGEMENT PLAN)
Has the Facility implemented a documented Noise Management Plan to minimise the
impact o f noise generated by the Facility on adjacent properties?
NOTES:
EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory N o p l a n present
Minimal
Plan present but not monitored
Satisfactory
Plan present and monitoring program in place
Not Applicable

RECOMMENDATIONS:

ELEMENT / 3 GROUND VIBRATION AND AIR BLAST
QUESTION 13.1 (VIBRATION AND AIR BLAST MANAGEMENT)
Does the Organisation comply with its Vibration and/or Air Blast Management Plan
that it has developed as part o f its environmental documentation to reduce the
vibrations emitted from this site?
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NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory No Plans present
Minimal
Plans present and implemented
Satisfactory
Plans present and implemented including documented monitoring o f vibration
and air blast limits
Not Applicable

RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 13.2 (BUILDING CONDITION INSPECTION)
Has the Organisation completed and reported to the Superintendent and property owner a
Building Condition Inspection as required by the Specification?

NOTES:

EVALUATION:
No
Not undertaken
Completed and reported
Yes
Not Applicable Not required to be conducted

RECOMMENDATIONS:

ELEMENT / 4 VEGETATION
QUESTION 14.1 (VEGETATION MANAGEMENT PLAN)
Does the Facility have documented procedures that prevent unnecessary clearing and
grubbing activities, and preserve and prevent damage or injury to existing trees,
plants, and other vegetation that are to remain within or adjacent to the site?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
No
Yes
Not Applicable

No documented procedures
Documented Procedures present and implemented

RECOMMENDATIONS:
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QUESTION 14.2 (WEED CONTROL)
Has the Facility implemented and maintained effective procedures to prevent the
spread or introduction o f weeds as a result o f its activities?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
No
N o procedures present
Procedures present a n d maintained
Yes
Not Applicable Only i f the site has no evidence o f weeds or history o f w e e d infestation

RECOMMENDATIONS:

ELEMENT / 5 FAUNA
QUESTION 15.1 (HABITAT PROTECTION)
Has the Facility implemented documented procedures that establish require the
identification and protection o f fauna habitat?
NOTES:
EVALUATION:
N o documented procedures present
Documented procedures present a n d implemented to identifr a n d protection fauna
habitat.
Not Applicable

No
Yes

RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 15.2 (FAUNA PROTECTION DURING VEGETATION CLEARING)
Has the Facility implemented and maintained effective procedures to prevent harm to
native fauna during vegetation clearing?
NOTES:
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EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory N o procedures present
Documented procedures present
Minimal
Satisfactory
Documented procedures present a n d supported by records o f inspection and
actions taken
Not Applicable

RECOMMENDATIONS:

ELEMENT / 6 FIRE PROTECTION
QUESTION 16.1 (BURNING OFF)
Has the Facility documented procedures that define the conditions where disposal of
cleared vegetation is permitted by burning and the precautions to be taken during burn
off operations?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory N o procedures present
Satisfactory
Procedures present on site that include processes that identift conditions for
burn o f f o f vegetation a n d the precautions to be taken prior to, during and
after burn off
Not Applicable

RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 16.2 (FIRE MANAGEMENT)
Has the Facility documented procedures that establish precautions to be taken to
prevent fires, the actions to be taken in the event o f an uncontrolled fire and the
actions to be taken during periods o f restriction imposed from time to time under
appropriate legislation?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory N o procedures present
Procedures present that establish procedures f o r either the prevention of
Minimal
fires, actions to be taken in the event o f afire, or the actions to be taken in the
event offire bans.
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Satisfactory

Procedures present that establish procedures for the prevention offires,
actions to be taken in the event o f afire, or the actions to be taken in the event
offire bans.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

ELEMENT / 7 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND OTHER CONTAMINANTS
QUESTION 17.1 (HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INVENTORY)
Is there an inventory o f all hazardous substances and/or dangerous goods maintained
for this site and are Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS's) available for all items
listed in the inventory?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory No inventory o f hazardous and/or dangerous materials available
Minimal
Inventory o f hazardous and/or dangerous materials available on site
Satisfactory
Inventory o f hazardous and/or dangerous materials available on site and
communicated to emergency services personnel

RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 17.2 (HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT)
Does the Facility store and manage all hazardous substances and/or dangerous goods
in accordance with regulatory requirements?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Hazardous substances and/or dangerous goods not stored or managed in
No
accordance with regulatory requirements
Minimal
Most hazardous substances and/or dangerous goods stored in accordance
with regulatory requirements
All hazardous substances and/or dangerous goods stored and managed in
Satisfactory
accordance with regulatory requirements

RECOMMENDATIONS:
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ELEMENT 18 SPILL PREVENTION AND CONTAINMENT
QUESTION 18.1 (SPILL CONTROL AND CLEAN UP)
Has the Facility implemented documented procedures for controlling and removing
chemical and fuel and lubricant spills from on or around the site caused by the
activities o f the Organisation?
NOTES:
EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory N o spill control and collection procedures or materials present.
Minimal
Spill control and collection procedures and materials present.
Satisfactory Spill control and collection procedures and materials present. Personnel
trained in procedures and use o f materials

RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 18.2 (SPILL CONTAINMENT MEASURES)
Does the Facility maintain appropriate measures and equipment for the containment
o f potential spills and pollutants resulting from activities?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
No
Yes

N o containment measures present
Appropriate measures and equipment f o r the containment o f potential spills
a n d pollutants present and maintained
Not Applicable This question may be not applicable i f no materials are held on site that
require containment measures

RECOMMENDATIONS:

ELEMENT 19 HERITAGE
QUESTION 19.1 (INDIGENOUS HERITAGE)
Does the Organisation maintain procedures that ensure that items o f indigenous
heritage are identified, protected or maintained?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
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Unsatisfactory N o procedures present
Minimal
Procedures that ensure that items o f indigenous heritage are identified,
protected or maintained
Satisfactory
Procedures that ensure that items o f indigenous heritage are identified,
protected or maintained, and requirements included in training program

RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 19.2 (NON-INDIGENOUS HERITAGE)
Does the Organisation maintain procedures that ensure that items o f non-indigenous
heritage are identified, protected or maintained in accordance with regulatory
requirements?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
0% Unsatisfactory

N o procedures present
50% Minimal Procedures that ensure that items o f indigenous heritage are identified,
protected or maintained
Procedures that ensure that items o f indigenous heritage are
1 00%Satisfactory
identified, protected or maintained, a n d requirements included in training
program

RECOMMENDATIONS:

ELEMENT 20 CONTAMINATED GROUND
QUESTION 20.1 (DETECTION OF POTENTIAL CONTAMINATION)
Has the Facility conducted a survey o f the land under its control to detect any
suspected or potentially contaminated ground exposed during the conduct o f its
activities construction activities?
NOTES:
EVALUATION:
N o survey has been conducted
No
A survey has been completed a n d documented.
Yes
Not Applicable

RECOMMENDATIONS:
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QUESTION 20.2 (NOTIFICATION OF POTENTIAL CONTAMINATION)
Has the Facility implemented documented procedures that require notification the
EPA o f any suspected or potentially contaminated ground exposed during the conduct
o f its activities?
NOTES:
EVALUATION:
No
Yes

N o procedures are in place that includes a requirement f o r notification to the
EPA o f potential site contamination.
Procedures are in place that includes a requirement f o r notification to the
EPA o f potential site contamination.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 20.3 (CONTAINMENT OF POTENTIAL CONTAMINATION)
Has the Facility implemented control measures as may be required to contain the
spread o f pollutants from contaminated ground detected in Questions 20.1 and 20.2?
NOTES:
EVALUATION:
No
N o control measures implemented as required
Control measures implemented as required
Yes
Not Applicable

RECOMMENDATIONS:

ELEMENT 21 WASTE MANAGEMENT
QUESTION 21.1 (IDENTIFICATION OF WASTE STREAMS)
Has the Facility identified, quantified and characterised all its waste streams?
NOTES:
EVALUATION:
No
Minimal
Yes

Waste streams not identified or quantified or characterised
Waste stream identified a n d characterised but not qualitified
Waste streams identified, quantified and characterised

RECOMMENDATIONS:
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QUESTION 21.2 (WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN)
Has a documented waste management plan been implemented for this site or facility?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory N o Waste Management Plan present
Minimal
Waste Management Plan present and implemented
Satisfactory
Waste Management Plan present a n d implemented and includes regular
review

RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 21.3 (WASTE SEPARATION)
Are wastes separated then reused or recycled either on-site or through recognised
recycling Facilities?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory N o separation o f wastes present
Minimal
Waste separated but not reused or recycled
Satisfactory
Waste separated a n d reused or recycled through a recognised Facility

RECOMMENDATIONS:

QUESTION 21.4 (WASTE DISPOSAL RECORDS)
Does the Facility maintain records o f all off site and on site waste shipping and
disposal including the location or destination o f the wastes?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
No
Yes

N o records maintained
Records o f reused, recycling and disposal maintained f o r all waste streams
generated

RECOMMENDATIONS:
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ELEMENT 22 RESTORATION OF SITE
QUESTION 22.1 (RESTORATION PLANNING)
Has the Facility a documented site closure plan that details the restoration processes to
apply to the site?
NOTES:

EVALUATION:
No
Yes

No Site Restoration Plan available f o r the Facility
Site Restoration Plan available f o r the Facility

RECOMMENDATIONS:
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ATTACHMENTS
1. Opening/Closing Meeting Attendance Sheet
2. NCR Nos.

X to XXXX/XX

3. Copies o f closed out NCR Nos.
4. List o f documents reviewed during audit
5. Photographs
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SANDY CREEKS
ROAD CONSTRUCTION
ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT REPORT
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ABC Contractors Pty Limited

Facility / Project:
Sandy Creek Project
Road realignment and upgrade
SH23 Southern Highway

ADDRESS:

CONTACT DETAILS:

PO Box 24
Somewhere N S W 2999

Telephone: 02 4458 6549
Facsimile: 02 4458 6578
E-mail: jdale@abc_cont.com.au
SCOPE OF AUDIT:

ORGANISATION:

DEPTH O F AUDIT:
CEMP compliance with RTA Specification G35
Worksite compliance with CEMP, RTA
Specification G35 and Legislation

CEMP compliance with RTA Specification G35
Worksite compliance with CEMP, RTA
Specification G35 and Legislation

DATE OF AUDIT:
14— 15 June 2000

AUDIT CRITERIA:

PERSONS CONTACTED:

AUDIT TEAM:

John Dale Project Engineer (Site Manager)

Ima Auditor Lead Auditor
Also Auditor Auditor

Legislation
RTA Specifications
Contractor Environmental Management Plan

PREVIOUS AUDIT REFERENCE:
PREVIOUS AUDIT DATE:
1/234.567
23 February 2000
AUDIT SUMMARY
This was the second external environmental audit o f the Sandy Creek Roadworks Project.
The audit found that the Contractor Environmental Management Plan was in place and generally being
complied with, yet the good environmental performance o f the site was mainly due to the experience of
the project team. The major areas o f concern related to lacking in the conduct o f internal audits, the
absence o f a site emergency planning and response procedure and the standard and content o f the site
environmental induction.
Attention to technical issues such as traffic control, sediment and erosion control, and water
management was found to be good as well as record keeping. The documentation held on site was
maintained in a legible manner and available to site management personnel.
The audit generated three (3) Corrective Action Requests and a number o f Observations o f Concern
where improvements to the system are considered necessary.
AUDIT CERTIFICATION
This Report has been prepared in accordance with
the requirements o f RTA Procedures using normal
standards o f care and diligence.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT O F AUDIT FINDINGS

Lead Auditor: Ima Auditor
Date:

RTA Superintendent/Representative
Date:

RTA

REPORT SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
This was the second environmental audit o f project and the first audit o f the
Contractor Environmental Management Plan for the road works associated with the
realignment o f SH23 Southern Highway in the vicinity o f Sandy Creek being
constructed by the ABC Construction Pty Limited. This environmental audit was
conducted in conjunction with an audit o f the O H S & R Management Plan.
The audit was generally conducted in accordance with the procedure set out in the
Professional Services Contract: Sandy Creek Roadworks: Environmental Audit. The
audit team employed the draft RTA audit protocol and checklist to guide the audit.
The objective o f the audit was to assess whether the Contractor is conducting
activities in accordance with their current C E M P and whether the C E M P is providing
an effective tool to control the environmental performance o f the site. The secondary
outcome o f the audit was to suggest areas o f improvement to the C E M P where
necessary as part o f the RTA's continual improvement processes.
At a pre-audit meeting held with the Project Manager the audit team was requested to
note system deficiencies and non-compliances and make recommendations to the
Project Manager for raising Corrective Action Requests (CAR) or Observations of
Concern. It was left to the Project Manager to decide which CARs and Observations
o f Concern should finally be issued to the contractor. Those CARs and Observations
o f Concern documented in this report represent the CARs and Observations of
Concern approved for issue by the Project Manager.

SCOPE OF AUDIT
The scope o f the Audit includes assessing compliance with the Specification G35 and
the following Elements:
• Leadership and Administration
• Environmental Documentation
• Communication
• Emergency Planning and Response
• Legal and other requirements
• Non conformance, Corrective and Preventive Actions
• Environmental Training
• Monitoring and Measurement
• Access and Traffic Movement
• Soil and Water Management
• Air Quality
• Noise Control
• Vegetation
• Fauna
• Fire Protection
• Hazardous Materials and Other Contaminants
• Spill Prevention and Containment
• Heritage
Facility:
Sandy Creek Roadworks
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•
•
•

Contaminated Ground
Waste Management, and
Restoration o f Site

SUMMARY OF CORRECTIVE ACTION REQUESTS
C A R Number
ENV-CAR/01

Element/Question
Leadership and
Administration 01.5
G35 Cl 4.14.1
Non Conformance
Identification Q6.2
G355 CI 3

S u m m a r y o f Corrective A c t i o n Request
The CEMP does not achieve the requirements of
G35 Clause 4.14.1 in that the internal audit
scheduled and conducted in accordance with the
PQP Appendix D does not adequately address
environmental issues. The internal audits do not
coincide with site activities.

ENV-CAR/02

The Project Environmental Management Plan does
Emergency
Planning and
not contain a procedure for emergency response at
Response 04.1 and the worksite and no formal emergency procedure is
in place. The site Induction Package provides a
4.2
selection of phone numbers for local emergency
G35 Cl 4.4
services, but this is not supported by a procedure
for emergency response. The numbers included for
emergency contacts do not include any
"environmental contacts".

ENV-CAR/03

Environmental
Training 07.1 and
7.2
G35 CI 4.5
Also referred to
Questions 1.3, 3.3,
5.2, 7.1 and 15.2.

The CEMP Introduction states that the
"requirements of this CEMP will form part of the site
induction..." The site induction does not cover the
requirements of the CEMP or the requirements of
clause 4.5 of the specification G35.

SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS OF CONCERN
0 o C Number
ENV-0oC/01

ENV-0oC/02

Element/Question
Leadership and
Administration
Q1.6
Cl 4.6 G35

S u m m a r y o f O b s e r v a t i o n o f Concern
Administration of Contractors
The CEMP does not include procedures for the
environmental management and administration of
subcontractors as required by Clause 4.6 of G35.
On site practices reflect the spirit of G35, but there
is no formal procedure present to ensure that the
requirements of the Specification are met.

Legal Obligations and The CEMP does not identify the legal obligations
Responsibilities
and responsibilities of the Contractor, its employees
Q5.1
or Subcontractors as required by Section 6.2 of the
Specification G35. In addition, these responsibilities
must also be communicated to employees and
subcontractors.

Facility:
Sandy Creek Roadworks
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0 o C Number

Element/Question

ENV-0oC/03

Waste Management
Q21.1 — 21.3

Facility:
Sandy Creek Roadworks

Summary o f Observation o f Concern
, _ _
.
Clause 6.17 of G35 requires to Contractor to
implement a waste management plan and to
maintain specific records of waste disposal. The
current CEMP does not adequately address the
requirements of G35.
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
The audit team found that the Contractors Environmental Management Program had
been established and implemented. However, the audit highlighted some areas where
improvements could make the system a more effective management tool, these
suggestions can be found in the body o f the report.
Although a thorough audit was conducted, the audit team does not presume to have
found all non-conformances.
The following sets forth the general observations o f the performance o f the site in
relation to the CEMP.
It is recommended that the Contractor as part o f the general review o f the CEMP
consider drafting the CEMP to use the headings from G35 and to number items in any
table or section.
This will allow the Contractor to relate their CEMP to the requirements o f the
Contract as well as ensuring that all issues are addressed and providing references for
internal and external audits and reviews o f the CEMP.

ELEMENT 1 - LEADERSHIP AND ADMINISTRATION

The issues relating to leadership and administration o f the environmental
management program are well advanced in the CEMP and have been similarly
implemented. The CEMP adequately identifies the aspects and impacts relating to
the site activities.

However, this Element is lacking in three areas:
I. The CEMP fails to implement an effective internal environmental audit program.
This item is addressed with the recommended ENV- CAR/01.
2. The second area o f concern relates to the communication o f the environmental
management and responsibilities to employees in that this issue has not been
communicated in writing o r during induction to employees or sub contractors.
This item is addressed in ENV-CAR/03.
3. The third area o f concern relates to the administration o f subcontractors. The
CEMP requires subcontractor to comply with the CEMP requirements, but there
is no process or procedure to ensure this happens. This item is addressed in
ENV-0oC/01.

ELEMENT 2 - ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION
The Environmental Documentation for the site is well managed and maintained.
Together the CEMP and PQP establish requirements for management of
documentation and records and these have been implemented on site.

ELEMENT 3 - COMMUNICATIONS
The CEMP and PQP establish communication processes on site for both internal and
external communications.
Two areas o f concern are related to this element.
Facility:
Sandy Creek Roadworks
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1.

2.

The requirement to notify the EPA o f commencement o f works and contact
details for the site was not completed until this issue was raised by the RTA
Environmental Adviser.
The site has implemented a complaints management system on site as part o f the
Incident reporting system. The requirement o f this system is not included in the
Induction. This issue is linked to ENV-CAR/03.

ELEMENT 4 - EMERGENCY PLANNING AND RESPONSE
Emergency planning and response is not handled adequately within the CEMP. The
CEMP must include the requirements o f G35 as well as identifying potential
emergency situations and the actions required preventing the emergency happening in
the first place i f possible but the CEMP should also include first response actions.
This issue is addressed in ENV-CAR/02.

ELEMENT 5 - LEGAL AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS
The CEMP does not adequately address the identification and communication o f legal
and other requirements and does not achieve the requirements o f G35. This issue has
been addressed in ENV-0oC/02. By not complying with this requirement o f G35 to
Contractor is unable to demonstrate due diligence.

ELEMENT 6 - NON CONFORMANCE, CORRECTIVE AND PREVENTIVE ACTION
This element is covered adequately for this project. The site maintains a register of
NCRs and CARs, though there is currently no environmental NCRs or CARs in their
system.
The site follows up on non-conformance identified by complaints and incidents and
inspections. CAR (ENV-CAR/01) has been referred to this Element due to the
lacking o f the internal audit system being able to identify environmental nonconformance.

ELEMENT 7 - ENVIRONMENTAL TRAINING
Generally the CEMP and induction program does not adequately cover the
requirements o f G35 or the CEMP itself. Environmental training is one o f the key
components o f good environmental management and the current system maintained
by the Contractor does not address this component. A C A R (ENV-CAR/03) has been
raised to address this issue, and is referred to in other elements o f the report.

ELEMENT 8 - MONITORING AND MEASUREMENT
The Contractor maintains a suitable environmental inspection program through its
CEMP. The only comment in relation to the monitoring program o f the project is that
the G35 requirement to conduct noise monitoring is un-necessary. The audit report
recommends that noise monitoring be removed from the Contract.

ELEMENT 9 - ACCESS AND TRAFFIC MOVEMENT
The Element o f Access and Traffic Movement is handled well within the CEMP and
on site.
Facility:
Sandy Creek Roadworks
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ELEMENT 10— SOIL AND WATER MANAGEMENT
Generally the requirements o f this element are handled well within the CEMP and on
site. The report identifies several small areas that require attention by both the RTA
and Contractor. These are identified in the body o f the report and relate to stockpiling
issues and some areas o f potential erosion.
ELEMENT 11— AIR QUALITY
Air quality is adequately covered within the CEMP, the induction and with on-site
practices.

ELEMENT 12— NOISE CONTROL
This Element should be considered not applicable to the project as the background
noise from the highway is the predominant noise in the area. The requirement for
routine noise monitoring every two months should be removed from the Contract.
ELEMENT 13— GROUND VIBRATION AND AIR BLAST
This Element has not been included in this audit, as site activities do not generate
ground vibration or air blast that could impact on the environment or community.
ELEMENT 14— VEGETATION
Vegetation management is adequately covered in the CEMP for this project. If this
CEMP is to be used as a model for future projects, it is recommended that attention
be paid to the requirements o f G35 in relation to weed management.
ELEMENT 15— FAUNA
Fauna protection is adequately covered in the CEMP. Fauna protection in the
Induction program should be expanded to include a requirement to check trees for
fauna prior to felling and to include contact details for groups such as WIRES.
ELEMENT 16— FIRE PRECAUTIONS
The CEMP achieves the requirement o f G35 in relation to fire management.
ELEMENT 17— HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND OTHER CONTAMINANTS
Hazardous materials management on site is handled well in most cases from both the
aspect o f the CEMP content and site practice. Several drums were noted in unbunded
areas and should be moved to secure areas. The Contractor should not consider the
compound area as being a bund.
ELEMENT 18— SPILL PREVENTION AND CONTAINMENT
Spill Prevention and Containment is handled well within the CEMP, training program
and site practice.

Facility:
Sandy Creek Roadworks
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ELEMENT 1 9 - HERITAGE
The C E M P includes processes for the protection o f heritage items and areas of
significance. However, site practices have not reflected these requirements, with one
area o f potential indigenous significance being buried. This burial was due to an area
outside the construction area being used for stockpiling, without formal approval for
this type o f activity. One area o f potential non-indigenous significance was partly
removed. The Contractor needs to improve its procedures to ensure that these
incidents do not recur on other projects.

ELEMENT 1 9 - CONTAMINATED GROUND
This Element is not adequately covered within the CEMP, however as there is a low
likelihood o f contaminated ground being found within the works it is appropriate that
this Element be considered not applicable. For future CEMPs however, the
Contractor should ensure that procedures are in place within the CEMP in case
contaminated ground is encountered.

ELEMENT 21 - WASTE MANAGEMENT

The C E M P does not adequately address the G35 and legal requirements for waste
management. The site has not identified its waste streams, implemented systems to
reduce its waste or maintain records o f disposal o f waste materials. It is important for
the C E M P to address these issues and to ensure that wastes are separated for
reuse/recycling to reduce waste and that records o f disposal are maintained. It is not
appropriate t o rely on Waste Removal Contractors to do the right thing.
This recommendation is addressed by 0 o C ENV/03.

ELEMENT 2 2 - RESTORATION OF SITE
Restoration o f the site particularly the compound area is not addressed in the CEMP.
The Contractor should have a documented restoration plan either descriptive or in the
form o f a plan to detail the closure o f the site on the completion o f the contract. The
requirement to restore the site on completion o f the works is understood on site but is
not documented.

Facility:
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A U D I T PROCESS
OPENING MEETING
The opening meeting was held at project site office at 9:30am on 14 June 2000. The
participants were as shown on the attached attendance sheet.
The audit team was introduced and the scope o f their responsibility was conveyed to
the auditee.
Ima Auditor
Also Auditor

Conducted the Environmental Audit and led the combined audits
Attended primarily as an observer o f the audit, but assisted in the
audit as a training exercise and to provide background
information.

The purpose, depth and scope o f the audit were outlined to those who attended the
opening meeting. The methods used by the team to conduct the audit were explained.
It was stated that the audit team would be questioning personnel, examining records
and observing procedures. It was also explained that the audit team would not be
issuing CARs directly to the Contractor, but would be recommending CARs to be
issued by the Superintendent's Representative.
A tentative time for the closing meeting was set at 3:00pm on 15 June 2000.

AUDIT PROTOCOL
T h e A u d i t T e a m u s e d t h e draft R T A environmental audit protocol and
p r o c e d u r e s f o r the c o n d u c t o f this audit.

CLOSING MEETING
A closing meeting was convened at the site office at 3:00pm on 15 June 2000 and
concluded at 4:00pm. The participants were as per the attached attendance sheet.
A brief overview o f the audit findings was given followed by a more detailed account
by the individual auditors.
The Lead Auditor noted that the findings o f the audit discussed during the course of
the closing meeting were tentative, with the audit report representing an official
statement o f the findings o f the audit. It was also noted that the audit team would be
recommending that the Superintendent's Representative issue 3 CARs for the project.
It was stated that the report should be available to the Superintendent's
Representative within 10 working days and that a response by the auditee to the audit
findings should be given to the Superintendent's Representative within 10 working
days after receipt o f the report.
All personnel involved with the audit were thanked for their hospitality, cooperation
and assistance.

Facility:
Sandy Creek Roadworks
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DESIGNATED FOLLOW-UP
Follow-up will be undertaken by Superintendent's Representative to verify the
completion o f all corrective actions after the dates indicated for remedial action of
non-compliances and the implementation o f measures to prevent recurrence.

FOLLOW-UP ON PREVIOUS AUDIT REPORT
The previous audit raised eight (8) Observations o f Concern (0oC). The details and
follow-up o f these 0 o C s is shown in the following table.
Details o f Previous 0oC

Current Status

2.2.3

Rock check dams in Sandy
Creeks potentially block fish
passage and should be removed
on completion of works

No Change

2

2.2.3

Maintenance of temporary erosion
and sediment controls are
required at Sandy Creeks

Implemented

3

2.2.3

At Sandy Creek, dirty water is
draining from the exposed batter
into the concrete catch drain, this
flow should be diverted into the
sediment basin.

Implemented, but more work
required. See Question 10.1
item 1.

4

2.2.3

Any proposal to use excess
unsuitable material to fill a dry
gully on private land should be
discussed with DLWC.

No change, further action
required — see Question 10.1

5

2.2.5

Excess material to be stockpiled
at Black Mountain should be
stockpiled at existing stockpile
sites (any clearing will require
further environmental
assessment)

No Change — see Question
10.3. Further action required.
Stockpiling of material has not
been confirmed.

6

2.2.9

Documentation does not currently
include spreading of woodchips to
a depth of 100mm on completion
of works.

A variation order has been
issued to the Contractor.

7

2.2.10

Topsoil has been stockpiled on a
potentially sensitive
archaeological area on private
land south of the existing highway.
Care should be taken during the
removal of the topsoil to minimise
disturbance to the site.
Alternative stockpile locations
should be identified within the
road reserve for any further
stockpiles required.

No change — Stockpile site still
in use. See Questions 10.3
and 19.1

8

2.2.11

Road Services has not been
advised of the need to retain one
of the cross girders from the
Sandy Creek Bridge (and

No Change — no variation has
been issued to the Contractor.

No

Previous
Audit Report
Section

1

Facility:
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subsequently install in the new
rest area) during demolition o f the
existing bridge.
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DETAILED A U D I T FINDINGS
ELEMENT 1

LEADERSHIP AND ADMINISTRATION

QUESTION 1.1 (ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY)
Is there an appropriate environmental policy for the Organisation that is current and
on display?

NOTES:
This question is not applicable to this Project.

QUESTION 1.2 (STRUCTURE AND RESPONSIBILITY)
Has the Organisation nominated in writing, site personnel with the responsibility for
implementing the Environmental Management Plan, including responsibility and
authority for monitoring the effectiveness o f the environmental management program,
rectifying any deficiencies and maintaining environmental records?

NOTES:
Section B o f the CEMP defines the environmental supervision o f the project and
includes reference to the management structure and responsibilities. Section B2
nominates the Project Engineer as the Environmental Officer for the site.
Appendix 1 o f the CEMP establishes responsibilities for the site project management
team in relation to the control o f environmental impacts.
There is no formal method for communicating these responsibilities to employees, but
all personnel interviewed on site were aware o f these responsibilities.

EVALUATION:
Minimal

Facility has documented environmental responsibilities but it has not
been communicated to employees

RECOMMENDATIONS:
It is recommended that the environmental management structure and responsibilities
be communicated to employees as part o f the site induction program.
Note: This recommendation is linked to CAR ENV-003.

QUESTION 1.3 (ASPECTS AND IMPACTS)
Does the Facility's environmental documentation include a register o f the potential
environmental aspects and impacts resulting from its activities or services that is
maintained and regularly reviewed to ensure that it is up to date?

NOTES:
Appendix 1 o f the CEMP includes a register o f "Issues and Environmental Impacts".
Issues can be taken as being aspects. There is however no process for review of
Appendix 1 and the actions required for mitigating the impact o f the issues during the
course o f the project, to ensure that they are current and adequate.
Facility:
Sandy Creek Roadworks
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EVALUATION:
Satisfactory

Facility has documented register o f environmental aspects and
impacts

RECOMMENDATIONS:
is recommended that Contractor consider implementing a procedure to ensure that
the "issues and environmental impacts" register is reviewed during the course o f the
project to ensure that it remains appropriate to the site activities.
It

QUESTION 1.4 (ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECTIVES AND TARGETS)
Does the Organisation's environmental documentation establish and review
environmental objectives and targets that reflect the consequences o f the aspects and
impacts derived in Question 1.3?

NOTES:
This question is not applicable to this Project.

QUESTION 1.5 (INTERNAL REVIEW)
Has the Facility implemented documented procedures for the conduct o f internal
audits and/or reviews o f its activities and services?

NOTES:
Clause C5 o f the CEMP requires the Performance and Quality Officer to ensure that
scheduled or unscheduled Quality Audits include in their scope the requirements of
the CEMP. The Project Quality Plan Appendix D establishes the internal audit
schedule. The internal audit schedule however does not include reference to CEMP
requirements other than through the technical specification requirements that do not
adequately address the requirements o f the CEMP. One internal audit was conducted
on 12 April 2000, which included in its scope the technical requirements for
Sedimentation and Erosion Control and Traffic Control. Neither o f this issues where
reported on in the internal audit report.
The Contractor has been considering audits undertaken by the Environmental Adviser
— Western Region as internal environmental audits. Audits conducted by this officer
are external audits and do not lead to compliance with the CEMP requirements.

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory

Facility has established processes for internal audits and/or reviews,
but they have either not been implemented, or do not address
environmental requirements.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
It is recommended that the Contractor review its existing internal audit program to
include internal auditing o f the Contractor Environmental Management Plan
requirements.

Note: It is recommended that CAR ENV 01 be raised to improve this issue.

Facility:
Sandy Creek Roadworks
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QUESTION 1.6 (ADMINISTRATION OF CONTRACTOR AND/OR SUBCONTRACTORS)(RATING )
Does the Facility maintain documented procedures for the administration of
environmental responsibilities for Contractors (and/or subcontractors) in relation to
their activities as they relate to the Facility?

NOTES:
It was stated that all subcontractors are bound by the requirements o f the CEMP. The
number o f Subcontractors on site will be minimal and it was reported that to date no
subcontractors have been employed on site. No documentation was sighted to
confirm that subcontractors are required to comply with the CEMP, other than the
statement in Section A o f the CEMP which states that the CEMP cover all activities
associated with the project.
It was observed that the selection processes for a subcontractor includes a review of
previous RTA Contractor Performance Reports.

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory

Facility has not established documented procedures for the
environmental administration o f Contractors.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
It is recommended that the Contractor document requirements for the administration
o f subcontractors' environmental responsibilities for in relation to their activities as
they relate to the Facility. It is further recommended that all subcontracts include
environmental administration requirements and link the activities o f the subcontractor
to meeting the requirements o f the CEMP.
Note: This issue is related to 0 o C ENV-001.

ELEMENT 2

ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION

QUESTION 2.1 (DOCUMENT CONTROL)
Does the Facility maintain documented procedures for the preparation, approval,
release, distribution, control, maintenance and updating o f environmental
documentation?

NOTES:
The Project Quality Plan defines the processes for the preparation, approval, release,
distribution, control, maintenance and updating o f environmental documentation

EVALUATION:
Yes

Facility has established documented procedures for the preparation,
approval, release, control and updating o f environmental
documentation

RECOMMENDATIONS:
There are n o recommendations

Facility:
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QUESTION 2.2 (ENVIRONMENTAL RECORDS)
Does the Facility maintain, make accessible and protect environmental records for
extended periods?

NOTES:

The Project Manager maintains environmental records in a legible manner, and these
are available to site management in the project site office.

EVALUATION:
Satisfactory

Environmental record system has been implemented and includes
requirements for maintenance and protection o f records that are
accessible to authorised personnel.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
There are n o recommendations.

QUESTION 2.3 (ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION)
Are approved versions o f environmental documentation including procedures,
guidelines, instructions and plans maintained and available to personnel to
communicate their responsibilities and tasks in relation to the environmental
management o f the Facility?

NOTES:

The District Works Manager approved the CEMP on 7 March 2000, this document is
available to management on site, and the action plan included in the document as
Appendix 1 is updated as tasks are completed.

EVALUATION:
Satisfactory

Documentation approved for the site present and available to
personnel.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
There are no recommendations.

ELEMENT 3

COMMUNICATION

QUESTION 3.1 (INTERNAL/EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS)
Are written procedures maintained for the Facility that manages communications with
stakeholders, both internal and external, in relation to notification o f environmental
matters relating to the Facility?

NOTES:
The Project Quality Plan includes requirements for the management o f internal and
external communications. The procedures however do not include contact details for
environmental contacts under normal or emergency situations.

EVALUATION:
Yes

Facility:
Sandy Creek Roadworks

The Facility has written procedures for the management of
communications with stakeholders in relation to environmental
matters.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
It is recommended that the Contractor update the CEMP and induction program to
include contact details for external and internal stakeholders to include both normal
and emergency communications.

QUESTION 3.2 (LIAISON WITH EPA)
Has the Organisation nominated within its environmental documentation the names of
its representatives that will be available to the EPA on a 24-hour basis, who have the
authority to take immediate action to shut down any activity or to effect any pollution
control measure; and has the Organisation notified the EPA Regional Manager o f the
names o f these people?

NOTES:
Section C l o f the CEMP requires the site to notify "all relevant authorities" o f the
start o f the project. The site has informed the EPA Regional Office o f the names and
contact numbers o f the site management team in a facsimile dated 7 March 2000.
However, it was noted that this only occurred following a recommendation from the
R T A Environmental Adviser
— Western Region as a result o f a complaint from the
EPA on 2 March 2000.

EVALUATION:
Satisfactory

Personnel nominated in documentation and EPA formally informed.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
It is recommended that the Contractor ensure that on future projects it follow the
requirements o f its CEMP and notify authorities as required at the commencement of
the project.

QUESTION 3.3 (COMPLAINTS MANAGEMENT)
Does the Organisation maintain a process for documenting and managing
environmental complaints from external and internal sources?

NOTES:
The site maintains a register o f environmental complaints. The site has recorded only
one complaint (see Question 3.2 above). The documentation for this complaint
includes actions taken and follow-up to the complainant.
Section C l o f the CEMP requires the site to report on complaints regarding any
pollution caused by the works using the Incident Reporting Form included in
Appendix 2 o f the CEMP.
The site induction program for employees/contractors does not include reference to
complaint management procedures but does not include requirements for incident
reporting.

EVALUATION:
Satisfactory

Facility:
Sandy Creek Roadworks

Process for responding to complaints present that includes response
to complaints and documenting the nature o f the complaint and
actions taken to resolve complaint.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

It is recommended that the site induction program be updated to include complaint
management requirements.

Note: This is linked to CAR ENV/03.

QUESTION 3.4 (COMMUNITY LIAISON)
Does the Organisation conduct public awareness programs that communicate
information regarding environmental hazards at the Facility and the measures being
used to minimise environmental risk?

NOTES:

Requirements for Community Liaison and public awareness programs are not detailed
in the CEMP.

The site has routine communication with the landowners adjacent to the project.
Landowners have been informed o f the site activities through a letterbox drop and
personal communication with the Site Manager.

EVALUATION:
Yes

Community programs conducted including notification o f residents
o f work as may be required by the legal and other requirements.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

It is recommended that the Contractor include in the CEMP, requirements for
community liaison and public awareness programs.

ELEMENT 4

EMERGENCY PLANNING AND RESPONSE

Note: This Element does not consider spill prevention and clean up as part of
normal operations.

QUESTION 4.1 (RESPONSIBILITIES)
Do emergency response procedures nominate internal and external personnel and
agencies with specific responsibilities and duties for management o f accident and
emergency situations?

NOTES:

The CEMP does not establish specific Emergency Planning and Response
responsibilities as required by Clause 4.4 o f the RTA Specification G35. The focus
o f Clause 4.4 o f G35 is to prevent and mitigate environmental impacts associated
with emergency situations that could occur on work sites, (e.g. discharge o f pollutants
into a watercourse as a result o f a vehicle overturning).

EVALUATION:
No

The Facility has no emergency response procedures

RECOMMENDATIONS:
It is recommended that the Contractor include in its C E M P procedures for Emergency
Planning and Response that include responsibilities for determining the potential

Facility:
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emergency situations and responsibilities for implementing the actions required to
identify potential emergency situations and to mitigate or prevent the environmental
impact from the situations identified.
Note: It is recommended that C A R ENV/02 be raised to improve this issue.

QUESTION 4.2 (CONTAINMENT MEASURES)
Do emergency response procedures define containment measures to be taken in the
event o f an emergency?

NOTES:
Clause 4.5 o f G35 requires the Contractor to provide details o f containment measures
to be taken in the event o f emergency situations that may arise during the work under
the Contract. The Contractor should also indicate what emergency equipment to keep
on site and provide directions on how to use it.
The CEMP includes requirements for spills associated with normal activities but does
not contain any reference to actions required in the case o f an emergency situation.

EVALUATION:
No containment procedures defined.

No

RECOMMENDATIONS:
It is recommended that the Contractor include in its CEMP procedures for Emergency
Planning and Response that include containment measures to be implemented in the
event o f the potential emergency situations identified in Question 4.1.
Note: It is recommended that C A R E N V 02 be raised to improve this issue.

ELEMENT 5

LEGAL AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS

QUESTION 5.1 (LEGAL OBLIGATIONS)
Does the environmental documentation identify the legal responsibilities and
obligations o f the Organisation, contractor and/or subcontractor and its employees
relevant to the Facilities activities and services?

NOTES:
Clause 6.2.1 o f the Specification G35 requires that "the CEMP shall identify the
Contractor's obligations under environmental legislation relevant to the work under
the Contract." Section C3 o f the C E M P for this project states that "all activities
carried out on the site must comply with the relevant provisions o f all legislation..."
This statement is open to potential problems, as it does not identify the specific
requirements o f the legislation that the concern the sites activities.

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory

Facility:
Sandy Creek Roadworks

Documentation does not define the legal responsibilities and
obligation.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

It is recommended that the Contractor revise its CEMP to identify the legal

responsibilities and obligations o f the Organisation, contractor and/or subcontractor
and its employees relevant to the Facilities activities and services.
Note: 0 o C E N V - 0 2 relates to this recommendation

QUESTION 5.2 (COMMUNICATION OF LEGAL OBLIGATIONS)
Has the organisation communicated to its personnel their personal legal
responsibilities and obligations as well as those o f the Organisation?

NOTES:

The Contractor has not communicated to its personnel their legal responsibilities and
obligations as well as those o f the Contractor. The site induction program does not
include legal obligations and responsibilities o f employees and the organisation.

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory

Legal responsibilities and obligation not communicated.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

It is recommended that the Contractor communicate to its employees, their legal

responsibilities and obligations as well as those o f the Contractor, in the site induction
program.
Note: CAR ENV-03 relates to this recommendation

QUESTION 5.3 (APPROVAL, LICENCES AND PERMITS)
Are construction and operating approvals, permits and licences required to be held for
this site current and copies included in the environmental documentation?

NOTES:

The site holds the required permit "to excavate" in relation to the non-indigenous
structures within the areas o f the works.

No other licences or permits have been required for the works.

EVALUATION:
Yes

Documentation includes current copies o f licences, approvals or
permits.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
There are no recommendations.

ELEMENT 6

NON CONFORMANCE, CORRECTIVE AND PREVENTIVE ACTIONS

QUESTION 6.1 (INCIDENT REPORTING)
Does the Facility maintain documented procedures for the management of
environmental incidents?

Facility:
Sandy Creek Roadworks
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NOTES:
The Contractor maintains a system for reporting environmental incidents. This is set
out in Section C l o f the CEMP. Appendix 2 o f the CEMP includes a copy o f the
Incident Reporting form. The requirement to report incidents is included in Section
5.1 o f the Induction Program.

EVALUATION:
Satisfactory

Environmental Incident Management System in place.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
There are n o recommendations.

QUESTION 6.2 (NON CONFORMANCE IDENTIFICATION)
Does the Facility maintain procedures to identify a non-conformance with regulatory
and other requirements?

NOTES:
Procedures have been implemented to identify non-conformance with regulatory and
other requirements. This is partially accomplished through the internal audit
procedure set out in the Project Quality Plan. The site inspection sheets that are
completed weekly also lead to identification o f non-conformance as does the incident
reporting system.
As stated in Question 1.6 the internal audit program is not adequately addressing
environmental issues and compliance, and requires revision.

EVALUATION:
Yes

Procedures have been implemented on site for the identification of
non-conformance.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Though procedures are present for the identification o f non-conformance, it is
recommended that the Contractor review the conduct o f internal audits to ensure that
they consider the identification o f non-conformance with regulatory and other
requirements.
Note: It is recommended that CAR ENV/01 be raised to improve this issue.

QUESTION 6.3 (CORRECTIVE AND PREVENTIVE ACTION)
Does the Facility maintain procedures to undertake corrective and preventive actions
in the event that non-compliance is identified?

NOTES:
The Contractor maintains processes to undertake corrective and preventive actions in
the event that non-compliance is identified through the incident reporting and
inspection system. A register o f Non-Conformance Reports is maintained in the site
documentation. The NCR register covers quality and OHS issues as well as
environmental issues.
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EVALUATION:
Yes

Environmental documentation defines the steps the to be taken in
the event a non-conformance is identified

RECOMMENDATIONS:
There are no recommendations.

ELEMENT 7

ENVIRONMENTAL TRAINING

QUESTION 7.1 (TRAINING NEEDS)
Does the Facility identify the training needs o f staff, contractors and subcontractors
working on the site appropriate to their assigned duties?

NOTES:

With the exception o f one situation (Spill Control) the Contractor has not identified
specific training needs for its staff, contractors and subcontractors working on the site
that is appropriate to their assigned duties.

EVALUATION:
Unsatisfactory

No training needs identified for the site

RECOMMENDATIONS:

It is recommended that the Contractor review the training needs o f its employees and
subcontractors to ensure that the skills and knowledge o f these groups o f people
reflect the environmental requirements and potential impacts o f the works.

Note: It is recommended that CAR ENV/03 be raised to address this issue.

QUESTION 7.2 (INDUCTION)
Are all employees and subcontractors provided with a formal environmental
induction appropriate to the site operating requirements?

NOTES:
The CEMP Introduction states that the "requirements o f this CEMP will form part of
the site induction..." The site induction does not cover the requirements o f the CEMP
or the requirements o f clause 4.5 o f the specification G35.
The present environmental induction for employees and contractors addresses
environmental control only general environmental issues in a brief manner. The
induction program does not cover aspects such as the requirements o f the CEMP,
environmental responsibilities, potential environmental hazards, methods to prevent
pollution, methods for the storage and handling on hazardous materials, and the
consequences o f not complying with legislation and other requirements.

EVALUATION:
Minimal

Environmental induction present but only covers general issues

RECOMMENDATIONS:
I t is recommended that the Contractor revise its Environmental Induction program to
address the above issues.
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Note: It is recommended that C A R ENV/03 be raised to address this issue.

QUESTION 7.3 (TASK SPECIFIC TRAINING)
Do employees required to receive task specific training receive environment training
appropriate to their duties?

NOTES:
Task specific training has been given to employees on a "district" basis for sediment
and erosion control and spill clean up. There are no records on site to provide
evidence o f this training but the information could be sourced from the Bowenfields
office as required. The Department o f Land and Water Conservation supply sediment
and erosion control training.

EVALUATION:
Satisfactory

Task specific training given to personnel undertaking tasks with
potential to harm the environment or cause pollution.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
There are no recommendations.

ELEMENT 8

MONITORING AND MEASUREMENT

QUESTION 8.1 (ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROGRAM)
Does the Facility maintain a documented environmental monitoring program?

NOTES:
The site maintains a weekly inspection program. This program is restricted to
inspections o f sediment and erosion controls. Since poor practices in relation to
sediment and erosion control has the potential for the largest impact on the current
activities, this level o f monitoring is considered adequate.
Appendix G35/4 o f the RTA specification G35 requires Noise monitoring to be
conducted every two months. It was noted in the previous audit that it was agreed
that noise monitoring would only be conducted i f a complaint were received in
relation to noise for the construction activity. A t the date o f this audit no complaints
have been recorded.

EVALUATION:
Satisfactory

Monitoring conducted to determine compliance and measure
potential impact on the environment

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Due to the low impact o f the site it is recommended that the RTA Project Manager
formally notify the site that a noise management plan and noise monitoring are no
longer required for this project. (see also Question 12.1)
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QUESTION 8.2 (ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROCEDURES)
Is the environmental monitoring conducted on site carried out in accordance with the
requirements o f EPA guidelines and industry standards?

NOTES:
This Question is not applicable to the project — See Question 8.1.

ELEMENT 9

ACCESS AND TRAFFIC MOVEMENT

QUESTION 9.1 (TRAFFIC CONTROL)
Does the site Traffic Control Plan require controlled points o f ingress and egress for
vehicular traffic and that traffic movement around the site and parking areas are
clearly delineated?

NOTES:
The site has a traffic control plan for the project. The CEMP also includes in
Appendix 1, requirements for the separation o f heavy and light traffic and the
maintenance o f access to private properties.

EVALUATION:
Satisfactory

Traffic Control Plan present and consistently enforced and
monitored

RECOMMENDATIONS:
There are no recommendations.

ELEMENT 10 SOIL AND WATER MANAGEMENT
QUESTION 10.1 (EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL PLANNING)
Does the Erosion and Sediment and Control Plan for the Facility include control
activities that consider the potential for the Facility to cause erosion and generate
sediment deposits during the life o f the Facility?

NOTES:
Erosion and Sediment control planning for the site is o f a high standard. There are
some areas o f potential erosion and sedimentation that require additional
consideration b y both the Contractor and RTA Project Manager.
Areas o f requiring additional consideration include:
1. Sandy Creek — batter above sedimentation basin — diversion bank has been
installed to divert run-off to the basin. However, area adjacent to the basin is still
eroding causing sediment deposition to the catch drain, temporary sedimentation
controls required.
2. Sandy Creek — The catch drain has high slope and reach that will result in high
water velocities at its discharge. Consideration should be given to installing some
form o f energy dissipater prior to discharge to the creek to prevent erosion o f the
creek bed. (Photograph 1)
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3.

4.

Formed creek channel east o f Sandy Creek
— proposal for rock lining/jute
meshing may need to be reviewed to consider potential water velocities and
potential to scour the channel bed. Consideration should be given to placing
sediment fencing at toe o f batters along channel prior to stabilisation. The
existing rock check dams in channel need repair. (Photographs 2 and 3)
A dry gully is being filled with unsuitable material, DLWC has been contacted to
consult on the requirements for this emplacement but as yet have not attended
site.

EVALUATION:
Satisfactory

Erosion and Sedimentation Plan present that considers the potential
impacts o f full life o f the project or Facility

RECOMMENDATIONS:
In order to maintain the high standard o f erosion and sediment control on the site, it is
recommended that the Contractor and RTA Project Manager work in conjunction to
resolve the areas requiring additional consideration. It is further recommended that
the RTA Project Manager assist in resolving the issue o f liaison with DLWC by
contacting the appropriate DLWC officer and coordinating a site meeting between all
parties.

QUESTION10.2 (EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL IMPLEMENTATION)
Has the Facility implemented a documented Erosion and Sediment and Control Plan
for the site and surrounding environment that includes procedures and processes to
avoid erosion and sedimentation as well as routine inspection and maintenance of
structures?

NOTES:
Erosion and Sediment control implementation for the site is o f a high standard.
Erosion and sediment control structures have been installed as required by the
Appendices 1 and 3 o f the CEMP and the potential impacts for the site.

EVALUATION:
Satisfactory

Erosion and Sediment Plan or similar document present and
implemented. Routine inspections documented and maintenance
completed as required.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
See Question 10.1.

QUESTION 10.3 (SOIL STOCKPILE MANAGEMENT)
Has the Facility implemented a documented Soil Stockpile Management Plan that
includes effective measures that will be implemented to protect soil stockpiles from
erosion by wind and rain?

NOTES:
The C E M P in Appendix 1 establishes controls for Soil Stockpiles and stockpiles for
unsuitable materials. However, three areas o f concern were noted during the audit as
well as the previous audit.
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1.
2.

3.

The temporary topsoil stockpile has been developed on private land overlaying an
area o f indigenous heritage value. This stockpile is still in use.
It was stated during the audit that excess material would also be stockpiled at
Fitzgeralds Mountain for future use. At the time o f the audit no approvals had
been obtained for this purpose and no work had commenced in the area. Prior to
commencing work on additional stockpile locations, appropriate assessment must
be conducted and approvals obtained. This was also raised in the previous audit
report (Audit Report Item 2.2.5).
It was noted that a dry gully was being filled with unsuitable material (See
Question 10.1 Item 4) there is no emplacement plan for this location.

EVALUATION:
Minimal

Soil Stockpile present but not adequate for activities

RECOMMENDATIONS:
In regard to the above items it is recommended that that the Contractor and RTA
Regional office, where applicable, prepare procedures for:
• The removal o f the stockpile in Item 1 such that the items o f indigenous heritage
are protected during the removal o f the stockpile,
development o f stockpile areas on Fitzgeralds Mountain, and
The
•
• The development and stabilisation o f the gully filing in item 3.

QUESTION 10.4 (WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN)
Has the Organisation implemented a documented plan for the Facility that includes
the provision o f controls to prevent uncontrolled discharge o f water runoff, including
stormwater, from disturbed, or potentially contaminated or construction areas?

NOTES:
The CEMP provides controls to prevent uncontrolled discharge o f water runoff,
including stormwater, from disturbed, or potentially contaminated or construction
areas. (See also Question 10.1)

EVALUATION:
Satisfactory

Water Management Plan present includes adequate control
mechanisms

RECOMMENDATIONS:
There are no recommendations.

QUESTION 10.5 (WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT)
Has the Facility implemented documented procedures to ensure that discharges to
waters (including sewers) comply with regulatory requirements prior to discharge?

NOTES:
This question is not applicable to this project.

QUESTION 10.6 (WATER EXTRACTION)
Has the Facility obtained approval as may be required by regulatory requirements to
draw water from the environment or local reticulation system for use on site?
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NOTES:
The Contractor has verbal approval from the landowner to extract water from a farm
dam for dust control purposes. DLWC has been notified in writing as to the location
o f water extraction, but due to the water licensing embargo no formal approval can be
obtained from DLWC for the water source.

EVALUATION:
Satisfactory

Water extracted and supported by documented approval from the
regulatory authority (where possible)

RECOMMENDATIONS:
There are no recommendations.

ELEMENT 11 AIR QUALITY
QUESTION 11.1 (AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT)
Has the Organisation implemented a documented air quality management program
that includes the provision o f controls to ensure that air pollution will be kept to a
minimum and ensure that airborne pollutants from the Facility's activities do not
cause undue disruption or inconvenience t o neighbours and/or adjacent properties?

NOTES:
Appendix 1 o f the CEMP establishes requirements and controls for air quality
management.

EVALUATION:
Satisfactory

Documented program present that is adequate in minimising the
generation o f air pollution

RECOMMENDATIONS:
There are no recommendations.

QUESTION 11.2 (AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT)
Has the Facility implemented documented procedures that ensure that dust control
methods are monitored and i f they are not adequately restricting the generation of
dust that work activities are reprogrammed to mitigate the generation dust?

NOTES:
Appendix 1 o f the CEMP establishes requirements and controls for air quality
management that have been implemented.

EVALUATION:
Satisfactory

Procedure present for monitoring dust generation and requirement
present for re-programming works i f controls not adequate.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
There are no recommendations.
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ELEMENT 12 NOISE CONTROL

QUESTION 12.1 (NOISE MANAGEMENT PLAN)
Has the Facility implemented a documented Noise Management Plan to minimise the
impact o f noise generated by the Facility on adjacent properties?
NOTES:
The CEMP Appendix 1 recommends the preparation o f a noise management plan. It
was observed during the audit that due to the location and extent o f construction
activities that the noise generated by the construction activities was less than the noise
generated by traffic using the highway. Appendix G35/4 further requires noise
monitoring at two monthly intervals.
EVALUATION:
Not Applicable
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Due to the low impact o f the site it is recommended that the RTA Project Manager
formally notify the site that a noise management plan and noise monitoring are no
longer required for this project. (see also Question 8.1)

ELEMENT 13 GROUND VIBRATION AND AIR BLAST
Note: For this project, the Element - Ground Vibration and Air Blast has been
considered to be not applicable and has not been assessed or reported against.
ELEMENT 1 4 VEGETATION

QUESTION 14.1 (VEGETATION MANAGEMENT PLAN)
Does the Facility have documented procedures that prevent unnecessary clearing and
grubbing activities, and preserve and prevent damage or injury to existing trees,
plants, and other vegetation that are to remain within or adjacent to the site?
NOTES:
The CEMP Appendix 1 includes requirements to prevent unnecessary clearing and
grubbing activities, and preserve and prevent damage or injury to existing trees,
plants, and other vegetation that are to remain within or adjacent to the site.
EVALUATION:
Documented Procedures present and implemented
Yes
RECOMMENDATIONS:
There are no recommendations.
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QUESTION 14.2 (WEED CONTROL)
Has the Facility implemented and maintained effective procedures to prevent the
spread or introduction o f weeds as a result o f its activities?

NOTES:
There are documented procedures in the CEMP or other site documentation to
prevent the spread or introduction o f weeds as a result o f site activities.
It was reported that no additional topsoil will be imported to the site and topsoil for
revegetation o f batters, etc will be sourced from the stockpiles generated by the
construction activities. It was further reported that strawbales used in erosion and
sediment control have been sourced locally, thereby reducing the potential to import
weeds.

EVALUATION:
No

No procedures present

RECOMMENDATIONS:
In regard to this project there are n o recommendations, however the Contractor
should for future development o f its systems and procedures develop a procedure for
the management o f weeds and prevention o f spread or importing o f weeds as required
by Clause 6.9 o f the Specification G35.

ELEMENT / 5 FAUNA
QUESTION 15.1 (HABITAT PROTECTION)
Has the Facility implemented documented procedures that establish require the
identification and protection o f fauna habitat?

NOTES:
The CEMP (Appendix 1) establishes requirements for habitat protection during the
clearing o f vegetation. The C E M P states that the Works Supervisor is responsible for
ensuring that the actions required b y the CEMP are undertaken.

EVALUATION:
Yes

Documented procedures present and implemented t o identify and
protection fauna habitat.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
There are no recommendations.

QUESTION 15.2 (FAUNA PROTECTION DURING VEGETATION CLEARING)
Has the Facility implemented and maintained effective procedures to prevent harm to
native fauna during vegetation clearing?

NOTES:

The CEMP (Appendix 1) establishes requirements for habitat protection during the
clearing o f vegetation. The Works Supervisor is responsible for ensuring that the
actions required by the CEMP are undertaken.
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The site induction refers to the requirement o f the CEMP for checking for fauna only
in felled trees and then arranging for care i f required. The CEMP does not include
contact details for organisations such as WIRES.
The majority o f the clearing o f vegetation had been completed at the time o f the audit
and no reference was found to a need to assist injured fauna.

EVALUATION:
Satisfactory

Documented procedures present and supported by records of
inspection and actions taken

RECOMMENDATIONS:
It is recommended that the requirement to check trees for fauna prior to felling be
included in the induction program.
Note: This recommendation is linked to C A R ENV/03.

ELEMENT / 6 FIRE PROTECTION
QUESTION 16.1 (BURNING OFF)
Has the Facility documented procedures that define the conditions where disposal of
cleared vegetation is permitted by burning and the precautions to be taken during
burn o f f operations?

NOTES:
Burning o f f on site is not permitted. Both the CEMP and induction program detail
this requirement.

EVALUATION:
Satisfactory

Procedures present on site that include processes that identify
conditions for burn o f f o f vegetation and the precautions to be taken
prior to, during and after burn off

RECOMMENDATIONS:
There are no recommendations.

QUESTION 16.2 (FIRE MANAGEMENT)
Has the Facility documented procedures that establish precautions to be taken to
prevent fires, the actions to be taken in the event o f an uncontrolled fire and the
actions to be taken during periods o f restriction imposed from time to time under
appropriate legislation?

NOTES:
The CEMP in Appendix 1 establishes control measures to prevent uncontrolled fires.
It is noted however, that one o f the control measures is that "One person on site to be
competent in using fire-fighting equipment", this requirement is inadequate given that
the competent person may n o be on site when required.
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EVALUATION:
Satisfactory

Procedures present that establish procedures for the prevention of
fires, actions to be taken in the event o f a fire, or the actions to be
taken in the event o f fire bans.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
It is recommended that the Contractor train additional personnel in the use o f fire
fighting equipment.

ELEMENT / 7 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND OTHER CONTAMINANTS
QUESTION 17.1 (HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INVENTORY)
Is there an inventory o f all hazardous substances and/or dangerous goods maintained
for this site and are Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS's) available for all items
listed in the inventory?

NOTES:
The site maintains a register o f dangerous/hazardous goods on site which includes
copies o f MSDS's.

EVALUATION:
Satisfactory

Inventory o f hazardous and/or dangerous materials available on site
and communicated to emergency services personnel

Note: Though the site has not notified emergency services as to the materials on site
it is considered that the site has achieved the requirements for a satisfactory
evaluation as the volume o f materials held on site is minimal and would not require
notification o f emergency services.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
There are no recommendations.

QUESTION 17.2 (HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT)
Does the Facility store and manage all hazardous substances and/or dangerous goods
in accordance with regulatory requirements?

NOTES:
The Contractor has generally stored all hazardous substances and/or dangerous goods
in accordance with regulatory requirements. The site compound has implemented at
high standard o f storage with its hazardous/dangerous goods container (Photograph
4).
No bulk fuel is kept on site, all vehicles are refuelled by mobile tanker or in
Somewhere.
It was noted however that three drums o f concrete curing compound were stored in
the open, with one drum fitted with a treacle tap. I f accidentally knocked over or
damaged the contents o f these drums could spread over the surrounding area. These
drums should be stored in a secure location.
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It was also noted that a blue plastic drum labelled "poison" was located in the
compound. It was reported that this drum was used to contain water in site camps.
The reuse o f such drums without proper washing and relabelling should be
discouraged.

EVALUATION:
Minimal

Most hazardous substances and/or dangerous goods stored in
accordance with regulatory requirements

RECOMMENDATIONS:
It is recommended that the Contractor ensure that all drums are stored in secure areas

where they cannot be damaged or where spills can be controlled without impact on
the environment. It is also recommended that the Contractor review its practice of
reusing drums without ensuring that they are relabelled.

ELEMENT / 8 SPILL PREVENTION AND CONTAINMENT
QUESTION 18.1 (SPILL CONTROL AND CLEAN UP)
Has the Facility implemented documented procedures for controlling and removing
chemical and fuel and lubricant spills from on or around the site caused by the
activities o f the Organisation?

NOTES:
Spill control and clean up requirements are documented in the CEMP and Induction
program.
Site personnel have been trained in the use o f spill clean up on a district basis.
The method o f disposal o f contaminated materials resulting from spill clean up is not
defined adequately in the CEMP but is in line with normal requirements o f MSDSs.

EVALUATION:
Satisfactory

Spill control and collection procedures and materials present.
Personnel trained in procedures and use o f materials

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Consideration should be given to detailing the method o f disposal o f contaminated
waste from clean u p operations, rather than relying on the statement that
contaminated material would be disposed o f appropriately.

QUESTION 18.2 (SPILL CONTAINMENT MEASURES)
Does the Facility maintain appropriate measures and equipment for the containment
o f potential spills and pollutants resulting from activities?

NOTES:
The CEMP requires that spill kits are kept in all mobile refuelling vehicles.
Subcontractors who do not have "spill kits" in their vehicles are loaned spill kits for their
period on site. A register o f spill kits is maintained on site and personnel issued with kits are
instructed in their use.
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EVALUATION:
Yes

Appropriate measures and equipment for the containment of
potential spills and pollutants present and maintained

RECOMMENDATIONS:
There are no recommendations.

ELEMENT 19 HERITAGE
QUESTION 19.1 (INDIGENOUS HERITAGE)
Does the Organisation maintain procedures that ensure that items o f indigenous
heritage are identified, protected or maintained?

NOTES:
The CEMP includes procedures for the protection o f areas possibly containing
aboriginal sites or artefacts (Appendix 1
— Archaeology and Heritage). It was noted
that one area o f archaeological interest has been covered with a stockpile (See
Question 10.3). This site is outside the construction area but was noted in the REF.
This issue was noted in the previous audit report under Item 2.2.10.

EVALUATION:
Satisfactory

Procedures that ensure that items o f indigenous heritage are
identified, protected or maintained, and requirements included in
training program

RECOMMENDATIONS:
It is recommended that the Contractor develop procedures for the removal o f the
stockpile before commencing operations in this area. These procedures should
establish the process for isolation and maintenance o f the site i f artefacts are
uncovered until NPWS can assess the significance o f the findings.

QUESTION 19.2 (NON-INDIGENOUS HERITAGE)
Does the Organisation maintain procedures that ensure that items o f non-indigenous
heritage are identified, protected or maintained in accordance with regulatory
requirements?

NOTES:
The CEMP includes procedures for the protection o f areas possibly containing nonindigenous heritage items (Appendix 1 — Archaeology and Heritage). It was noted
however that three areas o f interest have been identified within the construction zone.
The first site was a spillway in the area o f the open channel east o f Sandy Creek
uncovered during construction. This area was reported to the Superintendent, taped
off and investigated, and logged by an archaeologist. It was agreed that the spillway
could be buried, however the spillway was partly removed to widen the drainage
channel prior to completing the appropriate heritage assessment and statement of
heritage impact.
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The second area o f interest is a causeway near the Sandy Creek Bridge that was
identified prior to construction. All necessary permits have been obtained to excavate
near this structure and the formation batter has been varied to protect the causeway.
The third area o f interest is the retention o f part o f the Sandy Creek Bridge structure
(demolition o f the bridge being part o f the Roadworks Contract). This has yet to be
finalised between the Contractor and the RTA Project Manager.
These issues were noted in the previous audit report under Item 2.2.11.

EVALUATION:
Minimal

Procedures that ensure that items o f non-indigenous heritage are
identified, protected or maintained, or appropriate procedures
followed prior to removal.

Note: Identification and recording o f Sandy Creek spillway was satisfactory.
Avoidance o f Sandy Creek causeway has been satisfactory.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
It is recommended that all parties resolve the issue o f the retention o f a portion o f the
Sandy Creek Bridge structure is sufficient time to ensure that the requirement o f the
REF to retain and display a portion o f the structure is achieved without accidental
destruction o f bridge.

ELEMENT 20 CONTAMINATED GROUND
QUESTION 20.1 (DETECTION OF POTENTIAL CONTAMINATION)
Has the Facility conducted a survey o f the land under its control to detect any
suspected or potentially contaminated ground exposed during the conduct o f its
activities construction activities?

NOTES:
No potentially contaminated ground was detected during the REF

EVALUATION:
Not Applicable

RECOMMENDATIONS:
There are no recommendations.

QUESTION 20.2 (NOTIFICATION OF POTENTIAL CONTAMINATION)
Has the Facility implemented documented procedures that require notification the
EPA o f any suspected or potentially contaminated ground exposed during the conduct
o f its activities?

NOTES:
There are no notes.
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EVALUATION:
Not Applicable

RECOMMENDATIONS:
There are no recommendations.

QUESTION 20.3 (CONTAINMENT OF POTENTIAL CONTAMINATION)
Has the Facility implemented control measures as may be required to contain the
spread o f pollutants from contaminated ground detected in Questions 20.1 and 20.2?

NOTES:
There are no notes.

EVALUATION:
Not Applicable

RECOMMENDATIONS:
There are no recommendations.

ELEMENT 21 WASTE MANAGEMENT
QUESTION 21.1 (IDENTIFICATION OF WASTE STREAMS)
Has the Facility identified, quantified and characterised all its waste streams?

NOTES:
The Contractor has not identified, quantified or characterised any o f its waste streams.
Without identifying its waste streams, the Contractor cannot implement effective
methods o f reuse, recycling and disposal o f potential wastes.

EVALUATION:
No

Waste streams not identified or quantified or characterised

RECOMMENDATIONS:
It is recommended that during the remaining period o f the Contract, that the

Contractor monitor the materials generated as waste and the location o f disposal in
order to develop for future CEMPs an effective waste management plan.
Note: This it is recommended that this issue be addresses through 0 o C ENV/03.

QUESTION 21.2 (WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN)
Has a documented waste management plan been implemented for this site or facility?

NOTES:
There is no waste management plan. In order to achieve the requirements o f Clause
6.17 o f G35, the Contractor would be required to have implemented a waste
management plan. The waste management requirements o f Appendix 1 o f the CEMP
are not considered adequate to form a Waste Management Plan.
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EVALUATION:

Unsatisfactory No Waste Management Plan present

RECOMMENDATIONS:
See also Question 21.1. It is recommended that the Contractor develop a Waste
Management Plan for Roadworks that addresses the requirements o f Clause 6.17 of
the Specification G35 and the Waste Minimisation and Management Act 1995.
Clause 6.17 requires that the Waste Management Plan shall cover transport and
disposal arrangements including suitable facilities for storing waste materials and for
monitoring the waste control measures.
Note: This it is recommended that this issue be addresses through 0 o C ENV/03.

QUESTION 21.3 (WASTE SEPARATION)
Are wastes separated then reused or recycled either on-site or through recognised
recycling Facilities?

NOTES:
Wastes are separated but not reused or recycled. The unsuitable material excavated
as part o f the roadworks has been considered a waste material and is being used to fill
a dry gully.

EVALUATION:
Minimal

Waste is separated but not reused or recycled

RECOMMENDATIONS:
See Question 21.2.
Note: This it is recommended that this issue be addresses through 0 o C ENV-03.

QUESTION 21.4 (WASTE DISPOSAL RECORDS)
Does the Facility maintain records o f all off site and on site waste shipping and
disposal including the location or destination o f the wastes?

NOTES:
Clause 6.17 o f Specification G35 requires the Contractor to maintain specific records
o f disposal. This requirement was only being partially achieved in that dockets from
disposal contractors were being kept for accounting purposes only and it was reported
that these dockets were being held at the Somewhere office.
Clause 6.17 requires the Contractor to maintain a Waste Management Register shall
be kept detailing type o f waste picked up, amounts, date/time, by whom, and where it
was disposed.

EVALUATION:
Minimal

Records o f disposal maintained for some waste streams.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
It is recommended that the Contractor develop and implement procedures to ensure
that the required data is captured and recorded within a Waste Management Register.
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Note: This it is recommended that this issue be addresses through 0 o C ENV/03.

ELEMENT 22 RESTORATION OF SITE
QUESTION 22.1 (RESTORATION PLANNING)
Has the Facility a documented site closure plan that details the restoration processes
to apply to the site?

NOTES:
The CEMP does not specify the restoration requirements for the Compound area.
Those people interviewed considered that the buildings would be removed, the area
would be cleaned up and allowed to return to its condition prior to establishment of
the compound.

EVALUATION:
No

No Site Restoration Plan available for the Facility

RECOMMENDATIONS:
It is recommended that a site closure plan be prepared for the Compound area and
that future CEMPs include Restoration plans for the Compounds and other areas
disturbed by construction activities that are not restored as part o f the construction
works.
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IV

ATTACHMENTS
OPENING/CLOSING MEETING ATTENDANCE SHEET
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CAR Nos. EN V/01 To ENV/03
(To be attached by Project Manager)
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IV

COPIES OF CLOSED OUT CAR Nos.
There are no previous Corrective Action Requests
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LisT OF DOCUMENTS REVIEWED DURING AUDIT
The documents referred to during the conduct o f this audit included:
1. Previous Audit Report File Number 1/234.567,
2. Contractor Environmental Management Plan,
3. Project Quality Plan
4. Project Environmental Management Plan
5. Contractor's Registers including:
• Incident Report Register,
• NCR Register,
• CAR Register,
• Complaints Register, -• Training Register,
• Environmental Inspection Register.

-
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PHOTOGRAPHS

Photograph 1 — Catch Drain Outlet

Photograph 2 — Open Channel

Photograph 3 — Open Channel

Photograph 4 — Flammable Liquids Store (Compound Area)
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T O DATE THIS SECTION IS BLANK
FOR INFORMATION ABOUT APPROPRIATE QUALITY AUDITING
RESOURCES AND CHECKLISTS CONTACT:
Quality And Systems Manager
Project Management Office
BLACKTOWN

